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SUMMARY
The breakage behaviour of agglomerated materials is of interest to 
many industries which handle powders in a granulated form. 
Products which pass through an agglomeration process include 
fertilisers, pharmaceutical materials and some bulk chemicals. 
The current work relates the breakage rate of agglomerates to 
their mechanical strength in a particular piece of agglomeration 
equipment, namely, a fluidised bed.
A study of the strength of test agglomerates composed of sand with 
a polymeric binder (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) was carried out. The 
strength of agglomerate bafs was determined using a "three-point 
bend test" designed to elucidate fracture mechanics parameters, 
particularly Kc (the critical stress intensity factor). 
Indentation tests enabled the agglomerate yield strength to be 
found and therefore the size of the fracture "process zone" to be 
estimated. Agglomerates with a range of binder concentrations, 
and hence strengths, were fluidised and their breakage rates were 
determined for the different compositions. The breakage rate was 
found to be proportional to the reciprocal of the critical stress 
intensity factor as measured earlier. The breakage rate was also 
found to be proportional to the excess gas velocity in both a 
bubbling bed and a bed with gas jets. High-speed video recordings 
have shown that the main mechanism of fines generation is oblique 
impact of particles at relatively low velocities (of the order of 
a metre per second or less). This process is analogous to 
abrasive wear, which has. been simulated in a test outside the bed. 
Again, the wear rate was found to be proportional to 1/KC *
The usefulness of a fracture mechanics approach to agglomerate 
strength and breakage in process equipment has been confirmed 
using a fluidised bed.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Many industries use processes which at some stage involve powder 
handling of the starting materials, intermediates, or final 
products. Examples include minerals such as clay, sand and salt; 
foodstuffs such as flour and sugar; pharmaceutical powders and 
granules; agrochemicals- such as fertilisers and pesticides; and 
some bulk chemicals and reaction catalysts. Often there are 
advantages in handling the powders in a granulated form and this 
may be achieved by an agglomeration process (reviewed in Chapter 3 
and defined below) or through self-agglomeration of cohesive 
materials. Some of the advantages of agglomerates over fine 
particles are listed below;
-reduction of dust hazards,
-better flow properties such as reduced cake formation and 
consolidation during handling,
-reduced segregation of the components of a powder mixture 
(which is particularly important in the pharmaceutical 
industry),
-production of beneficial structure with respect to increased 
porosity, solubility or surface to volume ratio. The porous 
structure associated with agglomerates is of particular 
benefit when they are used as a catalyst or catalyst support.
For these and other reasons (see Capes, 1980) agglomerated 
products are finding increasing use in many industries from 
agrochemicals, food and pharmaceuticals to bulk chemicals and 
ceramics.
It is worth noting that the terms "agglomeration" and 
"granulation" may vary in meaning between different fields of 
research and industries. The definitions adopted here are those 
of Sherrington and Oliver, 1981, who described agglomeration as 
"granulation by agitation or random motion of a bed of particles" 
and granulation as "the building up of clusters from powder or 
powder/binder mixtures excluding the formation of granules by the
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comminution of larger bodies". The particles in an agglomerate 
are held together by interparticle bonds formed from interactions 
between the particles themselves or by the addition of a binding 
agent. These interparticle bonds have been extensively reviewed 
by Rumpf, 1962, 1977, and more recently by Schubert, 1981.
Rumpf1s classification of forces is summarised below. (It should 
be noted that more than one mechanism may act simultaneously).
Bond Type Origin of Adhesive Forces
' Solid bridges Sintering, heat hardening
Chemical reaction 
Incipient melting due to pressure 
and/or friction 
Deposition through drying
Immobile liquids /  Viscous binders
Adsorption layers
Mobile liquids Liquid bridges
Intermolecular and Van der Waals forces
long-range forces Electrostatic forces
Magnetic forces
Mechanical interlocking Shape-related bonding
In practice, interparticle forces for many of the mechanisms 
listed above cannot be calculated a priori. Interparticle forces 
due to Van der Waals interactions and mobile liquid bridges, 
however, can be calculated for simple model geometries (see for 
example, Israelachvilli, 1985, and Adams and Edmondson, 1987).
During the formation process the agglomerates will experience 
break-up forces caused by interactions such as particle and wall 
collisions. The relative strengths of the disruptive and adhesive 
forces greatly influences the mechanism of agglomerate growth.
Once formed, the agglomerates must be strong enough to withstand^
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the stresses they will encounter during handling. If eventual 
disruption is desirable, for example to aid dissolution or 
compaction during tabletting, an intermediate agglomerate strength 
may be required. Undesirable agglomerate breakage can be very 
costly as it may render a product such as a granulated fertiliser 
unappealing to the customer if it is delivered as dust instead of 
granules. Breakage followed by elutriation during a fluidised bed 
reaction can lead to the loss of an expensive component such as a 
granulated catalyst. (This is a well-known problem in fluidised 
bed catalytic cracking of heavy oils). Thus, agglomerate strength 
is an important property which will determine whether the 
agglomerate can survive formation and handling processes or will 
end up as an unsuitable mixture of fines and fragments, or 
over-strong and therefore too slow to dissolve, for example.
1.2 Strategy of the Work
Given the problems described in the previous section, the 
objective of this work was to obtain a fundamental understanding 
of the way in which agglomerates of particulate solids break down 
during formation and processing. It is important to consider both 
the single agglomerate behaviour and its relationship with the 
bulk behaviour of the material.
These considerations led to the following objectives:
(i) to study the breakage of test agglomerates under 
controlled conditions;
(ii) to measure the breakage of . . agglomerates during
processing;
(iii) to relate the bulk behaviour of the agglomerates to 
single agglomerate interactions and their characteristic 
strength.
Established test methods to quantify and measure breakage of 
particulate material have been reviewed by Bemrose and Bridgwater, 
1987, and the British Materials Handling Board, 1987. Bemrose and
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Bridgwater comment that "multi-particle tests more closely relate 
to powder use but they are primarily empirical in nature whereas 
the single particle tests enhance the understanding of particle 
breakage but are difficult to compare with attrition in practice". 
(Attrition has been defined by Bridgwater, 1987, as "any process 
that leads to the division of a particle into two or into a number 
of particles"). In order to select appropriate methods for 
strength characterisation the approach of earlier workers was 
reviewed and established materials tests were considered (see 
the following section and chapter 5).
1.3 Experimental Approach
Early work on agglomerate strength (Rumpf, 1962 and 1977) 
considered agglomerate failure in terms of the instantaneous 
rupture of all the individual bridges across a failure plane 
through the agglomerate (see figure 5.1). This is unrealistic as 
a material, unless completely ductile, will fail by propagation of 
cracks which will initiate from regions of high stress such as 
flaws in the material. The study of the failure of materials by 
crack propagation is termed fracture mechanics and is well 
established in the field of materials science. It is used to 
predict the behaviour of metals, ceramics, polymers and composite 
materials having, with the exception of ceramics, a continuous 
bulk or matrix. The use of fracture mechanics to study ceramics 
or porous materials which may exhibit complex failure behaviour 
due to their discontinuous nature (see Kendall, 1986, Adams 
et.al., 1989, Ouchiyama et.al., 1987, and Mullier et.al., 1987) is 
relatively new. The test selected for the characterisation of 
agglomerate strength was the three-point bend test which is 
described in chapter 5. This was used to investigate the mode of 
failure of agglomerate bars and to determine a strength 
characteristic, also described in chapter 5.
The bulk behaviour of the agglomerates was monitored using a 
fluidised bed as the processing device. This piece of equipment 
was selected because it is used in a variety of powder handling 
operations such as granulation, catalytic reactions, combustion, 
coating and drying. Hence, a study of the breakage of granules in
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a fluidised bed will be of interest in many different areas. 
Also, it is comparatively independent of scale (with some 
exceptions such as gross bed circulation patterns) which makes it 
suitable for laboratory study. Furthermore, in a fluidised bed 
the disruptive conditions can be varied relatively easily by 
adjusting the fluidising gas velocity. Thus, the bulk attrition 
behaviour of batches of agglomerate particles was studied in a 
fluidised bed under various operating conditions (chapter 4). 
The attrition in the bed could then be related to the 
characteristic strengths measured for agglomerate bars of the same 
composition and porosity as the agglomerate particles used in the 
bulk tests.
The tests described above give information about the strength of 
agglomerates in a carefully controlled test and the amount of 
breakage in a particular processing device. They do not, however, 
determine the mode of breakage in the bed; i.e. whether breakage 
occurs by bulk fragmentation or by the removal of primary 
particles or small fragments from the granule surface. High speed 
video recordings were made of agglomerates fluidised in a 
semi-cylindrical bed in order to observe the breakage mechanism 
directly. From the videos the types of particle collisions could 
be identified. Controlled single particle collision tests were 
set up outside the bed to simulate the impact types and these are 
reported in chapter 4. The high-speed observations of the 
collision simulations showed that the breakage mechanism was 
abrasive wear (which is described in chapter 6) . The term "wear" 
has been defined by OECD^ 1969 as "the progressive loss of 
substance from the operating surface of a body occurring as a 
result of relative motion at the surface" and "abrasion" as "wear 
by displacement of material caused by hard particles or hard 
protuberances". The observation of abrasive wear during collision 
simulations led to the development of a wear test of the 
agglomerate bars. It was found that the wear behaviour could also 
be related to the strength characteristic of the agglomerate bars. 
The wear test could be useful in predicting breakage resistance 
of the agglomerated material in other processes.
^ 0r^Yns4~\cm £cowo^ \c  .DeA/tiopiAawJ:
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1.4 Relevance of the Work
The method which has been used to measure the strength of the 
individual agglomerate bars is not specific to any particular 
processing device. This approach could usefully be applied to a 
variety of processes such as conveying, agglomeration and
tabletting. It is based on the measurement of the failure of
agglomerates by fracture and is of relevance to materials 
experiencing brittle or semi-brittle failure modes, but does not 
attempt to predict ductile failure.
The conditions in the fluidised bed are similar to those in other 
powder handling operations such as chute flow and certain forms of 
pneumatic conveying in that the normal loads in a fluidised bed 
are, by definition, very low. However, this is not the case in 
flow from hoppers where normal loads may be high and a shear test 
may be more appropriate (see for example Paramanathan and 
Bridgwater, 1983). The degree of attrition of a powder during gas 
fluidisation under set conditions is used as a recognised 
attrition test (see Bemrose and Bridgwater, 1987, and the British 
Materials Handling Board, 1987) . In order for such a test to be 
useful it is necessary to have a good understanding of the 
breakage processes involved.
This work has led to a better understanding of general agglomerate 
breakage and failure behaviour while also yielding insights into 
the performance of agglomerates in a selected piece of process 
equipment. The tests devised for the study of agglomerate
breakage could also be of use in materials selection and 
characterisation of agglomerates as an assessment of their 
suitability for use in a variety of powder handling processes.
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CHAPTER 2
GAS FLUIDISATION OF PARTICULATE MATERIALS
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GAS FLUIDISATION OF PARTICULATE MATERIALS
2.1 Introduction
Gas fluidisation can be used for a variety of particle handling 
processes such as drying of particulates, particle coating, 
combustion, granulation, and filtration. Some of the reported 
studies of these processes give insights into particle 
interactions which are applicable to gas fluidisation in general. 
For example, experiments on aerosol collection in fluidised beds 
have shed some light on the nature of the gas and particle flow 
within the bed and a brief discussion of aerosol collection is 
included in this chapter. Collision events in the bed can lead to 
agglomeration or break-up of granules. The breakage of
agglomerates in a fluidised bed is governed by the characteristic 
strength of the granules and the way in which they interact during 
fluidisation. The mechanical properties of granulated materials 
and the granulation process will be discussed in later chapters? 
this chapter is concerned with interactions during fluidisation.
2.2 Gas Fluidisation and Bed Pressure Drop
Many of the principles of gas fluidisation described in this 
section would also apply to liquid fluidisation? however, the term 
"gas" is used rather than "fluid" to remain consistent with those 
sections dealing only with gas fluidisation. When a gas is caused 
to flow through a bed of granular material it will experience a 
certain pressure drop. If the flow is vertically upwards, and the 
bed is not physically restrained, the pressure drop will increase 
with increasing flow rate up to a limit APf. The limit occurs 
when the pressure drop equals the bed weight per unit area and at 
this point the entire weight of the bed is supported by the fluid. 
This condition can be expressed as a force balance in terms of the 
pressure drop, AP^, and the total weight of the bed. M^, ie.
AP = (2.1)
A
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and A the 
cross-sectional area of the bed. This is the condition of 
incipient fluidisation, while the corresponding superficial gas 
velocity (ie. the volumetric flow rate divided by the bed
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cross-sectional area) is known as the minimum fluidisation 
velocity, U . At this point the bed possesses fluid-like
mf
properties. It has no yield stress, but will have an apparent 
viscosity and can support bodies of a lower density than the bulk 
density of the bed. This can be demonstrated using an object such 
as a hollow rubber duck at the bottom of a bed of granular
material such as sugar. If the bed is fluidised the duck will 
float to the surface, exhibiting buoyancy as it would in a liquid. 
If the gas flow rate is increased beyond this point the subsequent 
bed behaviour depends on the particle and fluid properties.
A simple fluidised bed is shown schematically in figure 2.1. The 
gas enters the base of the bed through a distributor which also 
serves to support the bed prior to fluidisation. Tappings at the 
side of the bed can be connected to manometers for pressure
readings, or thermocouples can be inserted through the tappings
for temperature measurement. The freeboard section above the bed 
allows extra height to prevent carry-over of particles ejected
from the bed+ at ve-loei^e-s1"below the-i-g" o 1-utr-i-afr-i o ■¥oloaity» The 
outlet gas from the bed can be fed into a cyclone to collect any 
fines elutriated by the gas. The design of the fluidised bed and 
cyclone to be used in the experimental work is discussed in 
section 2.7.
2.3 Determination and Calculation of U ,
 — ------------------------------   mf
The value of U can be determined from measurements of the
mf
pressure drop across the bed, AP, as a function of the superficial 
fluid velocity. As the gas velocity is increased, the bed 
pressure drop increases in the characteristic manner shown in 
figure 2.2. The pressure drop at the point of incipient 
fluidisation may exceed the bed weight per unit area if there is a 
restraint in addition to gravity which must be overcome to 
mobilise the bed. Restraining forces may arise due to frictional 
interactions of the bed contents with its walls. The peak in AP 
at incipient fluidisation can be pronounced for cohesive bed 
materials. Once these non-gravitational forces have been 
overcome, the bed pressure drop can be equated to the bed weight 
per unit area and the trace of AP with decreasing gas velocity
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(shown in figure 2.2) reflects this. umf is defined as the gas
velocity at the intersection of the line AP=M,g/A and the AP-U *
d mf
trace below U=U' determined from the measurements made withmt
decreasing gas velocity to remove the effects of forces other than 
the bed weight, see figure 2.2. Experimental results for a bed of 
test granules fluidised with air are given in chapter 4.
In order to predict values of U „ for given bed conditions, Wen> mf
and Yu, 1966, correlated data for the relationship between U themf
Archimedes (or Galileo) number ,Ar, and the Reynolds number, Re. 
They proposed that
Ar ='1650Re , + 24.5Re 2 (2.2)mf  mf
P d 3(p- p )g
where Ar = — ^ \ ---2---- (2.3)
p U d
and Re = 9 ™— — (2.4)mf  IX
where p is the gas density and p is the particle denstity, p the9 P
gas viscosity and dy the volume diameter of the bed particles (not 
d , the surf ace/volume diameter, as was used in the Ergunsv
equation, see Ergun, 1952). Rearranging equations 2.2 and 2.4 in 
terms of U gives
r v
U = -^3- < (1135.7 + 0.0408Ar) - 33.7^ (2.5)mf g v I J
The above equations are invalid if there are large interparticle 
forces such as those which occur when the particles soften or 
sinter. This is because they Contain assumptions about the bed 
voidage at minimum fluidisation, e . which are no longer validmf
when the particles become cohesive. Equation 2.5 can be used to 
predict U „ for particles greater than 100pm in diameter. Formf
smaller particles Baeyens' equation (Geldart and Abrahamsen, 1981) 
can be used (with SI units)
, . 0 . 9 3 4  0 . 9 3 4  . 1 . 8(p - P ) g d
U —  ---- ------------- 2—  (2.6)
mf  .  „■ „  0 . 8 7  0 . 0 6 6l.lllp p
g
These equations are written as though there were a single particle 
size whereas there is bound to be a distribution of particle size.
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In this case, suitable mean values of d and d should be used
p v
(for more detail see Geldart, 1986, chapter 2). A comparison of 
the measured value of U „ and a value calculated using equation
mf
2.5 is given in chapter 4.
2.4 Types of Gas Fluidisation
In the previous section some of the properties of the constituent 
particles of the bed were mentioned, namely size and the strength 
of interparticle forces. The behaviour of the fluidised bed will 
vary depending on these properties and also on the density of the 
particles. Empirical types of fluidised bed behaviour above the 
point of minimum fluidisation have been classified by Geldart, 
1973, into four groups A, B, C and D according to particle size 
and particle-gas density difference. It was subsequently shown 
(Molerus, 1982) that a plausible explanation for the different 
types of behaviour is that they are determined by the relative 
importance of interparticle forces. A detailed description of the 
differences between these groups would be inappropriate in this 
discussion, but a brief description is included. A more detailed 
survey of the effect of interparticle forces on fluidisation 
behaviour is given by Seville, 1987.
Group C contains the finest particles whose behaviour is dominated 
by interparticle forces. These materials are cohesive and 
difficult to fluidise. Either they tend to form 'rat-holes' or 
channels through which.the gas passes from the distributor to the 
freeboard or the particles lift as plugs of material. If
"rat-holing" occurs the pressure drop across the bed is less than 
the bed mass per unit area, so that fluidisation may never be
achieved.
Group A contains slightly coarser or denser materials for which 
the interparticle forces and particle weight are more nearly in
balance. Because these materials are slightly cohesive the bed
continues to expand as the gas velocity is increased above Um f
until the velocity at which gas bubbles are seen in the bed, U _ ,
mb
the minimum bubbling velocity. For cohesive materials the initial 
pressure drop at fluidisation may exceed the bed weight per unit
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area because an excess pressure may be required to overcome the 
forces between the bed of particles and the column walls and 
distributor (see section 2.3 and figure 2.2). If the gas velocity 
is increased further the pressure drop across the bed will 
decrease to the expected value.
Interparticle forces are negligible by comparison with particle 
weight for Group B materials (typified by sand) and bubbles form 
in beds of these particles at any velocity above the minimum 
fluidisation velocity. Group D contains large or dense particles 
for which interparticle attractions can also be neglected. In 
fluidised beds of groups D and B, bubbles can coalesce to the 
extent that in narrow columns they can grow to the width of the 
bed and lift the particles in plugs; this behaviour is known as 
slugging.
There is still debate about the conditions under which gas 
entering a fluidised bed will do so in the form of "jets" or 
streams of bubbles (see section 2.7). For coarse particles, 
however, it is generally true that the gas entering the bed takes 
the form of jets. These jets will break into discrete bubbles 
some way into the bed at a height known as the jet penetration 
height. A discussion of gas jet behaviour in fluidised .beds can 
be found in Massimilla, 1985. The boundary between groups B and D 
can be considered in terms of the behaviour of gas bubbles and 
will be discussed in the next section.
2.5 Gas Transport in a Fluidised Bed
The gas in a fluidised bed can travel through the bed in the form
of bubbles, slugs or jets of gas, and this is known as the bubble 
phase or lean phase of the bed. The gas will also permeate up 
through the particulate or dense phase of the bed. These two 
modes of gas flow led to the classical picture of fluidisation, 
developed from the postulate that the gas flow in excess of that 
minimum necessary for fluidisation passes through the bed in the 
form of bubbles (Toomey and Johnstone, 1952). This is known as
the two-phase theory of fluidisation and has been shown to be an
oversimplification (see for example Grace and Clift, 1974) as the
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two phases are not discrete and gas can circulate into and out of 
bubbles.
The distinction between groups B and D can be based on the mode of 
gas transport in the bed. The bubble velocity, u^, is 
related to the radius of curvature of the bubble, r, as shown by 
Davies and Taylor, 1950,
u^ =2/3/(gr) (2.7)
Whether or not the gas moving through the interstices of the dense 
phase travels more quickly than the gas bubbles is determined by 
the. ratio u^/ (Umf/£m^) where e  ^ is the bed voidage at minimum 
fluidisation and hence U ^ / e  ^ is the interstitial gas velocity. 
For group D materials the interstitial gas travels more quickly 
than most of the gas bubbles so that interstitial gas can also 
enter the bottom of bubbles and leave through the top, by-passing 
some of the bed. In beds of group B particles the gas bubbles 
travel faster than the interstitial gas and there is less transfer 
of gas between the two modes of transport except during 
coalescence and splitting of the bubbles. The transition between 
B and D behaviour is not dependent solely on the composition of 
the bed. The gas transport will depend on the velocity of the 
bubbles which is affected by excess gas velocity, U-U , and will
mf
depend on the height above the distributor.
The motion of the bubbles through the bed has an important 
consequence in that it leads to the circulation of particles 
through the bed. As bubbles rise up the bed they carry with them 
"wakes” of the dense particulate phase like gas bubbles moving 
through a liquid. The liquid analogy has been exploited further 
to determine effective fluidised bed viscosities from the shape of 
bubbles (Grace, 1970). The movement of particles entrained in 
bubble wakes leads to rapid mixing of particles and good heat 
transfer which are major advantages of the gas fluidisation 
technique. The upward movement of particles in the wake of 
bubbles must also be accompanied by the downward transport of 
particles in bubble-free regions of the bed. At the interface 
between entrained particles and stationary or descending particles
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collisions will occur. Particles may collide with high relative 
velocities in head-on or glancing impacts which can result in 
particle breakage^ Such breakage might be associated with 
relative motion in the dense phase as the bubble rises through it, 
or it may be associated with the frequent bubble coalescence 
and/or splitting events which occur in the bubbling bed. For 
example, particles in the wake of a slowly moving bubble with a 
faster bubble moving up beneath it will be flung rapidly out of 
the wake to the front of the new bubble on coalescence of the two 
and can impact with more slowly moving particles above the new 
bubble (see Clift and Grace, 197S). In the work reported here, 
particle collisions have been observed directly and the results 
are reported in chapter 4.
2.6 The Distributor Region
In this work, particular attention was paid to the region in which 
the gas enters at the base of the bed. The gas has its highest 
velocity in this region and, therefore, the highest particle
velocities are to be expected here. This would lead to relatively 
high-energy impacts and a high particle breakage rate in this 
region. Also, the nature of the distributor affects the gas 
distribution in the lean phase which can be in the form of 
discrete bubbles, continuous streams of bubbles or jets of gas. A 
great many types of gas distributor are in use in fluidised beds 
(see for example Geldart and Baeyens, 1985, or Geldart, 1986,
chapter 4).
It is known that in order to provide a uniform distribution of gas 
to the bed there must be a large pressure drop across the
distributor; uneven distribution of gas leads to parts of the bed
being poorly fluidised or unfluidised. The distributor plate must
be able to support the forces associated with the large pressure 
drop across it. In addition to this it must retain the bed 
material and stop it falling into the windbox prior to 
fluidisation. (Design criteria for distributors are given in the 
references in the previous paragraph). The two most basic types 
of distributor are a porous plate of a rigid material and a solid 
plate containing drilled holes for the gas flow. There are many
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variations on these, such as plates with holes of different shapes 
or composite distributors consisting of a sandwich of different 
materials. Thus, most distributors consist of a set of flow 
constrictions through which the gas velocity is typically at least 
an order of magnitude larger than its superficial value.
In this work, one of the simplest types of distributor was 
employed, consisting of an array of drilled holes in a flat plate. 
The percentage of the area of the plate through which gas could 
pass, the percentage free area, was 1.5%. The average gas 
velocity through the orifices times the fractional free area of 
the distributor should be equivalent to the superficial gas 
velocity in the bed. Hence, the gas velocity in the orifices is 
67 times its superficial value in the bed. With a multi-orifice 
distributor such as the one used here, the gas enters the bed at a 
high velocity. This causes the gas to form what has been called a 
"jet", by analogy with turbulent jets in fluids. Some workers 
have argued that a distinction should be made between a 
"permanent" jet and a stream of fast bubbles emerging from the 
distributor orifice, eg. Rowe et.al., 1979). The high-speed video 
recordings discussed in chapter 4 showed a permanent jet, with no 
discrete bubbles seen in the jet region.
2.7 The Influence of the Jet on Particle Behaviour
The jet is a fluctuating flame-like region of abnormally high void 
fraction, and high particle and gas velocities. Experimental 
investigations of the jet region, mainly utilising semi- 
cylindrical columns, are summarised by Massimilla, 1985. These 
show that, in general, the jet boundary is approximately conical 
with an expansion half-angle (see figure 2.3) of typically 15-30°. 
In fact, the jet-expansion angle is not a fixed value but 
decreases with height and probably depends on the particle 
characteristics. Particles may be entrained into the jet at any 
point, but entrainment is greatest near the distributor orifice. 
Particles enter the jet with negligible vertical velocity 
component and are rapidly accelerated by the drag of the gas. 
Most of the gas flow in the jet arises from flow directly through 
the orifice, but gas also enters with entrained particles and
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percolates into the jet along its length.
Donadono et.al., 1980, made measurements of particle velocities
from films of particles approaching and entering a jet in a 
fluidised bed. The gas jet entered the bed through a nozzle of 
square cross-section. Gas velocities were measured using a Pitot 
tube. They showed that the radial gas and particle velocities 
conform approximately, to the Schlichting type (see Abramovich, 
1963) having the general form
U  =  U  <1 - 5 1-V  (2 . 8 )m
V = V (I-?1-5)2 (2.9)m
where U refers to the gas velocity and V the particle velocity at 
a given height up the jet. The subscript m denotes the value on 
the jet axis and £, the radial co-ordinate, is the ratio of the 
distance from the axis of the jet to the . jet radius at a given
height ie. y/b, see figure 2.3. An expression was developed for 
the radial profile of the solids volume concentration, and this in 
conjunction with the expressions for the particle and gas 
velocities was used in integrations to give the gas and solids 
mass flow-rates.
Donsi et.al., 1980ajdeveloped a model for gas and particle motion 
in and around a jet entering a fluidised bed through a nozzle of 
circular cross-section. They based their model on the
experimental observations and assumptions of Donadono et.al.,
1980. This model was adapted by Tan, 1982, in order to predict 
the collection of aerosol particles within the jet. However, it 
was found that the model was deficient in several important 
respects. Tan's model requires a large number of input parameters 
some of which are not known a priori. For example it is necessary 
to input values for the initial solids concentration at the base 
of the jet, and the rate of particle entrainment into the jet. 
Next, the model takes no account of collisions of bed particles 
within the jet. Clearly, particles entrained into the jet well 
above the orifice will have a smaller vertical velocity than 
particles entrained below them. Observations made using a
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high-speed video (see chapter 4) confirm that particle-particle 
collisions are frequent. Yang and Keairns, 1982, also filmed
particles in the jet region of a fluidised bed. They found that 
particles tended to 'bounce back out of the jet more readily under 
high solid loading conditions'. This led to a decreased particle 
entrainment rate with increased solids loading of the jet 
illustrating the importance of particle-particle collisions in the 
jet. There is also evidence to suggest that the classical jet 
description summarised above may not be as easily applied to 
coarser particles such as the agglomerates fluidised in this work. 
It has been noted that the solids loading in the jet increases 
with particle size. For example, in work by Donsi et.al., 1980b, 
on fluidised coarse.solids, there was little difference between 
the void fraction in the jet and in the surrounding particulate 
phase.
2.8 Comparison of the Jet and Bubbling Bed Regions
Because of the very different fluid and particle motion in the jet 
region compared with the rest of the fluidised bed, it is 
appropriate to divide the whole bed into two regions - the 
bubbling bed and the jet or entry region. Not surprisingly, the 
extents of chemical and physical processes in the two regions are 
very different. For example, it has been shown that the entry 
region can be of paramount importance in the modelling of 
fluidised bed reactors (see for example Behie and Kehoe, 1973).
Experiments on the collection of aerosol particles in the 
fluidising gas by the bed particles suggest that the bed can be 
split into two distinct regions. The overall collection 
efficiency for a series of experiments has been monitored at 
different overall bed heights by a number of researchers, reviewed 
by Clift et.al., 1981. The results showed relatively little
change in efficiency as the bed height was reduced until, at a 
certain height, a distinct discontinuity of slope was observed, 
the collection efficiency then decreasing much more rapidly with 
decrease in bed height. The height at which this discontinuity 
occurred coincided with the jet penetration distance, as 
calculated from the correlation due to Merry, 1975. The high 
collection efficiency of the jet region arises from the high
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relative velocity between the dust-laden gas and the collector 
particles in this region, which gives a high efficiency of 
inertial collection of aerosol on bed particles.
In summary, breakage of particles in a fluidised bed is likely to 
occur both in the bubbling bed and in the jet region, but the 
larger velocities in the jet suggest that breakage is likely to be 
more severe in this region. The existing mathematical description 
of the jet region is likely to be of limited relevance in the 
understanding of the breakage process. This is because any 
measured rate of breakage will be highly dependent on the 
frequency of particle collisions and the energies involved, 
neither of which can be predicted from the models described in 
section 2.7.
2.9 Breakage of Particles During Fluidisation
The breakage of particles in a fluidised bed occurs by attrition 
where attrition has been defined as ’any process that leads to the 
division of a particle into two or into a number of particles’ 
(Bridgwater, 1987). . The sources and characteristics of attrition 
in a fluidised bed have been tabulated by Vaux and Fellers, 1981, 
as shown in Table 2.1. This thesis is concerned with the 
behaviour of particles in a fluidised bed without impact plates, 
so that the external sources of attrition such as pneumatic 
conveyers and screw feeders are not applicable. However, the 
technique of recording single particle impacts reported in chapter 
4 is of relevance to other processes,‘ such as pneumatic conveying, 
in which particles may be damaged by impacts with hard surfaces. 
Likewise, the experimental work was restricted to the fluidisation 
of pre-formed granules at ambient temperature, so that 
consideration of thermal shock, calcination and chemical reactions 
as causes of particle breakage is not necessary. Explosions due 
to internal generation of gas pressure can also be discounted as 
the granules used had interconnecting pores which would preclude 
the build up of high internal pressures. Breakage inside the bed 
could be due to impacts of particles with the walls reported by 
Arastoopour and Chen, 1983, low velocity impacts from stirring by 
bubbles (Gwyn, 1969), and high velocity impacts between particles
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in the jet region.
As in fluidised bed filtration, the bed can be considered to be 
composed of two regions - the jet region where the entrained 
particles have a high velocity and hence kinetic energy but are in 
a 'lean' phase with a low number of particles per unit volume, and 
above this the bubbling bed region where the particles are more 
densely packed but have lower velocities. Table 2.1 suggests that 
particle attrition in the jet region is the result of collisions 
on the "roof" of the jet whereas in this work particle-particle 
impacts with the walls of the jet and within the jet have been 
observed (see chapter 4). Most of the studies on fluidised bed 
attrition consider either attrition due to high velocity gas jets 
or particle degradation in a bubbling bed. Patel et.al., 1986,
consider the relative importance of both regions and suggest that 
this will depend on the distributor type. Using a drilled plate 
distributor they measured the absolute attrition rate (the mass of 
fines produced per unit time), and found it to be approximately 
the same for a shallow bed of depth h^, the height of the jets, 
and for a deep bed of depth 2h^. They proposed that breakage 
occurs in the zone above the distributor and that above this there 
is little breakage. Thus an increase in bed height causes a 
decrease in breakage rate per unit bed mass. They emphasised.the 
need to model the bed as a set of discrete areas of breakage 
rather than average the breakage over the whole bed.
The extent of breakage in the bed is generally quantified in terms 
of the attrition per unit bed mass, W, ie.
where Mq is the mass of attrition product. One of the earliest 
studies of attrition in a fluidised bed was conducted by Gwyn, 
1969. He found that the extent of attrition of catalyst particles 
varied with time as
W = Ktm (2.11)
where K was a function of initial particle size and m was found to 
be a constant (0.46) for the catalyst particles tested. The
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attrition rate R is then given by
r = dw = Knit™”1 (2.12)
dt
Unless m=l, Gwyn's expression for attrition rate shown in equation
(2.12) predicts that the attrition rate changes with time. This 
can occur if the particle characteristics such as the shape or 
surface roughness change with residence time in the bed. The 
model by Chen et.al. , 1980, includes a sphericity term to allow
for the decrease in attrition rate with time caused by the 
rounding of the particles as protruberances are removed.
A common approach to the modelling of fluidised bed attrition is 
to consider an energy balance in the bed in terms of the energy 
input by the gas and the energy dissipated in forming new surfaces 
by breaking the bed particles. The term used to calculate the 
energy input has been taken variously as the superficial gas 
velocity, U, the velocity of the gas at a distributor orifice, UQ , 
or the excess gas velocity from the two-phase theory of 
fluidisation, (u_umf)• T^e gas velocity terms used by different 
workers in the field are shown in table 2.2. It can be seen that 
the most popular term is the excess gas velocity. This term is 
associated with the experiments carried out using a porous or 
sintered plate distributor which produces gas flow in the form of 
bubbles. In those cases where the superficial or orifice gas 
velocity is used, the associated experimental work had the gas 
entering the bed through a drilled plate or through orifices set 
in a perforated plate. This suggests that where the gas enters 
the bed through an orifice the attrition behaviour is dominated by 
the orifice or superficial gas velocity, whereas in the absence of 
gas jets the gas flow in the form of bubbles determines the amount 
of attrition.
Several models of fluidised bed attrition assume that the kinetic 
energy of the particles is directly related to the kinetic energy 
of the gas. For example, Arastoopour and Chen, 1983, applied 
Gwyn's rate of attrition equation (2.12) to the fragmentation of 
char agglomerates in a fluidized bed and found that the 
coefficients K and m were related to the rate of energy supplied
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by the fluidising gas per unit bed mass, E^. They assumed that 
the rate of energy supplied was proportional to the kinetic energy 
of the fluidising gas at the orifice of the distributor in the 
following way
where Uq is the gas velocity at the orifice, Pg t i^e ^as
density, Q the volumetric gas flow rate and 0 a correction factor. 
If auxiliary gas is introduced in addition to the orifice gas, for 
example through a porous region around the orifice, an extra term 
for it must be included in equation (2.13). The relationship 
between the kinetic energy of the fluidising gas and the kinetic 
energy of the bed particles is unclear, although the above model 
assumes a simple linear relationship.
Ray et.al., 1987, considered the gas pressure drop across the bed
as the energy source for attrition. A model was developed for
attrition in the fluidised bed once the attrition rate had become
constant with time. They considered that the rate of gas energy
supplied to the bed E could be calculated from the pressure drop9
across the bed using
where A is the cross-sectional area of the bed. When the bed is 
fluidised the pressure drop is M^g/A so that equation(2.14) can be 
written as
The rate of transfer of mechanical energy to particle kinetic 
energy was considered to be derived from the gas velocity in. 
excess of that required to cause fluidisation, ie. the excess gas 
velocity, Ue = U^_Umf^* Thus, the rate of kinetic energy received 
by the particles is
2
(2.13)
E = U A AP 9 (2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
The total mass rate of attrition, was expressed as
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Rt = ar]Ek (2.17)
where a is the attrition coefficient which equals the mass of 
fines generated by a unit of breakage energy, and rj is the 
efficiency of energy transformation from kinetic to breakage 
energy. It was verified experimentally that the total mass rate 
of attrition was linearly dependent on the excess gas velocity. 
The coefficient a was shown to be a material parameter. The 
attrition model was developed by analogy to the endothermic 
surface reaction in which the total reaction (here attrition) rate 
is constrained by the .rate of input energy. The model was used 
successfully to predict the relative attrition rates of a binary 
mixture of limestone particles. It is limited in that it only 
applies to the period when the attrition rate is time-independent
a
and hence would not be useful for materials showing a marked time 
dependence of their attrition rate.
A similar energy balance argument was proposed by Merrick and 
Highley, 1974, who predicted that
Rfc = K(U-Umf)Mb (2.18) -
where K is a proportionality constant. This was based on the 
assumptions that the rate of creation of new surface area is 
proportional to the rate of energy input (Rittinger’s Law), the 
size distribution of the fines is approximately constant so that 
the rate of surface energy creation is proportional to the mass 
rate of production of fines, and that the rate of input of energy 
to the bed particles is proportional to u“umf  The last 
assumption is misleading as presented, because it was based on the 
two phase theory of fluidisation which . predicts that the excess 
gas velocity is present in the form of bubbles. It was assumed 
that the gas bubbles were responsible for the transfer of gas 
kinetic energy to the surface energy absorbed by fragmenting 
particles. This is reasonable if the rate of input of energy is 
proportional to as shown in equation(2.16) from the
pressure drop arguments. Again, this model does not include the 
initial high attrition rate found by others.
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In the energy balance attrition models the predicted attrition 
rates are based on some function of gas velocity multiplied by a 
correlation coefficient. The correlation between the observed and 
predicted attrition rates does not prove the validity of the 
energy balance models, merely confirming that there is a strong 
relationship between attrition rate and gas velocity. It is worth 
noting at this point that the development of a model for particle 
attrition in fluidised beds based solely on an overall energy 
balance is inevitably fraught with difficulty because of the gross 
imbalance between the overall rate of energy input and the rate at 
which energy is used up in creating new surfaces. This problem 
has been explored in the context of comminution where it is usual 
for only a fraction of one percent of the input energy to be used 
in creating new surface (Prasher, 1987). Indeed, "the theoretical 
energy efficiency of grinding operations is 0.06 - 1%, based on 
values of the surface energy of quartz" (Perry, 1984).
The transient nature of the attrition rate, with the rate 
generally decreasing with time, has been attributed to changes in 
the shape of the bed particles, the cushioning effect of fines in 
the bed, or changes in the mechanical properties of the particles 
as they undergo attrition in the bed. Vaux, 1978, like others, 
found the attrition rate to be proportional to the excess gas 
velocity. Vaux also found that the attrition rate had an 
initially high value, which was attributed to the removal of 
surface irregularities from the particles. He defined, the 
attrition rate as
R = (2.19)
where A is the extent to which attrition has proceeded by analogy 
with the extent of conversion of reactant in first-order chemical 
reaction kinetics. R was then expressed as
R = | F(A).g 5s Z (U -Umf) (2.20)
a
where pg is the density of the bed particles, a their strength, Z 
the bed height above the distributor and F(A) a transient function 
of A which is a unique function for a given system. This 
assumption has been questioned by other workers. Patel et.al.,
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1986, found F(A) to vary for urea. Figure 2.4 shows Vaux's 
results for limestone particles in a fluidised bed, where A is the 
percentage of original solids mass that has undergone attrition. 
Gwyn’s equation gives a transient attrition rate if m^l (reported 
values of m are :Gwyn m=0.46, Arastoopour and Chen m<0 ). Chen 
et.al., 1980, included sphericity as a factor in their rate
equation, in order to account for the initial high breakage rate.
The material of the wall of the bed was found to have a pronounced 
effect on the attrition of char particles (Arastoopour and Chen, 
1983) . When a tin wall lining was used the weight fraction of 
the bed decreased by 13-17% over the fluidisation time compared 
with a decrease of 5-7% when a rubber wall lining was used. 
Other workers have disputed the suggestion that the wall material 
is important.
The experimental fluidised bed attrition studies of some previous 
authors are shown in table 2.2. The descriptions of the mode of 
breakage used a variety of terms and are not included in the table 
in order to avoid over-complication. However, surface abrasion 
was the most commonly observed attrition mechanism reported. 
Having reviewed the literature it appears that in order to 
understand fluidised bed attrition a breakage model should include
(i) an understanding of where breakage occurs in the bed;
(ii) the mode of breakage - i.e. attrition or fragmentation;
(ii) the material properties such as the energy needed to 
cause fragmentation, and the agglomerate size and shape;
(iv) the initial high breakage rate if it is present for the 
given experimental conditions.
In the light of the failure of overall energy balance approaches 
to explain and predict the observed attrition behaviour, it is 
clear that a different approach is required. Firstly, it is 
important to obtain reliable data on the variation of attrition 
rate with operating parameters such as gas velocity and, in 
particular, to understand the different contributions of the two 
bed regions. Experiments of this kind are discussed in chapter 4.
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In order to model attrition behaviour, however, it will be 
necessary to consider the behaviour of individual agglomerates and 
their response to an imposed stress. In this way a mechanistic 
model of agglomerate breakage in a fluidised bed will be developed 
which will include an understanding of the particle breakage mode, 
particle kinetic energy, particle strength, and the importance of 
the jet or bubbling bed regions.
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Table 2.1 SOURCES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTRITION SOURCES IN A FLUIDIZED BED
A ttritio n  Source Type of A ttrition Tim e Dependence Zone of In flu en ce
Screw Feeder M echanical c rush ing One time Between screw and 
tube +  volume of fube
Pneum atic Conveyer; 
Transfer Lines
High-velocity impacts One tube in feed; 
continuous in  re ­
cycle
Volume & wall of tube
Impact Plates In e rtia l impaction-,, 
high-velocity impacts
One time in feed; 
continuous in  
recycle
Plate surface
Therm al Shock Heat-induced stress One tim e;v irtu a lly  
instantaneous
Volume of fluidized  
bed
Calcination Stress caused by in ­
terfaces in crystal 
lattice
One time Volume of fluidized  
bed
Chem ical Reaction Stress caused by in ­
terfaces in crystal 
lattice
One time Volume of fluidized  
bed
Bubbling (th e o ry  and ex­
perim ental results  detailed 
in Proc. Am . Power Conf. Vol. 
40. 1978. P. 793-802)
low-velocity impacts 
, from s tirr in g  by 
bubbles
Continuous Volume of fluidized  
bed above grid jets
Grid Jets High-velocity impacts 
on roof of jet
Continuous Near grid
Cyclones High-velocity impacts Continuous Cyclone walls
Ejected Particles; Freeboard 
Splashing
Low-velocity impacts Continuous Two-dimensional, 
independent of bed 
depth
Effect of Fines 
(not a direct so u rc e )
Reduces attrition  by 
cushioning impacts 
and lubricating par­
ticle
Continuous Volume of bed
I
i
j
i
In te rn a l Gas Pressure Explosion One time Volume of fluidized I 
bed j
Fluidized-Bed Shape ( not 
a direct so u rc e ) !
i
i
Affects extent of slug­
ging and the in tensity  of 
low-velocity Impacts and 
relative extents of bub­
bling and grid jet effects
Continuous
i
i
Not applicable j
!
(from Vaux and Fellers, 1981)
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Table 2.2 Summary of Conditions and Results of Fluidised Bed 
Breakage Studies of Other Workers
Authors Merrick and 
Highley (197^)
Gonzalez and 
Otero (1973)
Lin, Sears and 
Wen (1980)
Gwyn (1969)
Fluidised Bed 
Internal 
Diameter, D(m)
Square 0.91x0.91 
or 0.91x0.46
0.20 Square 0.61x0.61 0.038
Gas Distributor 
Type
/ Perforated
plate
Perforated
plate
Perforated 
plate (3 holes)
Test Material coal or coal Uranyl nitrate 
plus limestone sprayed onto
uranium trioxide
Char and 
silica sand
Alumina-silica
cracking
catalyst
Bed depth (m) 0.61 - 1.22 / 0.32 - 0.40 /
Umf (m/s) / / 0.07 /
U (m/s) 0.61 - 2.44 0.18 - 0.30 0.10 - 0.30 /
Proportionality 
of Wear rate, R, 
to U or Uc
Roc (U-Umf) R independent 
of U
R oc (U-Umf) R odt
Authors Kono (1981) Zenz and 
Kelleher (1980)
Chen et.al. 
(1980)
Arastoopour and 
Chen (1983)
Fluidised Bed 
Internal 
Diameter, D(m)
0.10 - 0.38 0.05-0.27 0.064 0.152
'
Gas Distributor 
Type
/ perforated plate 
and submerged 
gas jets
single orifice 
in porous plate
porous plate 
with single or 
multiple jets
Test Material Alumina-silica
particles
(mullite)
alumina silica 
catalyst and 
glass beads
siderite or 
char
char
agglomerates
Bed depth (m) 0.05 - 0.15 / / 0.17 - 0.35
Umf (m/s) 0.31 - 1.60 / / /
U (m/s) 0.90 - 8.00 Uc= 33 - 277 0.52 - siderite 
0.24 - char
0.62 - 0.725
Proportionality 
of Wear rate, R 
to U or U0
R ^ U 3 (U^3. 6) 
R#c U2* (U£3 . 6)
R ^ U 0
Initially R 
large, decreases 
with time
R
n —  K "  V
R «*<? (U0 ) t 
K-CUJ
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Authors
...... j
Vaux and 
Schruben (1983)
Patel et.al. 
(1986)
Rav et.al. 
1987
Fluidised Bed 
Internal ; 
Diameter, D (m) i
0.07 0.095 0.10
Gas Distributor 
Type
porous plate ' drilled plate porous plate
Test Material limestone urea sand/limestone 
mixture
Bed ciepth (m) .0.18" 0.04 - 0.08 /
Umf (m/s) 0.16 0.48 0.48 - 0.84
U (m/s) cold 0.46 
hot (815.*C) 0.36
0.58 - 1.07 1.44 - 1.53
Proportionality 
of Wear rate, R, 
to U or
R-c (U-Umf) . R*>(U-Umf f R <*£ (U-Umf)
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Figure 2.4 Change in Attrition Rate as Attrition Proceeds in a 
Bubbling Bed (taken from Vaux, 1978)
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CHAPTER 3
PRODUCTION AND SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF GRANULES
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3.PRODUCTION AND SIZE CLASSIFICATION OF GRANULES
3.1 Introduction
In the investigation of agglomeration mechanisms in process 
equipment, the choice of a test material and its method of 
manufacture is of importance so that it is sufficiently uniform 
for its strength, shape and size to be clearly characterised. The 
basis of the investigative method which is pursued in this thesis 
is two-fold. Firstly the properties of the agglomerates 
themselves have been investigated over a range of compositions - 
this is the subject matter of chapters 4 and 6. The
characterisation of the agglomerate properties, particularly their 
strength, is clearly of relevance in any type of granulation 
process. Secondly, the agglomerates have been used as "test 
pieces" or tracers in order to investigate the effects of changes 
in process variables within a piece of process equipment. In this 
thesis that piece of process equipment is a fluidised bed , and 
this aspect of the investigation is reported in chapter 4. In 
order to produce test granules and to complement the fluidised bed 
breakage studies (see chapter 4) a study of agglomeration methods 
has been carried out with particular reference to fluidise*d bed 
granulation. The experimental work is reported in section 3.4 and 
covers the granulation methods tested and the test granules forjtied 
by them. The test material needed was an agglomerate of primary 
particles bound by a solid binder. It is essential for the test 
material to be consistent in composition so that the effect of 
variations in the granule properties can be observed and modelled. 
This chapter describes the results of experiments using fluidised 
bed granulation and pan granulation which were selected from the 
available methods of agglomerate production. The size
classification of the agglomerated product is also covered.
3.2 Earlier Work on Agglomeration
The terms 'agglomeration' and 'granulation' may vary in meaning 
between different industries and fields of research. The 
definitions of these terms given in chapter 1 (repeated here for 
clarity) are those of Sherrington and Oliver, 1981, who described 
granulation as 'the building up of clusters from powder or
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powder/binder mixtures excluding the formation of granules by the 
comminution of larger bodies1 and agglomeration as 'granulation by 
agitation or random motion of a bed of particles'. Agglomeration 
methods can be loosely classified into four types: tumbling
agglomeration, fluidised bed agglomeration, mixer agglomeration, 
and agglomeration in liquid media (which will not be covered 
here) . Table 3.1 is a summary of the types of equipment used in 
agglomeration and some of the applications of the methods.
Table 3.1 Methods of Preparing Agglomerates and their Uses
METHOD
Tumbling
agglomeration
EQUIPMENT 
Rotating drum
Inclined rotating 
dish
MAIN APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD
Fertiliser granulation 
Iron ore balling
Granulation of ores 
Preparation of raw meal 
for cement kilns 
Fertiliser granulation 
Agglomeration of coal 
fines for furnaces
Mixer
agglomeration
Pan mixer
Blunger or pug mill 
High speed mixer
Fertiliser granulation
Granulation of ores
Ceramic clay agglomeration 
Formation of carbon black 
pellets
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In order for agglomeration to proceed, the adhesive forces holding
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the constituent particles together must exceed any break-up forces 
experienced by the agglomerate. The origin of adhesive forces 
between particles was reviewed in chapter 1. When most particles 
are less than say 5/Jm in diameter, the interparticle forces such 
as Van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces become large 
compared to the particle weight. Such small particles are 
naturally cohesive and will form granules without needing 
chemical, solid or liquid bridges. In the present study, granules 
with solid binder bridges were required. In order to produce 
these, the binder can be introduced as a melt or a solution, the 
latter being favoured because low processing temperatures are 
desirable for safety and ease of operation. Whichever granulation 
method is used, when wet granulation is required the binder
solution is usually sprayed into the bed through an atomising
.<
nozzle to produce fine droplets of binder which can be dispersed 
by mixing in the bed. In fact, it has been claimed that 
pre-mixing the binder and particles gives better results than 
spraying into or onto the bed (see section 3.11). Binders 
incorporated during wet granulation processes have been termed 
'solution binders' by Krycer et.al., 1983.
The first stage of granule growth is nucleation - where a small 
number of particles coalesce to form an initial agglomerate. 
Kapur and Furstenau, 1964, observed agglomerate growth from 
pulverised limestone and water in a rotating drum. They noted 
that nuclei initially had a high porosity, but became more compact 
on subsequent drum revolutions, when excess moisture was squeezed 
to the surface and the liquid bonds changed from the pendular to 
funicular state (see figure 3.1). The free moisture at the 
agglomerate surface was then made available to form bonds with 
other agglomerates on collision. Kapur and Furstenau called this 
stage, in which agglomerates grow by collision of nuclei, the 
"transition region". Following the transition region,
agglomeration proceeded by coalescence of granules. Capes and 
Danckwerts, 1965, studied growth mechanisms in a rotating drum 
using coloured tracer particles. They found that, after 
nucleation, small granules could deform plastically on collision 
if they contained sufficient moisture. This resulted in an
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increased area of contact between granules, so that the "kneading" 
action of the drum led to coalescence. Once a certain granule 
size is reached, the angular momentum of rolling granules is 
sufficient to overcome the cohesion when they collide. 
Agglomeration then proceeded by "crushing and layering", where 
small agglomerates were crushed by larger ones which captured the 
fragments onto their surfaces. In contrast to this, Newitt and 
Conway-Jones, 1958, considered coalescence to be the principal
mechanism responsible for granule growth and attributed this to 
the high plasticity of the granules and the presence of surface 
moisture.
In order to explain the different results of previous workers, 
Linkson et.al., 1973, investigated granulation mechanisms using a 
rotating drum. They related the growth mechanisms to the particle 
size distribution of the feed material and to the strength of the 
agglomerates formed. Using tracer granules, they found that, with 
a wide feed size distribution, nucleation was followed by growth 
through granule coalescence. At this point the surface of the 
granules appeared wet. In the final stages of granulation, growth 
proceeded by transfer of particles due to abrasion and was 
accompanied by a decrease in the growth rate. By contrast, a 
narrow initial particle size distribution led to granule growth by 
crushing and layering. The difference was explained in terms of 
the packing density of the granules. A wide size distribution 
allowed close packing, since the fines could fill the interstices 
between the larger particles. These dense granules could deform 
and adhere to other granules, but were sufficiently strong to 
resist fragmentation. The granule strength increased with size 
and there was a limiting granule strength at which plastic
deformation ceased to occur. This, combined with the increase in 
separating torque between granules as their size increases, set an 
upper limit for granule growth. On the other hand granules formed 
from a narrow particle size distribution gave more porous and 
therefore weaker agglomerates with lower plasticity. These
properties favour growth by crushing and layering. The transfer
of particles by abrasion was thought to be almost in equilibrium,
thus having a negligible effect on the granule growth rate.
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3.3 Methods of Agglomeration
The previous section covered the mechanisms of agglomerate growth. 
The processes by which agglomeration can be achieved - tumbling 
agglomeration, mixer agglomeration, and fluidised bed 
agglomeration - will now be described.
3.3.1 Tumbling Agglomeration
Tumbling agglomeration occurs when material is agitated by the 
cascading motion of a bed of particles as it is carried up the 
walls of a rotating vessel and then falls under gravity. The 
rotating container may be a cone, drum or a pan (see figure 3.2). 
A liquid is usually sprayed onto the bed to enhance agglomeration, 
and the charge can be pre-wetted. It can be useful to coat the 
walls of the pan to provide a rough surface which enhances the 
lifting of the bed. The build-up of cake on the walls reduces the 
efficiency of the process by reducing the amount of material 
circulating in the bed and available to form granules. Wall 
deposits can be removed by scrapers or by hitting the outside of 
the vessel with hammers. A size-classified product can be 
obtained using a rotating tilted pan or dish agglomerator: smaller 
particles sift down through the bed and larger agglomerates are 
carried to the top. The angle of tilt can be adjusted to allow 
the large agglomerates to discharge over the rim of the pan. The 
tumbling action of the pan serves to compact the granules and 
gives, them a regular spherical appearance.
3.3.2 Mixer Agglomeration
Mixer agglomerators form granules by use of "kneading" and 
"shearing" action, imparted in a variety of different ways. The 
horizontal pan mixer consists of a pan rotating about a vertical 
axis in the opposite direction to rotating mixing blades. Liquid 
is usually added, and the charge agglomerates under the kneading 
motion of the mixer. A trough can be used as the mixing vessel, 
and this type of device is then called a "pug-mill" or "blunger". 
The long trough contains one or more mixing shafts with mixing 
blades attached. Material can be added at several points along 
the length of the trough, to ensure that mixing is not confined to 
localised areas. High speed shaft mixers usually operate with a
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single rapidly rotating shaft with pins, pegs or blades arranged 
along the length of it to provide the mixing action.
All these mixers have high energy requirements, but the rapid 
mixing gives short residence times. Since large quantities of 
energy are delivered to the material, mixer agglomerators tend to 
be less sensitive to the particular formulation of the binder, 
which has led to the rapid adoption of this type as an industry 
standard. The high shear experienced in these mixers produces 
greater compaction than in the rotating pan or drum agglomerators, 
leading to a stronger product. However, the shape of the product 
tends to be irregular, and this makes it unsuitable for use as a 
test material in the present work.
3.3.3 Fluidised Bed Agglomeration
Granules can be produced in a fluidised bed when the constituent 
particles of the bed are agitated by a fluid passing through them. 
A good general introduction to fluidised bed granulation is given 
by Nienow and Rowe, 1985. In the case of granulation with a 
liquid binder solution, the binder can be sprayed into the bed 
through an atomizing nozzle which can be placed above, in or below 
the bed (see figure 3.3). Circulation patterns in the bed cause 
particles to enter the spray region and collide with droplets. 
They then experience particle-particle impacts as they circulate 
through the bed and return after some circulation time to the 
spray region.
Several particle growth mechanisms can occur when a liquid binder 
is added to a fluidised bed. Large droplets can engulf several 
primary particles and, as the liquid evaporates, it leaves a solid 
deposit in the form of a matrix through the granule. Smaller 
droplets will result in discrete binder bridges between the 
primary particles. Both these growth mechanisms can be termed 
"agglomerate growth" according to the definition of agglomeration 
in section 3.1. Alternatively, the capture and subsequent 
evaporation of successive liquid droplets on the particle surface 
can build up a deposit on each particle in a growth mechanism 
termed "accretion". This differs from "granulation" in that each
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agglomerate is formed from a single initial particle, rather than 
a cluster of particles, and grows by the build up on its surface 
of precipitate from captured liquid droplets. Thus, particle 
growth by accretion implies particle coating rather than a 
granulation mechanism. If the accretion occurs in successive 
layers of deposit, this is known as "onion-ring growth". Such 
"rings" are clearly seen on cross-sections of particles formed by 
Grimmett, 1981. However, Smith, 1980, using a solution of 10% 
benzoic acid in water as a binder, found that the binder coated
the original particles in discrete lumps without concentric growth
rings. Maroglou and Nienow, 1985a, suggest that a low binder 
concentration is needed to form "onion-ring" granules because the 
binder droplets can then form a thin film on the particle surface. 
If a high binder concentration is used, as in Smith’s experiments, 
rapid drying of the binder prevents film formation.
Whether the mode of growth is by accretion or by granulation is 
determined by the relative magnitude of the break-up forces in the 
bed and the interparticle binding forces. In essence, binding 
forces exist between particles due to liquid or solid bridges
between them. Particle impacts and to a lesser extent gas shear 
on the particles lead to break-up forces acting on interparticle 
bonds. If drying is rapid (possibly due to raised bed
temperature), droplets may dry on a particle before it collides 
with another particle. This will produce accretion of deposited 
solid on the particle over successive circulation cycles. If the 
break-up forces are greater than the binding forces, eg. at high 
gas velocities, liquid and solid bonds between particles will 
break. On drying, the broken bridge will leave a deposit on the 
particles and this also leads to growth by accretion or layering. 
Where there is a balance of forces some bonds will survive and 
agglomeration will take place to a limiting agglomerate size. If 
the binding forces dominate over the break-up forces, agglomerates 
will continue to grow. Eventually the superficial gas velocity in 
the bed will become less than the minimum fluidisation velocity of 
the agglomerates and the bed will become defluidised. This is 
referred to a "dry quenching". If the binding forces greatly 
exceed the break-up forces, as in the sudden addition of a large
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quantity of binder, instant defluidisation can occur; this is 
termed "wet quenching".
The balance of forces in the bed affects both the agglomeration 
rate and the final size of the agglomerates. For instance, Smith 
and Nienow, 1983, noted that the granule strength and 
agglomeration rate increase with solution binder concentration. 
Aulton, 1982, observed a reduced rate of granulation for 
hydrophobic powders where there is poor wetting of the powder by 
the binder, giving weaker bonds. Smith and Nienow observed that 
increasing the gas velocity decreases agglomeration as the 
particles will have greater impact velocities and hence the break 
-up forces will be increased. The time taken for fluidised bed 
granulation appears to be of the order of hours. Smith, 1980, 
observed fluidised bed granulation of glass powder over 2-4 hours. 
Huang and Kono, 1988, comment that the induction period during 
which the nuclei are compacted to produce surface moisture prior 
to coalescence can be as long as two hours. They found that 
premixing the liquid with the particles prior to fluidisation 
reduces the nucleation period. The homogeneous mixtures had a 
high initial porosity. The granules underwent rapid densification 
producing surface moisture, leading in turn to growth by 
coalescence within the first few minutes of granulation. This 
reduced the large granulation times but removed the main advantage 
of fluidised bed granulation over other granulation methods, that 
mixing, granulation and drying can all take place in the same item 
of equipment.
3.4 Manufacture of Test Agglomerates
Since the breakage of the test granules was to be investigated in 
a fluidised bed, it was appropriate to try also to produce the 
granules in a fluidised bed and to investigate the factors 
affecting the granulation process. In order to investigate the 
breakage of granules in the bed, it was necessary first to produce 
granules with a well-defined particle size distribution in 
sufficient quantities to carry out breakage runs in the bed. 
Granules of different controlled strengths were required to 
investigate the relationship between the breakage behaviour and
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the strength of the granules. These could be produced by 
granulating with a binder in solution as the binder concentration 
can be used to change granule properties.
3.4.1 Granulation Materials
The constituent or primary particles in the granules should be 
closely sized for characterisation purposes and of regular shape. 
Two materials available as classified fractions are sand and glass 
ballotini. It would be too expensive to use glass ballotini for 
the bed runs in the necessary quantities. Therefore, sand was 
chosen for the bulk of the experiments with some work on ballotini 
for comparison. The sand was purchased in the range 0-180/un and 
90—25Q^m. The smaller range was sieved, for safety reasons, prior 
to granulation to remove any fines which might be inhaled. The 
smallest sieve size available was 45/im so the second sieving gave 
a starting size range of 45-180jmi for the finer sand.
The binder chosen for all the work here is polyvinylpyrrolidone 
(PVP; also known under the trade name of "Povidone"). This is 
commonly used as a binder in the pharmaceutical industry and is 
available in a wide range of molecular weights. It is readily 
soluble in water and the resulting solution shows Newtonian 
behaviour, which is highly unusual for a polymeric solution binder 
and makes analysis of wet bridge strengths easier than for 
non-Newtonian liquids. PVP is also soluble in many organic 
solvents. It should be distinguished from binders such as 
microcrystalline cellulose which form a continuous -matrix 
throughout the agglomerate; in moderate quantities, PVP binds by 
forming bridges between individual particles. The properties of 
PVP as a binder have been widely studied (see for example, Krycer 
et.al., 1983; Adams et.al., 1989). Its properties are listed in 
'The Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients', 1986, and the more 
relevant of these are summarised overleaf in table 3.2.
Given these starting materials, the considerations for the desired 
granule size were that they should be as small as possible for 
ease of fluidisation while still possessing a regular spherical 
shape. These conditions would be met by small granules of a few
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Table 3.2 Characteristics of Polyvinylpyrrolidone
Property Characteristics
Density 1.17 - 1.18 g/ml
Softening point * 150 °C
Water solubility Readily soluble in water up to 60%
Viscosity The viscosity of solutions containing 
10% or less PVP is essentially the same 
as that of water.
millimetres in diameter which could contain thousands of primary 
particles allowing a regular round shape to be formed. Too few 
primary particles gives an uneven raspberry-like appearance.
3.4.2 Experimental Set-Up
The requirements of the fluidised bed were that it should
withstand the operating temperatures and pressures of the
granulation process, and be fitted with a distributor providing an
even distribution of the fluidising gas, and a spray system for
addition of the liquid binder to the bed. It is also necessary to
monitor the gas flow rate and the pressure drop across the bed.
The fluidised bed was set up as shown in figure 3.3, and consisted
of a perspex cylinder of diameter 14.5cm forming the bed walls,
bolted to a drilled plate distributor. The distributor plate
contained 139 tapered holes, of orifice diameter, d , of 1.5mm, ono
a 12mm triangular pitch. The bed was fluidised using compressed 
air from the departmental air compressor. The binder solution was 
sprayed onto the bed surface through a two-fluid atomising 
"Spraying Systems1 nozzle mounted above the bed. The air supply 
to the nozzle was controlled by a needle valve, and the flow rate 
was measured by a small rotameter. The binder solution was fed to 
the nozzle using a pre-calibrated positive displacement pump which
3could dispense 0—8.0 cm /min of liquid. The fluidising air was 
heated before entering the bed using an in-line electrical heater. 
The temperature of the air was regulated by a controller which
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monitored the temperature from a thermocouple in the bed and 
controlled the heater output to maintain the bed temperature at 
50°C. This was the maximum temperature above which the perspex 
bed walls appeared to soften.
The gas pressure at the flow measuring point was maintained by a 
pressure regulator, incorporating a filter to remove dust and 
condensed water from the gas stream, set at 1 bar g. The
volumetric flowrate of the gas was measured using rotameters
covering the flow range 350 - 3500 1/min at the set pressure of 1 
bar g. The pressure drop across the bed was measured between the 
pressure tappings on the side of the bed column using a
micromanometer. The gas leaving the bed was fed into a cyclone
which collected the elutriated fines, and was then vented outside
the laboratory. The cyclone was constructed according to the 
recommendations of Stairmand, 1951, and was of the high
efficiency, medium throughput .design with a diameter of 15cm.
Stokes scaling (Stairmand, 1951) was used to ensure that all the 
primary particles (diameter 45-180/Jm) would be collected. This
was confirmed by an overall mass balance as shown in section 4.4.
For satisfactory operation, a fluidised bed agglomerator must
operate at a superficial gas velocity well in excess of the
minimum fluidisation velocity of the particles to be agglomerated.
However, as stated previously, the forces leading to agglomerate
break-up in a fluidised bed increase with gas velocity, so that
too high a velocity will reduce the agglomeration rate. In
practice, the operating velocity is sometimes increased during a
batch run so as to maintain fluidisation and prevent agglomerates
from segregating. An alternative is to operate the bed at a
constant velocity above the minimum fluidisation velocity for the
agglomerates to be produced. Using Wen and Yu’s correlation
(1966) as described in section 2.3 above, the minimum fluidisation
3velocity for 1mm diameter agglomerates of density 1.4kg/m is 
estimated as 0.34m/s. In practice it was found that the bed would 
operate more satisfactorily at a lower velocity, and a value of 
0.277m/s was selected. This value was chosen as a compromise 
between excessive breakage at higher velocities and excessive
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drying times at lower velocities. This value is still large 
compared with the minimum fluidisation velocity of the constituent 
sand particles (0.021 m/s).
In practice, it was found that the behaviour of the bed was very 
sensitive to the iiquid feed rate. Too high a liquid feed rate 
led to wet quenching, where large wet aggregates of liquid and 
sand formed under the spray nozzle and then sank to the base of 
the bed. Maroglou and Nienow, 1985a,b, also encountered this 
problem with a similar nozzle. They solved it by submerging the 
nozzle in the bed and modifying the design of the spray nozzle to 
ensure external gas/liquid contact, rather than the internal 
mixing which is typical for granulator nozzles. Using an aqueous 
binder solution with the fluidising gas at 50°C, evaporation and 
granule drying in the bed were slow. If too little liquid was 
added, the product size range was undesirably large and the 
granules formed were too small. The slow drying rate meant that 
granulation times were very long and, if the liquid content was 
too high, wet quenching could occur with the formation of large
3unfluidised clumps of material. A feed rate of 1.4cm /min (for an 
initial bed mass of 1.5kg) was found to produce granule growth 
without wet quenching, even though the drying rate was very low. 
(Granule moisture content is discussed further in section 3.6). 
If further liquid was added, the granules eventually grew to a 
size where they became defluidised by "dry quenching" under all 
operating conditions.
3.4.3 Initial Granulation Experiments
Initial experiments were carried out using the equipment and 
materials described in the previous sections. The purpose of 
these initial runs was to determine the necessary conditions for 
successful granulation and the quantity of product which could be 
obtained by fluidised bed agglomeration. Two liquid binder 
concentrations, 5% and 10% by mass, were used for granulation. 
The starting sand particles were in the range 90-250/Jm. The 
change in the granule size distribution with time was measured by 
gentle hand sieving, and is shown in figure 3.4 for the initial 
particle size distribution and after 3 and 4 hours. After 3 hours
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m o s t  of t h e  b e d  l i e s  i n  t h e  r a n g e  1 8 0 -  250/Jm a n d  a f t e r  4 h o u r s  t h e
r a n g e s  180-250/Jm a n d  250-355/Jm h a v e  s i m i l a r  m a s s e s  a n d  c o n t a i n  
2
around - of the bed between them. The final particle size 
distributions in the bed after 4 hours of fluidisation with the 5% 
and 10% binder solutions are shown in figure 3.5. The granule 
size distribution appears skewed to the larger size for both 
binder concentrations. The skewness is more pronounced in the 10% 
concentration case with the median granule size lying in the range 
250-355/Jm compared with 180-210/Jm for the 5% binder solution.
The effect of orifice gas velocity was also investigated by using 
a distributor with 139 holes and then blocking the holes so that 
37 were left clear on a triangular pitch. A binder solution of 
10% concentration by mass was used. The particle size 
distributions after 3 hours are shown in figure 3.6. The value of 
the orifice gas velocity for 139 holes was 18.6m/s and was 69.9m/s 
for 37 holes. The effect of increasing the orifice gas velocity 
was to lower the amount of granule growth and to shift the final 
size distribution in the direction of smaller-sized granules. The 
median granule size for 139 holes in the distributor was in the 
range 250-355/Jm whereas the median granule size for 37 holes was 
180-210/Jm.
3.4.4 Discussion of Preliminary Granulation Experiments
The duration of the granulation runs was three to four hours. The
most favourable conditions over the range tested, in terms of the
granulated product, were 10% binder solution concentration with
■?
the higher free area distributor i.e. lower break-up forces. 
After four hours of fluidisation with these conditions, 7 0 %  by 
mass of the granules of the final bed were larger than the initial 
upper limit of the sand size of 250/Jm. This granulated product 
was fairly evenly distributed through the size range 250-1000/Jm 
with the mode in the range 250 to 355/Jm. Fluidised bed 
agglomeration proved unsatisfactory as a means of producing a 
large quantity of uniform test material. The method was very 
sensitive to the process conditions especially the rate at which 
liquid was added to the bed. Excess liquid content of the bed or 
excess liquid addition rate led to bed quenching, while
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insufficient binder solution addition gave a reduced quantity of 
granulated product. It was difficult to maintain fluidisation of 
the bed without quenching during a granulation run, and it took 
several hours to prepare each batch. For these reasons it was 
decided to look for another method of granulation which could 
produce batches of closely-sized granules more quickly.
3.5 Alternative Granulation Methods
In an experiment designed to investigate crystal breakage in a 
crystalliser vessel, Shamlou and Djamarani, 1988, investigated the 
breakage of agglomerates suspended in a stirred tank of liquid. 
The agglomerates were formed by mixing mono-size soda glass beads 
with a polystyrene binder dissolved in a solvent. When enough 
solvent had evaporated to form a thick paste, the mixture was 
spread over a perforated plate. The perforations were filled by 
the mixture, and when this dried it could be removed from the 
plate to give cylindrical agglomerates with a binder concentration 
of around 7% by mass. This method gave very regular agglomerates 
of a well-defined shape. The main disadvantages of this method 
are that it produces relatively small amounts of granules, is 
labour intensive and time consuming, and that it gives a product 
of variable properties because air bubbles trapped in the 
perforations are difficult to remove from the wet mixture.
During the investigation of alternative granulation methods, test 
granules of sand with a PVP binder were made for the project by 
ACM Machinery Ltd as described below. These tests suggested that 
regular monosized granules could be produced by extruding a wet 
mixture of sand and binder solution through a plate with small 
circular perforations. This produced an extrudate of long narrow 
cylinders which was discharged into a rotating disc with a 
roughened surface called a "spheroniser". The motion of the 
extrudate in the rotating disc was designed to break the extrudate 
into short cylinders which could then be rounded by further 
tumbling into spheres. The diameter of the extrudate cylinders 
controls the final diameter of the spheres, and this ensures that 
the product has a very narrow size distribution. In an 
experimental trial, the wet mixture of PVP solution and sand had
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insufficient cohesive strength and plasticity to be rounded into 
spheres, merely crumbling when introduced to the rotating disk. A 
binder of "Avicel" (microcrystalline cellulose) was suggested. 
Avicel greatly increased the viscosity of the wet: mixture and 
allowed the extrudate to undergo plastic deformation to form 
regular spheres. However, on drying, the Avicel binder formed a 
continuous matrix throughout the agglomerate, rather than discrete 
binder bridges as for. PVP. This method of agglomerate formation 
was therefore abandoned.
Although the above methods result in formation of very regular 
granules, neither uses the random motion of a bed of particles. 
The mechanisms by which the granules are formed using the above 
methods are quite, different from those present during fluidised
j
bed agglomeration. It would be useful to be able to relate the 
breakage mechanisms in the fluidised bed to the processes which 
occur in a fluidised bed agglomerator where breakage and growth 
take place simultaneously. For this to be possible, the granules 
tested in the breakage studies in the fluidised bed should be 
representative of those produced by fluidised bed agglomeration. 
For this reason the granules should be formed by random collisions 
producing nuclei which grow by coalescence and capture of single 
particles. In principle this can be achieved using a pan 
granulator.
3.6 Pan Granulation
Granulation of sand with a 10% solution of PVP in water was tested 
on an "Eirich" disc pelletizer (see section 3.3.1) at Orthos 
(Engineering) Ltd. The resulting granules were large (diameter 
around 5-10mm) but were regular in shape. The pan rotation speed 
and angle of inclination were set by trial and error at 30 
revs/min and 40° from the vertical to give even circulation and 
reasonable hold-up of material in the bed. Spraying the binder 
directly into the bed produced localised wet patches, with the bed 
adhering to the walls of the pan. Pre-mixing of the sand and 
binder solution in a planetary mixer was preferable. This 
pretreatment step produced a uniform wet mass which showed rapid 
granulation behaviour.
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The effects of moisture content and binder solution concentration 
were investigated in order to try to reduce the size of the 
granules formed whilst maintaining their sphericity. A liquid 
content of 14% w/w produced underwetting, where there was little 
surface moisture and the mixture appeared dry on the surface. 
This led to incomplete pelletisation with a proportion of the 
fines left ungranulated. When the liquid content was increased to 
20%, granule growth was very rapid and the product granules were 
too large, having diameters of 10mm or more. A liquid content of 
16.7% produced granules mostly in the range 0.5-5.6mm (see figure
3.7 for 5% and 10% binder concentrations). This is in agreement 
with the work of Capes et.al., 1977, who derived an expression for 
the weight fraction of liquid, W L, for a granule in the capillary 
state (see figure 3.1) where all the interparticle voids in the 
granule are filled with liquid,
e P LW = ------- ----- --- (3.1)
e p + (l-e)pL S
where £ is the interparticle void fraction within the granule and 
PL and ps are the respective densities of the liquid and solid 
constituents. This equation was fitted to a wide variety of 
literature data and, for average feed particle diameters in excess 
of 30pm, the following relationship was found
W = --— ---  — ----  (3.2)
1 + 2 .17 (p /p.)
s L 
3 3Using a value of 2.57 x 10 kg/m for the sand density and a
. . . 3
binder solution density of approximately 1000 kg/m , equation 3.2 
predicts a value of W of 0.15. This lies between the limiting 
values of 0.14 and 0.20 found by experiment in the present work. 
The duration of the granulation runs was between 5 and 10 minutes 
after which most of the bed was present as oversize granules.
The effect of the concentration of the binder solution was also 
investigated. Figure 3.7 shows the size distribution of granules 
formed for binder concentrations of 5% and 10% after about 5 
minutes. The 5% run shows a bimodal distribution with the first 
peak at the size of fines or nuclei consisting of a few particles.
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The 10% run also had a bimodal distribution with the first peak 
(representing about 30% of the particles) in the desired size 
range 1.18-2.8mm.
To produce granules in the range 1.18-2.8mm for the fluidised bed 
breakage tests a standard wet granule mass having a 16.7% moisture 
content from a 10% PVP binder solution was used. This gave 
granules with a binder content of 2% by mass. In order to 
maximise the preparation of granules in the desired size range the 
oversize granules, which segregate to the top of the bed, were 
scooped off, broken down, and returned to the bed. The rotating 
motion of the pan carries material up one side of the pan and this 
material then cascades down when it reaches a certain height. 
Granules of roughly the desired product size could be seen in the 
cascade. The granules segregate within the cascade allowing 
granules of approximately the required size to be selectively 
removed from a given region of the cascade. This material was 
gently sieved by hand with any oversized or undersized granules 
being broken down and returned to the pan. The wet sieving was 
very brief, to give an approximate size classification without 
disrupting the wet pellets. The recycling of the oversized and 
undersized bed material extended the duration of a granulation run 
to around 30 minutes. The wet pellets in the product size range 
were then dried overnight at a temperature of 90°C in a vacuum
oven evacuated using a pump capable of producing a minimum
-2 . pressure of 3x10 mbar. The dried product, which was more robust
than the wet granules, was then sieved gently by hand for a
pre-determined time to give a classified product in the range
1.18-2.8mm. In this way, batches of granules were produced for
breakage testing in the fluidised bed.
3.7 Sieving Requirements
The granules formed by the above method can resist compaction but 
they appear to be sensitive to surface abrasion and rubbing. Some 
of the surface particles are removed during transfer from one 
vessel to another. This means that the granules will undergo 
abrasion and be broken down by sieving in which they experience 
multiple sliding contacts with each other and the sieves. In
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order to optimize sieving times, and to quantify the effect of 
sieving, two types of sieving experiments were carried out. The 
first set of tests was used to determine the minimum sieving time 
needed to sort a mixture of particle sizes. The effect of sieving 
on granule breakdown was investigated in the second set of tests.
In the first series of tests a test mixture was made up of 
non-friable material in the size range 0-2000/zm as shown V)e.\oW 
in table 3.3. Two sets of sieves of the above sizes were used, 
one of diameter 20cm and the other of diameter 46cm. The smaller 
set was used to test both hand and machine sieving, while the 
larger set was used to test machine sieving only, since the 46cm 
diameter sieves were too heavy for hand sieving.
Table 3.3 Test Mixture for Sieving Experiments
Sieve size Particle size Material Mass in size
range (jum) range (/zm) description range (g)
2800-1180 2000-1700 red ion exchange resin 400
1180- 500 1000- 710 brown coarse sand 400
500- 250 355- 350 pink medium sand 400
250- 180 250- 180 clear glass ballotini 400
180- 0 180- 0 fine sand 400
TOTAL 2000
To test the sieving time needed for separation of the size
fractions, the components were first thoroughly mixed, and the 
entire mixture was then sieved by hand or machine. The sieving 
was stopped at intervals of a few minutes and the sieve contents 
weighed and then returned to the sieves. The variations with time 
of particle mass in the size ranges 1180-500/zm and 500-250/zm are 
shown in figure 3.8. The largest sieves appear> as expected, to
allow material through more rapidly than the small sieves, having
achieved separation of the 1180-500/zm fraction after 1 minute and 
the 500-0/zm size after 3 minutes. Hand sieving with the 20cm 
sieves gave separation after 2 minutes for the 1180-500/zm sand and 
after 4 minutes for the 500-250/zm size range. The final sieve 
size distribution was achieved after 5 minutes using the 46cm 
sieves, after 8 minutes hand sieving with the smaller sieves, and 
after 15 minutes machine sieving with the 20cm sieves.
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The second set of tests investigated the effect of sieving on
granule break-down. The granules were pre-screened and 500g of 
the size range 1180-2800jJm was separated. These granules were
then sieved in a set of sieves, as before, and the change in the 
mass content of each sieve was measured with time. Figure 3.9 
shows the change in the mass content of the sieve ranges with time
for hand agitation with the 20cm diameter sieves. The breakage
occurred by fines removal, with the product granules in the 
next-to-largest size range. This form of breakage was also seen 
with the larger sieves and when hand-sieving was used. Figure
3.10 shows the dependence on time of fines production and mass 
lost from the initial size range, for the three different sieving 
conditions. It is clear that hand sieving causes the least 
breakage.
From the investigation reported above, it is preferable to 
hand-sieve the granules using the 20cm sieves and to use the 
shortest possible time in order to minimise the damage caused by 
sieving. In practice, a compromise is necessary to minimise 
breakage and maximise separation; such a compromise is to sieve 
for around five minutes. This gives adequate size classification 
(see figure 3.8) with only about 4% of the charge mass converted 
to fines. Hand sieving for five minutes was set as the standard 
size classification method for the fluidised bed experiments.
3.8 Conclusions
It was found that pan granulation of a pre-mixed wet mass gave a 
superior granulatidn product to fluidised bed granulation; 
however, both methods were sensitive to the liquid content of the 
batch. An optimum liquid content was found to be around 17% by 
mass for the materials tested, and in pan granulation this gave a 
peak size in the range 1.2-2.8mm. A standard sieving procedure 
was developed to characterise the size range and size classify the 
product whilst minimising granule breakage. The techniques 
described here were then used to produce batches of granules for 
the investigation of the breakage of granules in the fluidised 
bed, which is described in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.
PLOT OF MASS FRACTION PER MICRON VS SIEVE SIZE FOR
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Figure 3.8
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CHAPTER 4
PARTICLE BREAKAGE IN A FLUIDISED BED
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PARTICLE BREAKAGE IN A FLUIDISED BED
4.1 Introduction
Prevous studies of particle attrition and breakage in fluidised 
beds have been reviewed in Chapter 2 and they give conflicting 
predictions for the effect of the fluidising gas velocity and the 
distributor orifice gas velocity on breakage behaviour. These 
studies used different types of materials and bed geometries (see 
table 2.1) and the breakage modes observed ranged from surface 
abrasion (the removal of small chips of material from the particle 
surface) to fragmentation (the disintegration of bed particles 
into two or more pieces), with combinations of the two also 
observed. It was noted by some workers that breakage is likely to 
be concentrated within certain regions of the bed such as the jet 
region, but there is no consensus on the relative contributions of 
different zones of the bed to the overall attrition rate. In 
order to clarify this last point, experiments in the fluidised bed 
were devised specifically to show where breakage occurred.
The variables which might be considered in any study of particle 
breakage include:
the superficial gas velocity in the bed, U; 
the superficial orifice gas velocity, U ; . 
the bed height, h; 
the jet penetration height, h^;
the bed diameter, D, or height to diameter ratio, h/D;
the particle size distribution or an average particle size;
a particle shape indicator such as a sphericity coefficient;
a characteristic particle strength;
the gas distibutor geometry;
the bed wall material;
the bed temperature profile.
In a study such as this only a limited number of these variables 
can be considered. In practice, in an agglomeration process the 
type of particle to be agglomerated is usually fixed, but the type 
and quantity of binder can be chosen. For this reason, it was 
decided to fix the starter particle type and vary the mass loading
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and type of binder used which in turn will cause the agglomerate 
strength to change with time. As agglomeration proceeds, the 
agglomerate size distribution will change with time. Thus, 
experiments must also be carried out to determine how the size 
distribution affects the breakage rate. In this chapter, 
experiments are described in which the breakage rate has been 
measured for near mono-sized agglomerates in a number of discrete 
size fractions, and for bi-modal size distributions.
The remaining major variables are the distributor design, relative 
bed dimensions, and operating gas velocity. Previous work on the 
influence of fluidising velocity on the breakage rate has given 
conflicting results and it was thought that this may have been due 
to variations in bed design between different workers. 
Experiments were therefore performed using interchangeable gas 
distributors as described later in this chapter.
The breakage studies can be divided into two types: experiments
were carried out to investigate the effect of process variables 
and material parameters on the breakage in the bed as a whole 
using bulk measurements described in sections 4.2.1-4.2.4; and the 
visual observations using high speed video and high speed 
photographic techniques to study the nature of single agglomerate 
interactions and micromechanics are described in sections 
4.11-4.15. Thus information has been obtained about the process 
of breakage during fluidization and the mechanisms by which it 
occurs.
4.2 Breakage of Particles During Fluidisation
4.2.1 Apparatus
The apparatus used is shown schematically in figure 4.1, and 
included the same perspex bed column which was used for fluidised 
bed agglomeration described in chapter 3, with a bed diameter of 
14.5cm. For most of the runs the distributor used was a drilled 
plate containing 139 tapered holes with an orifice diameter, dQ, 
of 1.5mm set in a 12mm triangular pitch. The number of holes 
could be decreased, and the pitch increased, by taping over
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unwanted holes in a regular way. A sintered plate distributor was 
also used for some of the experiments; with this type of 
distributor the gas enters the bed in the form of bubbles rather 
than jets. The bed was fluidised using compressed air from the 
departmental air compressor. The gas pressure upstream of the 
flowmeter was maintained at 1 bar g. by a pressure regulator which 
also contained a filter to remove dust and condensed water from 
the gas stream. The volumetric flowrate of the gas was measured 
using rotameters covering the flow range from 350 to 3500 1/min at 
the set pressure of 1 bar g. The pressure drop across the bed was 
measured between the pressure tappings on the side of the bed 
column using a micromanometer.
4.2.2 Test Materials
The choice of materials for the test granules was discussed in 
section 3.8. The materials selected were high quality silica sand 
with a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) binder of 44*000 molecular 
weight. The sand was sieved prior to granulation to give a 
constituent particle size of 45-180/Jm. The test granules were 
produced by pan granulation and most of the runs were performed 
with granules in the size range 1.18-2.8mm (see section 3.13). 
The granule strength was varied to investigate its effect on 
fluidised bed breakage rates by altering the granule binder 
concentration. The binder concentration quoted for the granules 
is the mass percentage with respect to the total granule mass.
The preparation of granules was time-consuming and the largest 
amount of size-classified granules which could be prepared from 
one pan-granulation run was 2kg. For this reason the bed runs 
were carried out with a bed charge of 2kg of granules or less. 
The smallest bed mass used was 500g as below this the jets broke 
through the bed surface throwing fountains of particles into the 
freeboard above the bed. The bed height at minimum fluidisation, 
hmf , was measured as 50mm for a bed of initial mass 914g. From 
this the range of h  ^ for beds of mass 0.5-2.0kg was 27-109mm. In 
order to avoid slugging the bed height/diameter ratio should be 
less than the minimum value for slugging predicted by Yagi and 
Muchi, 1952;
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0.3 (S.I. units) (4.1)
T-\ j " ( P (3 )D Jm m , s p p
Here hmf is the bed height at minimum fluidisation, the subscript
min,s indicates the minimum value for slugging, and and d^ are
the density and diameter of the particles in the bed. For ratios
of below this value, slugging does not occur and the main
effect of (h/D) is that it affects the extent to which bubble
coalescence can influence gross solids circulation patterns
(Whitehead and Dent, 1982) and this might in turn influence the
overall breakage rate. If this were the case, experiments would
need to be performed for different values of bed height to
diameter ratio in order to determine the effect of bed aspect
ratio on breakage rate. Fortunately, this did not prove to be
necessary, for reasons which are explained below, and a single bed
diameter was used throughout. The bed height for the onset of
slugging can be calculated using equation 4.1, taking a particle
diameter in the mid-point of the sieve range as 2.0mm, with a bed
diameter of 14.5cm and the density of the agglomerates as around 
31 . 4 g / c m a s  determined using weighing and image analysis (see 
section 4.2.3.2). Then
h_xr = 1.9 x 0.145 = 0.20m (4.2)
m f  -------------------3------------------- ^ 3  0 3(1.4x10 x 2x10 )
As discussed, the largest value of h used, associated with 2kg 
of granules in the bed, was around 11cm. According to Yagi and 
Muchi this ensures that the bed always remains outside the 
conditions for slugging, and visual observations confirmed this.
The minimum fluidization velocity, U . was determined for the
mf
particles of diameter 1.18-2.8mm which were to be used for the 
breakage studies. As described in section 2.3, U „ was determined
mf
from a plot of the pressure drop across the bed, AP, as a function
of the superficial gas velocity, U. U „ is defined as the gas
mf
velocity at the point where the pressure drop across the bed is 
equal to the bed weight per unit area. The usual method for 
determining U is to take the intersection of the line AP=Mbg/A 
(where M is the bed mass and A the cross-sectional area of theb
bed column) and the AP versus U trace below U=U „ measured with
mf
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decreasing gas velocity (see section 2.3). This method cannot be 
used for these agglomerates because once the bed becomes fluidized 
the bed weight decreases due to granule breakage. Instead, the 
gas velocity at the peak pressure drop was taken as U „ and themf
values of U , from the two runs were 0.90m/s and l.Om/s, giving amf
mean value of 0.95±0.5m/s. The measured value of 0.95m/s can be 
compared with the value predicted from equation 2.5 which is
3  3
0.74m/s for a granule density of 1.4x10 kg/m and mean granule 
diameter of 1.99mm where the fluid is air at atmospheric pressure. 
This is 22% less than the experimental value, but the measured U „mf
represents complete fluidization of the bed over the particle size 
range of 1.18-2.8mm. If equation 2.5 is used to predict U , formf
the maximum granule diameter of 2.8mm the value of U „ given ismf
0.98m/s which gives a very good agreement with the experimental 
value.
Fines elutriated from the bed were collected using a Stairmand 
type high efficiency medium throughput cyclone as described in
section 3.4.2. The cyclone hopper contents were monitored in
order to measure the fines production rate of the bed. It is
important for the measurement of breakage in the bed that the 
entrainment rate of fines from the bed should be sufficient to
remove all of the fines produced. The rate of removal of fines 
has been studied by various workers and Geldart, 1986, summarized 
the findings as
*
where K., is the elutriation rate constant at a distance h above lh
the bed surface. Thus the elutriation rate is proportional to the 
mass fraction of fines in the bed. This mass fraction will 
increase until the rate at which fines are removed equals the rate 
at which they are produced. If this mass fraction is large then 
for a given experiment duration the fines produced will not be 
accurately represented by the cyclone hopper contents as there 
will be a significant proportion of fines in the bed contents. If 
the mass fraction is small the cyclone hopper contents represent 
nearly all the fines produced. Equation (4.3) can be shown as
[Instant 
< removal 
I size d.
^ (xbiHb> = < h A xbi • <4-4)dt
where M, is the bed mass, x, . the fraction of the bed mass of size b bi
d^ and A is the bed cross sectional area. The elutriated particle
flux will decrease as the height above the bed increases thus
* *
K.,£ K. lh ico
*
where K. is the minimum elutriation rate constant (for an
ICO
infinitely tall column). Geldart, 1981, gives a correlation for
*
K. for beds of coarse solids of the form 
100 *
^  = A e~BV U (4.5)
g
where A and B are constants, is the gas density and U its
superficial velocity and v^ is the terminal velocity of the fines.
For fines in the range 180-250pm Geldart determined values for A 
and B by experiment as
A = 31.4 B = 4.27 for an initial particle diameter of 1mm
A =49.4 B = 4.00 for an initial particle diameter of 2.5mm.
In the present experiments the initial particle diameters lie in 
the range 1.18-2.8mm and the fines have diameters of 45-180pm so 
the range of these constants should be approximately applicable.
The terminal velocity of the fines at a minimum superficial gas 
velocity of U=Um  ^ (the worst case) for an average fines diameter 
of 100pm was estimated by means of Grace's, 1986, correlation as 
0.27m/s.
Therefore v./U = 0.28 and using the two sets of values for A t *
*
and B K.^/p U = 9.33 - 15.8 from equation (4.5) andi * q
*
K. = 10.5-17.7. For a bed diameter of 15cm then100
K? A = 0.17 - 0.29 (kg/s).100 ' »'
The fractional error in the mass of fines collected, Af, will be
given by (x, . M, ) / (x, . M,+Rt) where (x, . M, ) is the mass of fines in bi b bi b bi b
the bed, R is the breakage rate and t the time at which the
measurement is made. Assuming that the breakage rate is
approximately equal to the elutriation rate and substituting for
*
this using equation (4.4) then Af is given by M^/jM^+K^At) . For
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a typical bed mass of 1kg and an average time interval of 2 
minutes, the error in the mass of fines collected is between 
0.03-0.05 or 3-5%. As time increases, the error in the collected 
mass of fines will decrease. The error in the breakage rate 
(which is equated to the mass of fines generated per unit time) 
will also be given by the fractional error in the mass of fines 
for the first time interval. Once the fines concentration in the 
bed has built up to its equilibrium value it will not increase 
further. Thus, if the breakage rate is calculated from the rate 
of fines generated in subsequent time intervals it will be free 
from error caused by fines hold-up in the bed.
4.2.3 Initial Breakage Studies
Preliminary experiments were carried'out in the bed to investigate 
the type of breakage and the fragments formed during fluidisation 
of the test granules and to establish the method of particle size 
distribution analysis. Initial runs were carried out using 
granules with a particle size range of 1.18-2.8mm determined by 
sieving. All the sieving was carried out by hand for a set period 
of five minutes as described in chapter 3.
The granule binder concentrations used were 3.0% and 1.0% by mass 
of dry binder to dry sand. These granules were fluidised using a 
superficial gas velocity of 1.16m/s (1.2U ^)'_to ensure complete
fluidization. The initial bed mass was 1kg in both cases and the 
bed contents were sieved after various periods of fluidisation; 
the mass of fines from the cyclone hopper was also measured. For 
the particles retained in the bed, figure 4.2 shows the change in 
the mass with time as a function of size for a 3% binder 
concentration (batch 8,run i) . Figure 4.3 shows a similar plot 
for a 1% binder content. The graphs show that there is a large 
mass of fines produced during fluidisation, but relatively little 
material in the range 180 to 500/mt which corresponds to fragments 
consisting of more than one primary particle.
A further experiment was carried out with the 1% binder 
concentration granules with additional sieves to subdivide the 
starting granule size range. The bed size distributions at 0,
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1.75 and 3.5 minutes are shown in figure 4.4 and in table 4.1. 
There is a decrease in granule mass population within all the 
subdivisions between 2800 and 1180/Jm, a growth in the mass within
Table 4.1 Bed Mass Distribution 
(bed mass in each size range is shown in grams)
batch 8, run i f 3% binder concentration
sieve size Time (min)
(m) 0 2 4 8 15 30
2800 -1180 1000.0 950.6 943.3 909.6 878.4 805.1
1180 - 500 0.0 15.5 12.6 18.0 26.5 36.7
500 - 250 0.0 1.3 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.7
250 - 180 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1
* 180 - 0 0.0 22.1 34.2 43.1 79.6 117.9
total mass 1000.0 989.5 992.0 974.3 986.8 963.5
batch 7, run ii, 1% binder concentration
sieve size Time (min)
im) 0 1.75 3.5 5.0 8.0
2800 -1180 1000.0 720.8 516.4 393.7 239.9
1180 - 500 0.0 34.8 67.0 75.7 78.7
500 - 250 0.0 5.6 6.3 4.9 4.2
250 - 180 0.0 13.4 5.5 2.6 1.7
180 - 0 0.0 219.8 393.3 510.8 599.9
total mass 1000.0 999.4 988.5 987.7 924.4
batch 7, run iii, 1% binder concentration
sieve size Time (min)
(/im) 0 1.75 3.5
2800 -2360 2 4 1 .4" 8 6 .5" 39.6"
2360 -2000 234.6 Total 176.0 Total 109.4 Total
2000 -1700 211.7 930.8 177.3 672; 8 109.9 464.4
1700 -1180 243.1 233.0 205.5
1180 - 500 0.0 47.5 77.4
500 - 250 0.0 6.2 5.0
250 - 180 0.0 3.5 2.2
180 - 0 0.0 204.3 388.4
total mass* 930.8 934.3 937.4
^ I’Ve. Arenas \rCf’z.<x<,z, VV%*s Vo VV\e
'iAcAvjlsno^  \*\ VVt Vt?W\ \(3l\ r^<2.v/io\JUS ciav'-S a^lvs
■VW, ^  ©r- S ^ ! ^ -
the 1180-500pm range, a large production of fines, and very little 
material is broken down into the 500-280pm size range. It is not 
clear from the mass distribution whether mass is lost in the 
1180-2800pm range by surface removal of fines from the starting 
agglomerates or by their complete disintegration. In order to 
determine this a number distribution is necessary.
4.2.3.1 Size Distributions
An approximate size distribution by number can be obtained by 
assuming that the average particle diameter d. is given by the 
arithmetic average of adjacent sieve apertures for the ith sieve 
range. Assuming that the particles are approximately spherical in 
shape, if the number of particles in the ith size range is N. and 
their mass is M ., theni
—3p n d
p i
It is also assumed that the agglomerate particles -in all the size
3 \iifY£5J>AcV\>/e.c& Si-rA-
ranges have a density of 1.4g/cm Aana the J fines a density of
3
2.5g/cm . Table 4.2 (overleaf) and figure 4.5 show the number 
distribution calculated from equation (4.6) using these densities 
and the mass distribution data for batch 8, run i, given in table 
4.1. It can be .seen that fragments composed of several primary 
particles (in addition to fines) are created during fluidisation. 
The numbers of particles in the size ranges within the 250-2800pm 
sieve apertures change slowly within the 30 minute run whereas the 
number of fines increases very rapidly.
If size reduction occurred by the removal of primary particles 
which would then be elutriated, the number of agglomerate 
particles in the bed would not change until some agglomerates had 
been reduced to fines. From the above data it can be seen that 
the number of particles which enter the size ranges between 180 
and 1180pm is in excess of the number of particles lost from the 
1180 to 2800pm range. This means that some size reduction by 
fragmentation must have occurred as the fragments cannot be 
accounted for on a number basis purely by fines removal to reduce 
the granule size. The fines dominate the number and mass
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distributions, with the larger breakage products having a much 
smaller percentage contribution. The mass and number
distributions show that the fines are the main breakage product, 
but the number distribution illustrates that a significant number 
of small fragments are also formed as the granules undergo 
attrition. The data do not establish whether the attrition 
mechanism is one of surface abrasion alone or a combination of 
fragmentation and surface abrasion.
Table 4.2 Size Distribution of Batch 8, 3% Binder Concentration
TIME (MIN.)
0 2 4
sieve size 
(/im)
2800-1180
1180- 500
500- 250
250-180
di (/im)
1950
840
375
215
mass(g)
1000.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
N.(103)l
173
o
0
0
mass(g)
950.6
15.5
1.3
0.4
N.(103)l
165
36
34
55
mass(g)
943.3
12.6
1.7
0.5
N ^ I O 3)
163
29
44
69
sub--total 1000.0 173 967.8 290 958.1 305
180- 45 113 0.0 0 22.1 21x103 34.2 32x103
8 15 30
sieve size 
(Jim)
2800-1180
1180- 500
500- 250
250- 180
di (/im)
1950
840
375
215
mass(g)
909.6
18.0
2.0
0.7
N± (103)
157
41
52
96
mass(g)
878.4
26.5
2.3
0.9
N ^ I O 3)
152
61
60
124
mass(g)
805.1
36.7
2.7
1.1
N ^ I O 3)
139
84
70
151
sub--total 930.3 346 908.1 397 845.6 444
180- 45 113 43.1 41xl03 79.6 75xl03 117.9 lllxlO3
If size reduction occurs by single particle removal the shape of 
the agglomerates should remain spherical, whereas if fragments are 
removed then the agglomerates should become more angular. If 
changes in roundness occur these could be measured and quantified 
using image analysis techniques. Image analysis can also be used
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for particle size analysis and requires a smaller bed sample than 
the sieving method. The procedure followed to analyse the bed 
contents using image analysis is described in the following 
section.
4.2.3.2 Image Analysis of Bed Contents
A method of particle size analysis was developed in which samples 
taken from the bed during a fluidisation run were mounted on a 
contrasting background for observation using image analysis. The 
bed was sampled at time intervals using a scoop inserted into the 
side of the bed after the method used by Robinson and Waldie, 
1979. The samples comprised about lOg of bed material and these 
were coned and quartered and a quarter was used as the sample for 
image analysis. When the particles are scattered onto a smooth 
horizontal surface the particles roll, under the influence of 
gravity alone, and find their most stable orientation, which tends 
to be with their largest flat surface horizontal. This means that 
any average particle diameter calculated from a particle projected 
area obtained by image analysis is larger than the equivalent 
volume sphere diameter or the sieve diameter. In order to 
stabilise the particles in random orientations the quarter samples 
were mounted on white card using a transparent glue. The 
particles were scattered over the card and the support provided by 
the congealing glue allowed particles to stick in orientations 
which would otherwise have been unstable thus giving a random 
sample of projected surface areas. The card samples were analysed 
using a Cambridge Instruments "Quantimet 900" image analysis 
computer; the image analysis program is included in Appendix A. 
The computer was set up to measure the projected area of the 
particles from which the diameters were inferred by calculating 
the equivalent diameter of a circle having the same projected area 
as each granule being analysed. From the assembly of particles 
viewed, a number distribution of equivalent circle diameter can be 
obtained.
This technique was used to characterise the bed during a further 
fluidised bed run which was conducted using 1kg of granules of 2% 
binder concentration (batch 9,runl). Samples of around lOg of the
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bed were taken during the run and at the end of the run, which had 
a duration of 15 minutes, the entire bed contents were sieved. 
The sample collected at this time was also sieved and weighed. 
The two percentage mass distributions are shown in figure 4.6 for 
comparison. The fines are not included in this plot as all the 
sub-180/an material was carried over into the cyclone. The 
comparison shows that the sample gives a good representation of 
the total bed size distribution to within 2 or 3% agreement for 
most size ranges.
The mass distribution obtained by sieving the final lOg sample was 
converted to a number distribution using equation 4.3 as before. 
A comparison between the number distribution from the sieved 
sample and the Quantimet equivalent-circle diameter number 
distribution is shown in table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Comparison of Quantimet and Sieve Size Distributions
sieve range 
mid-point
d± (/Jm)
image
analysis
count %
sieve mass distibution 
M i
(g) count %
2580 7 0.5 0.823 65 0.7
2180 17 1.1 1.755 231 2.6
1850 59 4.0 1.839 396 4.4
1440 291 19.6 3.085 1409 15.7
840 837 56.5 1.105 2543 28.4
375 219 14.8 0.070 1811 20.3
215 *52 3.5 0.018 2471 27.7
total 1482 100.0 8.857 8926 99.8
It is well known (eg. Scarlett, 1984) that sieving tends to sort 
particles by their two shortest dimensions, so that sieving and 
other forms of particle size analysis cannot be directly compared, 
particularly if the particles are far from spherical or show a 
distribution of shapes. More than one thousand particles were 
included in the sample measured using image analysis and this 
should be sufficient to represent the bed population. The 
agreement between the two percentage counts is best for the
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larger particle size ranges with the image analysis count having a 
higher median diameter than that of the mass distribution count. 
There are a number of possible explanations for this. The smaller 
particles gave a poorer contrast than the larger ones in the video 
image. This made them harder to detect and may partially account 
for the difference in the two distributions. The orientation of 
the particles during sieving will tend to be such that their 
largest dimension is perpendicular to the sieve. This would also 
tend to skew the particle size distribution from the sieve 
analysis towards the smaller sizes. For the remainder of the work 
the image analysis method was used to obtain the size distribution 
of the bed contents.
The density of several sand granule samples containing between 
twenty and twenty-seven agglomerates was determined by analysing 
the diameter of approximately spherical granules then calculating 
the total volume of the sample. The samples were then weighed to 
determine their mass and hence their density. The results are 
shown below for three granule samples.
(%) Binder Average density Density of bars
3
Concentration of sample(g/cm ) of agglomerates
2.0 1.36 1.36
2.0 1.37 1.36
0.5 1.37 no bars of this
binder concentration
The densities of sand agglomerate bars containing 2% binder are 
shown for comparison. The density of the sand bars showed little 
variation over the binder concentration range of 1-3% (see the 
voidages listed in table 5.4). This is consistent with the above 
results where the density of the granules was constant over the 
binder range 0.5-2.0%.
4. 2.3.3 Circularity Measurements
The shape of the agglomerates within the bed can be used to 
determine whether they are composed of rounded granules which are 
the product of surface abrasion, or rough particles produced by
Granule size 
range (mm)
2.2-3.0 
1.7-2.8
1.2-3.0
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the granule fragmentation. Image analysis can be used to give a 
count distribution of the granule roundness or circularity. The 
roundness index R' is given by
R '= P2 (4.7)
47rAim
where P is the perimeter and A. the area of a granule image. Thisi  m
gives- a value of R'= 1 for a circle, 1.27 for a square, and R ' =  ®
for a line. For this work R was defined as R = (4rcA /P2)*100 %im
(which is the square of "circularity", Clift et.al., 1978) to give 
a roundness scale of 0 to 100% where a circle has R=100% and a , 
line R=0%. The actual measurement is made using the points where 
pairs.of parallel lines, called "ferets", touch the surface of an 
object which is being measured. The perimeter is then determined 
by-i the sum of the lengths between these points. An increase in 
the number of ferets used will increase the resolution of the
measurement, but will also increase the computing time and
decrease the number of particles/objects which can be measured in 
a field of view. The number of ferets used was doubled from 8 to 
16 for the same sample to determine their influence on the
circularity distribution. It was found that doubling the number 
of ferets in this way had little influence on the results, giving 
differences in the circularity of a given size range of 3% or 
less. Similarly, the change in measured particle diameter for a 
given size range was 1% or less. Eight ferets was then set as the 
standard number for these measurements.
The roundness distribution for the bed run discussed in the 
previous section (1kg of granules with a 2% binder content) is
shown in figure 4.7 b for the samples taken after 0, 4 and 8
minutes. Also shown on figure 4.7<* for comparison are the results 
for a similar run with 985g of granules of 0.5% binder 
concentration (batch 14,run 6) which was sampled at 0.5, 1.5 and
2.5 minutes. There are fewer measurements here because the
granules containing 0.5% binder were broken down very quickly and 
the run was stopped after 2.5 minutes when bed height had halved.
If the particles underwent gross fracture, say from giving a
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circular projected area to a semi-circular one, the roundness 
would go from 100% to 74.7%. Measurements of earlier runs showed 
the presence of some initial fragments prior to fluidisation 
(probably formed after granulation during the size classification 
by sieving). The roundness plots for both batches in figure 4.7 
show similar trends, having a small decrease during the runs shown 
by a shift in the peak roundness of about 5% over the duration of 
the experiment. This indicates a roughening of the granule 
surface caused by surface abrasion to produce fines and small 
fragments, rather than gross particle fracture. Thus the breakage 
mechanism is a combination of fines removal and fragmentation 
which is the result of surface abrasion. Further information 
about the breakage mechanism was obtained by micromechanical 
studies using direct observation of the collisions of granules in 
the bed which are described later in this chapter.
4.2.4 Breakage Rate During Fluidisation
4. 2.4.1 Overall Breakage Rate
Having gained some information about the particle breakage 
mechanism from fluidised bed experiments, further runs were 
carried out to determine where in the bed the maximum amount of 
particle damage occurred. There are two basic theories about 
where the breakage is located. The bubbling bed model of Vaux, 
1978, assumes that abrasion occurs at all heights in the bed and 
that the variation in the breakage rate with height is linear as a 
direct result of the greater pressure lower down the bed. This is 
erroneous as , by definition, the particles are fully supported by 
fluid drag during fluidization. Patel et.al., 1986, argued that
localised breakage occurs in a region above the distributor and 
that there is little breakage outside this zone. This implies 
that the nature of the distributor is all-important in determining 
the overall breakage rate. In this case the breakage rate per 
unit bed mass, R , would be inversely proportional to bed heightm
since only the material in the region of the distributor 
contributes to the bed abrasion rate. Clearly, however, the ratio 
of attrition rate in the distributor region to attrition rate 
elsewhere in the bed depends on the design of the distributor (see
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later).
The importance of the distributor region on the overall breakage 
rate in the bed was investigated by measuring the rate of fines 
produced in the bed for different starting bed masses and thus 
different initial bed heights.
It can be assumed that for the superficial gas velocity used 
virtually all the fines were elutriated and collected by the 
cyclone (see section 4.2.2). For this set of experiments the 
granule binder concentration (and hence strength) was kept 
constant by using a fixed granule binder content of 2%. Initial 
bed masses of 500g, 750g, lOOOg, 1500g and 2000g were used. The 
bed conditions were the same as for the earlier runs. The 
contents of the cyclone hopper were weighed every few minutes to 
monitor the breakage in the bed. The results, where the fines 
mass is the cumulative mass, are shown in table 4.4 and
Table 4.4 Breakage Data for Different Initial Bed Masses
Initial 
bed 
mass height 
(g) (mm)
Breakage Data
time(min) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 15.0
500 28±4 fines(g) 55.2 99.2 138.6 172.2 204.9
time(min) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 15.0
750 49±4 fines(g) 46.3 93.1 138.2 178.7 268.7
time(min) 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 15.0
1000 69±4 fines(g) 38.9 82.1 113.5 148.4 171.5 242.5
time(min) 3.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 15.0
1500 110±4 fines(g) 73.6 113.2 158.1 194.1 284.0
time(min) 2.5 5.0 11.0 16.0 21.0
2000 141±4 fines(g) 72.0 128.9 260.7 354.0 428.7
graphically in figure 4.8. When the initial bed mass was 500g,
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fountains of granules were observed to break through the surface 
of the bed after 5 minutes of fluidisation. This occurred at a 
bed mass of 400g which corresponds to a bed height of 20±4mm. 
From this it can be deduced that the jet height is around 20mm.-'
The data points in figure 4.8 show a slight decrease in the 
breakage rate (which is the gradient of the graphs) with time. 
The effect is most marked for the smallest initial bed masses. 
This is discussed in section 4.7 and is shown to be due to the 
change in bed mass as the fines are elutriated/ rather than a 
change in the granule properties with time.
A run was carried out with a batch of lOOOg of granules made with 
material which had been previously fluidised and was re-sieved to 
select the starting size range of 1.2-2.8mm. This batch showed 
the same breakage rate behaviour (a slight decrease with time) as 
the run with fresh granules. This proves that the breakage rate 
is not a function of time; in other words, the agglomerate 
properties remain constant over the duration of the experiment.
Table 4.5 Variation of Initial Breakage Rate with Bed Mass
Initial 
bed mass 
(g)
Initial 
breakage rate 
(g/min)
500 18.4
750 17.9
1000 18.6
• 1500 21.1
2000 23.4
The initial overall bed breakage rates, a^e shown above in
table 4.5 and have been calculated by a least squares fit of the 
data over the first 4-6 time intervals. The breakage rates from 
the fluidisation experiments conducted with different initial bed 
weights increase with increase in initial bed mass. This finding 
will be discussed further in sections 4.2.4.3 and 4.2.4.5. It can 
be seen from the variation in breakage rate with bed mass that 
most of the breakage occurs in the first 500g (ie. 28mm) of the
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bed which is the distributor region containing the gas jets. 
Thus, the distributor region dominates the overall breakage 
behaviour of the bed.
4.2.4.2 Bubbling Bed Breakage
In order to compare the breakdown of granules in the presence of 
jets with their breakage in a wholly bubbling bed, the drilled 
plate distributor was replaced with a perforated plate distributor 
which introduces the gas to the bed as bubbles. The superficial 
gas velocity and the gas line pressure were the same as for the 
previous experiments. The breakage associated with the bubbling 
bed was expected to be far less than that associated with a bed 
containing gas jets. In order to increase the breakage product in 
the bubbling bed, a lower granule binder concentration was used 
(1.0% by mass) than that for the experiments reported in the 
previous section. The initial bed mass used was 1kg of granules. 
The fines produced during fluidisation were collected and weighed 
as before and a plot of fines mass with run time is shown in 
figure 4.9. There is an initially high breakage rate which 
decreases to a constant value after 4 minutes. A similar change 
in wear rate with time was observed by Vaux and Schruben, 1983, 
although they fluidised limestone with a timescale of hundreds of 
hours instead of tens of minutes. The large initial breakage rate 
could be due to the removal of fines initially present in the bed 
or to the removal of loosely bound particles or surface 
irregularities from the outer layer of the agglomerates.
*
The constant breakage rate was determined by a least squares fit 
of the data in the linear region of figure 4.9 and was found to be 
1.4g/min. Also shown in figure 4.9 are the data for a bed of 1kg 
of granules of 1% binder concentration tested under the same 
fluidisation conditions as the bubbling bed except using the 
drilled plate distributor described earlier. The initial wear 
rate for this bed was found to be 96.5g/min. Thus the wear rate 
in the bubbling bed is about one seventieth of that in the bed 
with a drilled plate distributor for the conditions described 
above.
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4.2.4.3 Prediction of Overall Breakage Rate
The breakage data collected from runs of different initial bed 
masses and bed heights can be analysed in terms of the breakage 
occurring in the distributor region of the bed and the much 
smaller breakage contribution from the bubbling bed region. The 
breakage rate, R ^ , in the distributor region may be considered to 
be independent of the total bed mass as long as the bed height is 
greater than the jet height. This is indicated by the similarity 
of the initial breakage rates shown in table 4.5 and the findings 
of Patel et.al. , 1986. Several authors, see section 2.9, have
reported that the rate of breakage of material in the bubbling bed 
is proportional to the bed depth or the bed mass. The breakage 
rate in the bubbling bed, R^, can then be defined as the mass of 
breakage product per unit time per unit bed mass with units in 
g/min/g. The combined breakage rate, Rtot, of a bed with a 
distributor region can then be determined from the sum of the 
breakage rate in the jet zone and the bubbling bed breakage rate 
scaled by the mass of material in the bubbling bed, Hence,
R. = R .  +  (  R K  x H ) (4.8)
t O t  j  b  b b
In section 4.2.4 it was stated that fountains of granules broke
through the surface of the bed when the bed mass had dropped to
400g. This was taken as the mass of material in the jet region
and from this M, . can be obtained using M, .= M. - M . where M, isbb bb b 3 b
the total bed mass. At the start of fluidisation R^ .=Rrtr wheretot 0
Rq is the initial breakage rate. The initial bed masses and
initial breakage rates in table 4.5 (for granules with a 2% binder
concentration) were used for M, and R. . , and M, . was calculated
d tot bb
as described above. Values for R and R, could then be obtainedj b
from a least squares fit of the data (figure 4.10) giving R.(the
- 3  ^
intercept)= 17.1 g/min and RL(the gradient)= 3.7x10 g/min/g for
b
granules with a 2% binder concentration. The values of Rtot
calculated using equation (4.8) and R. and R, from figure 4.10 are
3
compared with the measured values in the table overleaf. The 
variation of the initial total wear rate with bed mass is 
well-represented by this simple approach and is therefore simply 
related to the change in the mass of material in the bubbling bed 
region. The breakage rates in the two regions can be compared
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Table 4.6 Comparison Between Predicted and Measured Breakage Rate 
(for granules with a 2% binder concentration)
Initial 
bed mass
R, . tot
measured
(g/min)
calculated
Percent error in 
calculated value
500 18.4 17.5 5
750 17.9 18.4 3
1000 18.6 19.3 4
1500 21.1 21.1 0
2000 23.4 23.0 2
considering, for example, the data for an initial bed mass of 
lOOOg. The breakage rate in the bubbling bed is M^xR^ which is 
2.2g/min which, since the breakage rate in the jet was given as
17.1 g/min, contributes about 12% of the total breakage.
The breakage rate in the bubbling region of the bed with a
multi-orifice distributor, R^, can be compared with the overall
breakage rate in the bubbling bed with a porous distributor. For
the bed with a porous plate distributor containing lOOOg of
granules with a 1% binder concentration, the breakage rate in the
-3linear region of the bubbling bed was 1.4g/min or 1.4x10 g/min/g.
This is less than the bubbling zone breakage rate for stronger
-3granules with a 2% binder concentration quoted above as 3.7x10 
g/min/g. It is difficult to compare the behaviour of the bubbling 
bed region of a bed with a distributor zone to that of a bubbling 
bed produced by a porous plate distributor. Figure 4.9 shows that 
there is a marked change in breakage rate (the gradient of the 
graph) with time for the bubbling bed whereas the breakage rate is 
almost constant for the bed with gas jets. It may be that the 
wear rate in the bubbling bed is initially higher while the weaker 
regions of the bed particles are broken. After a time the 
remaining particles may have a breakage energy requirement in 
excess of the energy available from some of the collisions. This 
energy threshold may lead to a lowering of the breakage rate with 
time to a final constant value.
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The collision velocities and the breakage rate in the jet region
are much higher than those in the bubbling bed. Rapid breakage of
the granules in the jet region may prepare a fresh surface on the 
granules which also circulate into the bubbling region. This may 
lead to a 'younger' surface in the bubbling region with a wear 
rate which is greater than the final wear rate of 'old' granules 
in this region. Thus, the bubbling zone breakage in the bed with 
a distributor region cannot be the same as the breakage in a bed 
with no distributor region as the history of the particles will be 
different. In addition, the two bed types will have different 
initial bubble sizes and circulation patterns which will influence 
the breakage rates. The analysis above indicates that the total 
breakage can be considered as the sum of the behaviour in the two 
zones. There is no reason to expect a direct agreement between
the breakage rate in the bubbling bed zone of a bed with a drilled
plate distributor and that of a bed with a porous plate 
distributor.
The combined breakage approach can be used to predict the change 
in breakage rate with initial bed mass. It can also be used to 
predict the breakage with time as a run progresses and the bed 
mass decreases with the elutriation of fines from the bed. 
Equation 4.8 can be.rewritten as a differential equation
dM(t) "= - [R. + R.1 (M(t)-M.)] (4.9)
"dt—  V  3
where M(t) is the bed mass at time t. M is constant until the bed
j
height drops below the jet height. The above equation can be
. . dvsolved analytically as it is of the form -ay=b where a=-Rb and
b=-(R.-RM.). This can be integrated if both sides are multiplied
f—adx — axby the Integrating Factor e = e and the general solution
b axis y + -=Ce . In the terms of equation (4.9) this can be written a
as
M (t) = C exp(-Rt) - (R. - R M  ) (4.10)
b j____b J
C can be evaluated by using the boundary conditions at t=0 ie. 
M=M _, so C= M + (R - R M  )/R. Substituting this into (4.10)o o j b j b
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and rearranging
M (t) = Mexp(-R'.t) + (R. - R M.) [exp(-R t)-l] (4.11)
O  b  j  b  j  b
R b  .
In the limit when R t is small exp (-R t) * 1 - RLt (4.11.) becomes
b  b  b
M (t) - (R. + R^(M - M;))t (4.12)
o  j  b  o  j
where the term (R. + R. (Mn- . M .) ) on the right hand side is the
■ J ® 0 3
initial combined breakage rate. That is, when the breakage 
contribution from the bubbling bed is small the breakage rate 
(dM^/dt) is approximately equal to the initial breakage rate, Rq .
For granules with a 2% binder concentration, the variation of bed 
mass with time for different initial bed masses is shown in figure
4.11 (data from table 4.4). The fits of equations 4.11 and 4.12 
are also shown using the values of R^ and R^ determined from the 
least squares fit in figure 4.10. The two fits are very close 
initially, but diverge as the time increases and the mass of 
material” in the bubbling region, and hence the amount of breakage 
in that region decreases.
The previous experiments on the dependence of the wear rate on the 
bed conditions show that variations in the gas distributor type 
and the bed depth alter the wear rate in the bed. The results of 
these experiments have shown that the discrepancy between the 
results of Vaux, 1978, and Patel et.al., 1986, occurs because the 
wear rate was affected by the different gas flow patterns 
associated with the two distributor types. Having established the 
importance of the gas distribution on breakage rate the effect of 
superficial gas velocity and granule properties on their breakage 
will be considered.
4.2.4.4 Dependence of Breakage Rate on Gas Velocity
Various workers have reported different models for the dependence 
of breakage rate on superficial gas velocity as reported in 
section 2.9 (see table 2.2). In order to investigate this 
relationship, experiments were carried out using sand agglomerates 
with a 2% w/w concentration of PVP binder made using the pan 
granulation method described in section 3.13. Granules in the 
size range 1.18-2.8mm were used and fluidised in the same 
equipment with the drilled plate and porous plate distributors as 
described in section 4.2.4.1.
The initial breakage rates for various gas flow rates are shown in 
figures 4.12 for a drilled plate distributor and 4.13 for a 
bed with a porous plate distributor. As there was some variation 
of initial bed mass the breakage rates have been normalised by bed 
mass and are expressed as mass of fines per unit time per unit bed 
mass. For both distributor types the breakage rate was found to 
be proportional to ' while the magnitude of the breakage
rate for the drilled plate distributor was much greater than that 
for the porous plate. This is in agreement with the predictions 
for breakage rate based on energy arguements discussed in section 
2.9. The relevant argument (Ray et.al., 1987) assumes that energy 
supplied is proportional to the pressure drop across the bed and 
the gas velocity in excess of that required for fluidisation 
(equation 2.16) ie. the kinetic energy supplied to the particles 
is proportional to (U-U^) .
4.2.4.5 Dependence of Breakage Rate on Granule Size
There is disagreement' in the literature as to the form of the 
dependence of the breakage rate on the granule size (see chapter 
2) . The effect of particle size can be considered in terms of 
unimodal and bimodal size distributions. The size measurements on 
the breakage fragments from a fluidised bed with a grid jet 
distributor for a unimodal initial granule size distribution 
showed that the breakage products were mostly fines and mother 
granules as shown in table 4.1. A bimodal initial size 
distribution was then fluidised to investigate the interaction of 
the two well-defined size ranges. The ranges used were 
2800-1700/mi and 1180-500/Jm which were obtained by sieving the 
granulation product containing 2% binder concentration. Two 
mixtures, each weighing 1kg were made up; one of 1:1 mass ratio of 
the two size ranges and one of 2:1 large to small granules by 
mass. Both of these mixtures were fluidised with the drilled 
plate distributor over fifteen minutes. The changing size 
distribution of the bed was measured by stopping the fluidisation
Table 4.7 The Mass of Various Size Ranges of Granules against 
Time for two Bimodal Size Distributions
Time (mins)
Mass (g)
size(/Jm) 0 .0 2.5 5.0 10.0 15.0
2800-1700 500.0 439 388 323 264
1700-1180 0.0 31 47 67 87
1180- 500 500.0 435 84 327 286
500- 250 0.0 19 23 26 25
250- 0 0.0 76 158 258 338
2800-1700 666 575 540 444 358
1700-1180 0 46 43 67 99
1180- 500 334 300 271 242 216
500- 250 0 5 8 10 13
250- 0 0 74 138 237 314
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to sieve and weigh the bed at various time intervals. The mass of 
the cyclone hopper fines was also measured at different times. 
The superficial fluidising gas velocity was 1.2m/s as for the 
earlier experiments.
The size distributions by mass are given in table 4.7 (previous 
page) which shows that the total fines production was very similar 
for the two size distributions. The fines produced from the two 
bimodal distributions can be compared in figure 4.14 with the data 
shown in table 4.4 for similar granules with an initial size range 
of 2800-1180pm and the same initial bed mass of lOOOg.
It can be seen that the amount of fines produced decreases as the 
amount of sub-1180pm material in the bed is decreased. However, 
there is a relatively small difference in the fines generated 
between the 2:1 and 1:1 ratios of large and small granule size 
ranges. This can be related to the dependence of breakage rate on 
u_umf shown in the previous section. umf was only measured for 
granules in the size range 1.18-2.8mm. However, U  ^ for a bimodal 
distribution can be predicted using the correlation by Thonglimp, 
1981, reproduced below
^ Remf
u = n a (4.13)mf p ag m
where Re = 2.88x10 2Ga° ‘ 63Mv° ’626, for Re>20mf
,  3 2
d gr* m g .. p gGa = ----“----  , Mv = — — -— —
2 P
P g
1and d = -- 73—  --- 7-5—m x^/d- + x /df f p p
where Re is the Reynolds' number, x is a mass fraction and the
subscript p indicates the larger and f the smaller size range of
the bimodal distribution. The values for p , p, and p (the
g P
granule density) are given in section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.2. Thus for 
the 1:1 size ratio U is predicted to be 0.46m/s and for the 2:1mf
(large:small) size ration U  ^ is predicted to be 0.54m/s. Themf
data for the predicted values of U and the values of the initialmf
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breakage rates in the bed for given values of U-U are shown
m f
below for the size range mixtures.
size range predicted 'U , U - U „ Initial breakage
m f  m f
(/im) (m/s) (m/s) rate (g/min)
2800-1180 0.74 0.42 18.6
2:1 (2800-1170:1180-500) 0.54 0.62 27.6*
1:1 (2800-1170:1180-500) 0.46 0.70 31.6*
*
Breakage rate over first 5 minutes.
The plot shown in figure 4.15 demonstrates a very good correlation 
between U-U and the granule breakage rate for the unimodal and
m f
bimodal data. Clearly, more investigation is necessary in order 
to determine how widely this simple result can be applied.
4.2.4.6 Dependence of Breakage Rate on Granule Binder 
Concentration
The brea^ge rate of granules in the bed and the mode of breakage 
of the granules must depend on their ease of fracture and abrasion 
under impacts in the bed. Modifying the granule strength changes 
the energy required to cause abrasion or fragmentation of the 
granules. This will affect the probability of damage occurring 
during granule collisions and also the extent of the damage. 
Investigations of agglomerate fracture behaviour and strength are 
described in chapter 5. Experiments to determine the abrasive 
wear behaviour of agglomerates are described in chapter 6 . In 
this section the dependence of the overall bed breakage rate on 
granule binder concentration will be described.
The strength of the granules can be altered by changing the binder 
concentration or the binder molecular weight. Since the molecular 
weight of the binder is not as easily varied (and some of the 
molecular weight ranges of PVP are hazardous to use) the granule 
binder concentration was varied. This was achieved by changing 
the concentration of the binder solution mixed with the sand prior 
to pan granulation. Five batches of granules were made with 
binder concentrations in the range 0.5-3.2% by mass. These 
batches were sieved and granules in the range 2.8-1.18mm were 
separated for fluidisation. The initial fluidised bed mass was
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lkg and the superficial gas velocity was 1.2m/s as before. The 
breakage behaviour in the bed was monitored by measuring the mass 
of fines collected in the cyclone hopper at various time 
intervals. The plot of the variation in the mass of fines 
collected (and hence generated) with time for the different binder 
concentrations is shown in figure 4.16. Rearranging equation 
4.12, M^, the mass of fines at time t is predicted to be
M- = M - M(t) * (R. + R, (Mn - M.) ) t t o 3 b 0 3
and since the term on the right-hand side is the initial breakage 
rate multiplied by the time
Mf * RQt (4.14)
The coefficient Rq can be calculated from the initial gradient of 
the graphs in figure 4.16 and the results are Shown below in table 
4.8.
Table 4.8 The Variation of Initial Breakage Rate with Binder 
Concentration
% binder 
concentration
1 / (conc^) Rq (g/min)
0.5 4.00 334.8
1.0 1.00 125.4
1.5 0.44 75.9
2.0 0.25 20.8
3 .2 0.098 6.1
A plot of Rq v s  concentration is shown in figure 4.17 and shows an 
approximate dependence on the inverse square of the binder 
concentration. The relationship between agglomerate strength and 
binder concentration will be considered in chapter 5.
4.2.5 Observations of Granule Interactions in a Fluidised Bed
4.2.5.1 Apparatus
From the previous sections we can conclude that breakage occurs 
predominantly in the jet region of the bed by the production of
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fines with lttle change in granule shape. The breakage rate is 
proportional to the excess gas velocity and is inversely 
proportional to the square of the binder concentration of the 
granules. These findings are based on macroscopic measurements of 
the bed characteristics. The mechanism for granule breakage and 
fines production is not evident from the size distribution data 
alone. To investigate the mechanisms by which granule breakage 
occurs in the fluidised bed direct observations of agglomerate 
impacts were needed. High speed video recordings were made of the 
jet region of a bed in order to capture individual collision 
events between granules. The video camera used was a Kodak 
"Ektapro" which records images onto a special high-speed video 
cartridge from which they can be transferred to ordinary VHS video 
tape. A thermal video-printer was used to print stills from the 
video tape with limited resolution.
In order to obtain a view inside a fluidised bed, a 
semi-cylindrical perspex bed was used to present a flat containing 
wall to the camera. This avoids the confusing back reflections 
which mar the image when viewing through the curved walls of a 
cylindrical bed. Numerous other workers have used this technique 
to observe jet penetration and bubble properties. Whiting and 
Geldart, 1980 showed for a spouted bed that there was 
comparatively little difference between measurements made in a 
semi- and fully-cylindrical bed under otherwise identical 
conditions. Siting distributor orifices close to the flat wall 
allows a view into the orifice jet, but the presence of the flat 
face must have some effect on the gas jet as was observed by Rowe 
et. al. , 1979. In this case the technique was used to provide an 
essentially qualitative analysis of individual particle 
interactions within the gas flow so that alterations in the gross 
properties of the jet such as the jet penetration length would be 
of secondary importance. Furthermore, investigation of the flow 
properties of shallow fully cylindrical and semi-cylindrical beds 
using gamma-ray tomography (Seville et.al., to be published) shows 
that the differences are very slight. A semi-cylindrical bed, 
shown in figure 4.18, which had been used by previous workers was 
available. This bed had a diameter of 51mm across the flat face
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compared to the diameter of the cylindrical bed which was 14.6cm. 
A drilled plate distributor was made up with the same orifice 
diameter and spacing as that of the distributor used in the 
cylindrical bed. The hole pattern of the distributor is also 
shown in figure 4.18.
cylindrical semi-cylindrical 
distributor free area {%) 1.5 1.6
Q, gas flow rate (1/min) 1150 71
U, superficial gas velocity (m/s) 1.2 1.2
VQ, orifice gas velocity (m/s) 78 74
The conditions in the semi-cylindrical bed were set to try to 
duplicate those in the larger cylindrical bed. The distributor 
free area and flow rate used in all the runs (except those to 
investigate the effect of higher gas flows) are compared above for 
the two beds.
Prior to running the bed the camera was focussed on a scale on the 
face of the bed which provided a magnification calibration for the 
field of view. In order to capture particle behaviour in the jet 
the video camera was used at its maximum speed of 1000
frames/second and, during filming, the frame number was displayed 
in each video frame to provide a record of the time elapsed. 
Cleaning the bed walls with an antistatic foam helped to reduce 
the build up of static and prevented the granules from adhering to 
them.
When the bed was fluidised the jet expansion cone intersected the 
flat face of the bed allowing a view into the jet. The depth of 
the field of view was a few granule diameters (several
millimetres) so the field of view extended beyond the immediate 
wall area. The parameters which were varied over several 
fluidised bed runs were the bed height, granule size, gas flow 
rate and distributor design; the perforated plate distributor was 
replaced by a sintered plate distributor to.give a bubbling bed. 
The observations made from the video recordings of these
experiments are described below.
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4.2.5.2 Granule Collisions in the J.et Region
Qualitative observations were made from traverses from the 
distributor up the jet and into the bubbling region above the jet. 
The jet penetration length was observed to be 2.5±0.5cm for the 
semi-cylindrical bed at a fluidising velocity of 1.2m/s 
which is in agreement with the observation of 2cm±0.5cm for the 
cylindrical bed. There are many correlations for the prediction 
of jet penetration length based on the hydrodynamic parameters of 
the bed (gas velocity, particle density, etc.). Blake et♦al., 
1984/ have attempted to combine many of the available data by a
three parameter correlation. This is based on the gas to solid
2
density ratio, Pg^ Pp' t i^e Frou^e number U Q/gdo, and Reynolds 
number pu d /p, where u is the orifice gas velocity, d is theo p .  o o
orifice diameter, g the acceleration due to gravity, d is the
P
particle diameter, and p the gas viscosity. They found that the 
correlation
L . f u 2  1 0.29 r p i 0.48 fp u d \
-T3- = 87.0 d
o
o
J -
g
V. tr J
g o p 
P
gave an agreement between the experimental and theoretical values
of within ±40% of L./d for 95% of the data. The following
3 °
conditions were present in the 2D and 3D beds with the gas (air) 
in the bed at approximately atmospheric pressure;
dQ = 1.5xl0~3 m, pp = 1.4xl03 kg/m3 pg = 1.18kg/m3,
p = 1.85xl0"5kg/ms, d = 2xl0"3 m, g = 9.8 m/s2,
P
u = 74.1 m/s for the 2D bed ando
u = 78.0 m/s for the 3D bed.o *
These values in equation (4.15) gave jet penetration lengths of 
3.8±1.5 cm for the 2D bed and 3.9±1.6 cm for the 3D bed. The 
measured jet penetration lengths lie at the lower end of the 
predicted values just within the 40% uncertainty band. Better 
agreement is obtained with the prediction by Wen et.al. , 1977,
which was developed for multiple jets fluidising coarse solids. 
This correlation takes the form
which results in a prediction for for both the 2D and the 3D 
bed of 2.1cm. The correlation of Blake et.al. attempts to bring 
together data from a wide range of bed conditions of varying gas 
temperature, pressure and gas distributor design. Equation (4.16) 
however, was obtained by correlating data for coarse solids 
fluidised using multiple jet distributors with orifices of a few 
millimetres in diameter and a fluidising gas at ambient 
temperature and atmospheric pressure as in the present work. This 
may explain the good agreement between the jet length predicted by 
equation (4.16) and that measured in the 2D and 3D beds.
In addition to observing the bed by traverse up the jet, traverses 
from the middle of the jet to the jet wall were also filmed at a 
vertical height roughly half-way up the jet and the observations 
are shown diagramatically in figure 4.19. It appeared that 
particles which were entrained into the jet near the orifice, 
where the rate of entrainment was largest, had a higher velocity 
in the lower region of the jet. Slow-moving particles undergoing 
entrainment higher up the jet could be hit by higher velocity 
particles already entrained. These collisions occurred at a high 
impact angle (as shown in figure 4.20) and could dislodge 
fragments from the surface of the impacting granules. These 
fragments appeared to be mostly of the size of the primary 
particles of the granules. On only one occasion was larger debris 
of several primary particle diameters observed. Higher up the jet 
the entrainment was less marked. Granules which were dislodged 
from the jet wall could be buffeted back into the wall by the 
expanding gas jet and disentrained. Few high angle collisions 
occurred in this region? instead granules in the jet collided with 
other entrained granules. In these collisions the granules had a 
low relative velocity and rubbed over each other at a low impact 
angle. This process led to the removal of fines by abrasion of 
the contacting surfaces. Few collisions will be normal impacts; 
in even the high impact angle collisions there will be some 
tangential component of velocity leading to some abrasion. Fines 
production was far more common than fragmentation as lower down 
the jet. The range of granule velocities in the jet for a 
superficial gas velocity of 1.2m/s was found to be 0.07-0.6m/s.
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4.2.5.3 Granule Collisions in the Bubbling Bed
Observations were also made in the bubbling bed and in the 
bubbling region above the gas jets. The bubbling region had a 
much higher particle density compared to the lean gas jets. This 
resulted in a greater number of particle contacts but these 
occurred at lower velocities than in the gas jets. The density of 
material in the bubbling region also made it impossible to pick 
out any fines formed, in contrast to the work on the jet region 
where the fines could be seen as darker regions in the light gas 
phase. When a bubble passed through the bed, particles were 
lifted ahead of the bubbles and entrained in their wakes. As the 
bubble passed, particles in the wake became disentrained and 
dropped down onto the packed particles underneath. For a 
superficial gas velocity of 1.2m/s the granule velocities observed 
in .the bubbling bed were in the range 0.04-0.2m/s. There was 
insufficient time to make the number of measurements necessary to 
model quantitatively the granule velocities in the bubbling bed 
because they varied with bubble size and position relative to the 
bubble. In summary , the granule velocities, and hence kinetic 
energies, associated with the bubbling bed were much lower than 
those observed in the jet region. This is consistent with the 
observation of relatively low breakage in the bubbling bed.
4.2.5.4 Quantitative Measurements of Granule Motion
The video record was analysed in order to obtain quantitative data 
from each set of bed conditions. For calibration, each time frame 
in the video corresponded to one microsecond and the size of the 
image frame was known from the scale on the front of the bed 
recorded at the start of the experiment. Measurements were made 
by identifying a particle with a reasonably clear image at the 
bottom of the image frame. The number of frames taken for the 
particle to move to the top of the image frame was noted, together 
with the number of collisions it experienced during its passage 
and the mean granule diameter. The granule diameter used was the 
average of the length and breadth of the granule measured from the 
video image. The vertical component of the particle velocity was 
then calculated from the path length and travel time (including 
time taken for collision events). The velocity, the number of
collisions and the granule diameter were noted for 25±1 particles 
for each set of bed conditions. This process was very 
time-consuming even for a relatively small sample size. Since the 
particles in the sample were chosen for the clarity of their image 
this inevitably introduces a degree of subjectivity into the data.
Despite the small sample size some general trends emerged from the 
data which are outlined below:
(i) effect of particle size
No strong correlation was observed between particle velocity and 
particle size in the data from one bed containing a distribution 
of particle sizes. Two runs were carried out with the same 
superficial gas velocity of 1.2m/s, with one run using granules of 
sieve size 1180-1700/Jm and the other granules of size 2800-1700jim. 
The resulting velocity frequency distributions for measurements 
made at a height of 1.5cm above the distributor are shown in 
figure 4.21. The smaller granules had a greater spread of 
velocity and reached a higher maximum velocity.
(ii) effect of superficial gas velocity
The particle velocities increase with gas flow rate as shown by 
the velocity histogram plot in figure 4.22 for superficial gas 
velocities of 1.2m/s and 2.4m/s. There is also a wider 
distribution of velocities at the higher gas flow rate.
(iii) velocity and position in the jet
The frequency-velocity data gave no clear dependence of the 
granule velocity on height up the jet. This can be explained by 
the rapid redistribution of kinetic energy which occurs during 
particle collisions resulting in some averaging out of the 
particle velocities.
(iv) number of collisions and position in the jet
A histogram for the number of collisions occurring in the jet as 
the particles passed through the image frame is shown in figure
4.23. The measurements were taken just above the distributor at a 
height of 0.5cm and near the top of the jet at a height of around
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2cm. Most collisions occurred near the orifice (where the 
entrainment rate is greatest) . At the top of the jet, where the 
relative velocity between particles is small, there are relatively 
few collisions.
The collisions which occur in the bed result in the dissipation of 
kinetic energy in breakage and the sharing of kinetic energy 
between particles. Near the orifice the entrainment rate is 
highest and the strongly directional gas flow tends to accelerate 
particles to high velocities. This effect is countered by the 
large number of collisions that occur in this region which serve 
to distribute the kinetic energy of the granules and reduces the 
width of the particle velocity distribution. This redistribution 
of energy may explain why no strong dependence of granule velocity 
on size or height in the jet was observed.
Impact events in the bed were easier to observe from the high 
speed video film than from the stills because the observer
mentally superimposes information from consecutive images to 
improve the resolution. It appears that the fines production, 
which occurs mostly in the jet region, arises from high angle 
impacts near the jet orifice. Higher up the bed, collisions occur 
by low angle abrasive impacts which involve glancing blows and 
sliding and rolling of granules over each other as they collide. 
Thus the form of the collisions has been determined but not the 
way in which fragments are formed or the relevant importance of 
the type of collision. In order to investigate these points,
single particle impact tests were carried out and these are 
described in the following section.
4.2.6 Single Particle Impact Experiments
4.2.6.1 Apparatus
Having identified the nature of the collisions in the bed it was 
possible to try to simulate them under controlled collisions
outside the bed to obtain a clearer picture of the breakage
process. This was achieved by using a high speed camera which 
allowed a faster frame speed and better spatial resolution than
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the high-speed video. An "Imacon 790" camera was used to capture
. . 4 7impacts of particles with an operating range of 10 -10 images per
second. The images are recorded as eight sequential frames with
the sequence from bottom left to top right as shown in figure
4.24. The slowest speed of 10,000 images/second was . most
appropriate for the granule collisions which gives a time interval
between images of 0.1ms. The duration of each photograph of eight
images then represents.0.8ms which means that careful triggering
of the camera is required to capture a collision event. In order
to achieve this it is necessary to know when and where a collision
is about to occur, and this would have been difficult in the
fluidised bed. In addition, depth of focus problems ruled out
direct observation of collisions in situ. Instead, the collisions
were simulated by dropping particles from a known height at
various angles onto an impact plate with a smooth or rough surface
as described overleaf. This technique was developed by Yuregir
et.al., 1987, and the dynamic attrition rig used by these workers
was modified for use in this work.
The impact apparatus, shown in figure 4.25, was designed to give a 
test particle an impact velocity between 15-30m/s at a target 
plate. This was achieved by accelerating the particle down a 
metre-long glass tube using a compressed air eductor. The granule 
velocities in the fluidised bed were observed to be in the range 
of 0.05-1.57m/s. Therefore, for simulation of the fluidised bed 
impacts, only a short glass tube was needed within which the 
particles fall under gravity. The drop height was used to control 
the impact velocity,, and the minimum tube length which could be 
used was around 4cm corresponding to a velocity of about 0.9m/s. 
This minimum length was imposed by the optical fibre particle 
detector which was part of the camera triggering mechanism. The 
glass tube was mounted in a perspex holder which also housed a 
pair of optical fibres as shown in figure 4.25. When the particle 
cut the light beam between the pair of fibres, the timer in the 
camera control unit was triggered and started counting. A force 
transducer had been mounted under the impact plate and this 
registered a voltage pulse when the particle hit the target; this 
pulse was used to stop the timer. The particle travel time
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between the pair of fibres and the impact plate was measured 
several times and the average travel time less 0.2ms was used to 
set a delay into the camera control unit. After the preset delay 
time had elapsed the camera was activated and 0.8ms of the impact 
recorded.
The test conditions which were varied were the impact velocity, 
the granule binder concentration, the angle of inclination of the 
target plate to the vertical and the target surface roughness. In 
practice the time delay for the camera setting had to be adjusted 
by trial and error, because the travel time of the particle prior 
to impact varied with the particle size (due to air drag) and with 
the position of the particle with respect to the walls of the tube 
as it fell. When the target plate was inclined there was also a 
variation in the travel time because the horizontal position of 
the particle when released affected the height of the impact on 
the target. Because of these difficulties, only about 30% of the 
photographs taken showed the particle collision. This meant that 
relatively few collisions were recorded for a given set of 
experiments, and not every collision produced debris. 
Nevertheless, the photographs provide very interesting qualitative 
information about the impact . process, even though they may not 
readily be processed to produce quantitative data.
4.2.6.2 Results of Single Particle Impact Tests
(i) Target Angle
The first set of tests was carried out to investigate the effect 
of the angle 6 (see figure 4.26) between the vertical trajectory 
of the incoming particle and the inclined plane of the target.
The target used was a square of sandpaper mounted on a shaped
wooden block and the impact velocity was around 1.2m/s. The 
particles used were sand granules with diameters in the range 2.0 
to 2.8mm, with 2% binder concentration. At low impact angles, 
around 18°, primary particles appear to be removed by contact with 
the rough impact surface; ie. by surface abrasion as shown in 
figure 4.28. One or two particles are also knocked off the sides 
of the particle by the compression waves caused by the impact.
o o
When the impact occurred at the intermediate angles of 36 , 58
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and 73° no damage was observed. At normal impacts on a flat
target single particles appeared to be knocked off the lower 
surfaces of the granule as in figure 4.27.
(ii) Binder Concentration
The effect of particle binder concentration and hence the strength 
of the granules on the breakage was investigated for impact angles 
of 90 ' and around 18°. The behaviour of the weaker granules of 
binder concentration was compared with that of stronger granules 
of 2% binder concentration. At an impact angle of approximately
o '
18 , the weaker granules (figure 4.28) behaved in a similar manner 
to the 2% granules (figure 4.29). In two cases, eg. figure 4.30, 
a large number of fragments broke from the bottom of a -% granule
. . lon collision. The particles with a -% binder concentration were 
noticeably weaker than the 2% granules and were more likely to 
undergo breakage upon impact. The behaviour of the two types of
o ^
granule was also similar at impact angles of 90 with the -% 
granules undergoing fracture more readily (compare figure 4.27 
with the weaker granule in figure 4.31).
(iii) Particle Velocity
A decrease of particle velocity from 1.2m/s to 0.9m/s (the minimum 
velocity it was possible to use with this apparatus) had very 
little effect on the impact behaviour and this work is not 
concerned with impact at significantly higher velocities. 
Yuregir, 1987, tested a granule with a 2% binder concentration, 
having glass ballotini instead of sand as the primary particles, 
at around 22m/s impact velocity. At these very high speeds there 
is large scale disruption and fracture of the granules as shown in 
figure 4.32. This type of behaviour would be encountered in wall 
impacts of granules in lean phase pneumatic conveying.
(iv) Surface Roughness
The rough sandpaper surface was replaced by perspex to investigate
the impact behaviour of the granules on a smooth surface. This
caused particle removal at 90° impacts (figure 4.33) in a similar
way to impacts on sandpaper (figure 4.27). At an impact angle of 
0 . 1
18 with a -% binder concentration, debris is formed by abrasion
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at the contact between the granule and the perspex (figure 4.34) 
in a similar way to the sandpaper (figure 4.28). Figure 4.34 is 
included as an illustration of debris formation on impact with 
perspex. In general there was less debris from collisions with 
the perspex surface than with the sandpaper. These materials 
appear to fragment easily whether the impact surface is rough or 
smooth.
The observations of single particle impacts can be summarised in 
the following way:
— Breakage occurs during normal impacts due to the compression 
wave which travels through the granule on impact and in 
tangential impact by abrasion.
— Lowering the binder concentration gives weaker granules which 
fragment more easily than stronger ones.
— Altering the impact velocity from 1.2m/s to 0.9m/s has little 
effect on the manner of breakage. At 22 m/s a large degree of 
granule fragmentation occurs indicating a different mode of 
breakage.
— Fragments are formed from collisions with both rough and smooth 
surfaces, but the rough surface seems to cause the most damage.
4.3 Conclusions
The fluidised bed attrition data show that most of the fines are 
produced in the jet region of the fluidised bed. This is 
consistent with the well-known fact (confirmed experimentally 
here) that the particle velocities in the jet are higher than 
those in the bubbling bed region. Particle collisions in the jet 
have high angles of impact near the distributor where particles 
already in the core of the jet hit those recently entrained with 
little vertical momentum. Higher up the jet, particles with small 
relative velocities experience tangential collisions. Simulations 
of these collisions show debris production for both types of 
impact. The debris is in the form of small particles which appear 
to be mostly primary particles; this is consistent with the 
particle size distribution of the bed contents after fluidisation. 
The fines are removed by surface abrasion or compression wave 
propagation.
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The overall breakage rate in the bed can be treated as the sum of
the breakage rate in the jet region, which is independent of bed
mass while the jets are submerged, and the breakage rate in the
bubbling bed region which is dependent on the amount of material
in this region and hence the overall bed mass. The breakage rate
for fluidisation with either a drilled plate or a porous plate
distributor was found to be dependent on the excess gas velocity
(U-U . This dependence was found to hold for beds containing mt
particles with a bimodal size distribution if U  ^ was calculated 
using Thonglimp's (1981) correlation. The granule binder
concentration was altered to vary the granule strength, and when 
batches of granules with different binder concentrations were 
fluidised, the breakage rate was found to be dependent on the 
inverse of the square of the binder concentration. In the next 
two chapters, the mechanical strength of the agglomerates are 
considered in detail and results of fracture and wear tests are 
reported.
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Figure 4.2
PLOT OF PERCENTAGE MASS IN SIEVE RANGE VS
FLUIDISATION TIME (batch 8, run i, 3% binder concentration)
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Figure 4.7
( a ^  PLOT OF ROUNDNESS DISTRIBUTION WITH CHANGING TIME 
FOR GRANULES WITH A 0.5% BINDER CONCENTRATION
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Figure 4.8 PLOT OF CUMULATIVE BREAKAGE PRODUCT AGAINST FLUIDISATION TIME 
FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL BED MASSES
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Figure 4.9 PLOT OF BREAKAGE PRODUCT VS FLUIDISATION TIME FOR A DRILLED PLATE AND POROUS PLATE DISTRIBUTOR
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Figure 4.14 PLOT OF FINES PRODUCED VS FLUIDISATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure 4.16 PLOT OF FINES PRODUCED VS FLUIDISATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT BINDER CONCENTRATIONS
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Figure 4.19 Particle Collisions in the Jet
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Fiaure 4 23 v a r i a t i o n  o f  c o l l i s i o n  f r e q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n
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Figure 4.25 Apparatus for High-speed Photography of Impacts
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Figure 4.27 Normal Impact ,
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Figure 4.28 Impact of Granule with 0 .5% Binder Concentration
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Figure 4.2 9 Impact of Granule with 2.0% Binder Concentration
Figure 4.30 Impact of Granule with 0.5% Binder Concentration
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Figure 4.31 Impact of Granule with 0.5% Binder Concentration, 
Normal Impact
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Figure 4.33 Normal Impact of Granule onto a Smooth Surface
Figure 4.34 High Angle Impact of Weak Granule onto a Smooth 
Surface
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CHAPTER 5 
AGGLOMERATE STRENGTH
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Agglomerate Strength
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it was shown that, for the materials 
considered here, breakage of agglomerates during fluidisation 
occurs mostly by single particle removal and rarely by particle 
fragmentation. The breakage rate is dependent on the particle 
size distribution in the bed and on the composition of the 
granules. It should be possible to predict the wear rate of the 
granules in the fluidised bed based on an experimental measurement, 
of granule strength made outside the bed in a well-defined test. 
A characterisation of agglomerate strength of this kind would be 
applicable to other solids handling processes where granule, 
breakage is important, such as pneumatic and other forms of 
conveying and particle drying. In this chapter the way in which 
agglomerated materials fail and the strength parameters which can 
be used to characterise failure will be considered. The 
experiments used to measure agglomerate strength and the results 
of these experiments will be discussed.
5.2 Granule Strength
A widely used approach to the prediction of the tensile strength, 
a , of granules was developed by Rumpf, 1962. The aim of the 
Rumpf analysis was to calculate a mean theoretical tensile 
strength for an agglomerate. Rumpf considered the nature of the 
interparticle bonds in the granule, whether by solid or liquid 
bridges (see chapter 1). It was assumed that an average 
interparticle bonding force, H, could be used in calculations for 
the bonding force at the point of contact between granules. The 
agglomerate was modelled as an assembly of mono-sized spheres with 
interparticle bonds distributed, on average, uniformly in position 
and orientation through a cross-section. It was assumed that the 
macroscopic cross-section was homogeneous and that the particles 
in the section were small compared with the size of the 
cross-section. The agglomerate failure plane could then be 
described in terms of a macroscopic cross-section through the 
agglomerate. Statistical and geometrical considerations were used 
to calculate the number of particles, n , and interparticle
F
1 1 8
bonds,kQ, in a unit area of the f ailure plane using the 
agglomerate voidage, e, and the particle co-ordination number,k. 
The directions of the bonds were then resolved into the tensile 
direction Z using the ratio of the cross sectional area of the 
particle,f , to the particle surface area in the failure plane 0 ,0 m
(see figure 5.1). The tensile strength of the cross-section in 
the direction of the tensile load z , o^f is then
= nf k0 ( s 2 ) H (5-1>v m '
Thus aT is given by the total number of bonds in a unit area of
the failure plane multiplied by the bond strength, H, and resolved
into the tensile direction, z. From Vauk, 1948, f~/0 is
2 0 m
equivalent to sin (n/3) and substituting this into equation 5.1 
with expressions for n^ and kQ for particles of diameter d gave
9 (1 g ) H
The nature of the interparticle bonds was discussed in a later 
publication (Rumpf, 1977; see chapter 1). Rumpf, 1970, extended 
his analysis to include particle size distributions. In addition 
to the assumptions that all the bonds in the failure plane fail 
simultaneously and that bond strength can be described by an 
average value for the interparticle forces, Rumpf also assumed 
that the only effect of packing irregularity is to change the 
statistical distribution of the interparticle bonds. However, in 
real agglomerated materials, stress concentrations will occur at 
flaws such as cracks or packing irregularities, and the granules 
will fail by crack propagation. Also, the weakest bonds would be 
expected to fail first, inducing a flaw in the agglomerate. It 
can be shown that the failure stress is not a unique property of 
the material but depends on the flaws present in the granules, and 
this will explored further in this chapter.
5.3 Modes of failure
The Rumpf analysis describes the simplified case of a granule 
being broken by simultaneous rupture of bonds in a failure plane. 
Deformation mechanisms have been divided by Atkins, 1985, into
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deformation with or without flow, .and with or without cracking. 
When a material can flow prior to failure it is termed ductile, 
and if no flow occurs it is termed brittle. Failure by cracking 
with no flow is termed elastic fracture, and if flow occurs this 
is termed plastic fracture. These modes will be discussed further 
in chapter 6. The failure mode is governed by the stress states 
in the crack region which relate to the specimen size. These will 
be discussed in more detail later in the chapter. Observation of 
the granule debris produced in the fluidised bed showed that most 
of the breakage resulted in the removal of single particles from 
the granule surface. In a minority of cases granules fractured to 
produce larger fragments. Thus it is important to understand the 
fracture mechanisms of the granules in order to predict their 
failure in a particular process such as fluidisation.
5.4 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
An alternative approach to the prediction of the strength of 
agglomerated materials has been proposed independently by 
Adams, 1985, and Kendall et.al., 1986, in which the materials fail 
by the propagation of cracks. A fracture mechanics appoach is 
used in which the conditions for failure by crack propagation are 
considered in terms of the the energy needed for propagation of a 
crack. When a .body containing flaws such as cracks is under 
stress, the stress distribution within the body will be 
non-uniform. Stress concentrations will occur at sharp notches or 
cracks and failure will initiate from these points of high stress 
if the energy available for crack propagation exceeds the energy 
required to create new surfaces.
Fracture mechanics was initially developed by Griffith, 1921, who
observed that glass fibres fracture more readily in the presence 
of surface flaws. He devised a model for failure by crack
propagation through a brittle material. It is assumed that prior 
to failure all the energy is stored as elastic strain energy
within the material, and that the only energy dissipation during 
crack propagation occurs by the formation of the new surfaces. 
This approach is termed linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
and is a simplified case where plastic deformation of the material
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prior to failure is disregarded.
The failure criterion of the model is derived from an energy 
balance approach. When a linear elastic material with a crack is 
subjected to tensile stress, strain energy is stored elastically 
by the specimen. Figure 5.2 shows a semi-infinite elastic plate 
of thickness B and width W, under a uniformly applied tensile 
stress, o, and containing a through-thickness surface crack of 
length a. For a linear elastic solid the stress is proportional 
to the strain so that
a = E e (5.3)
where E is the Young's modulus. The strain energy density,E, (the 
work per unit volume) can be obtained by integration between £ = 0 
and £ = e, hence .
E = J Q E £ de = E £2/2 (5.4)
which on substitution of equation (5.3) gives
E = <t2/2E (5.5)
Strain energy is stored elastically everywhere in the plate. If a
through-thickness crack of leng’th a is introduced into the plate, 
then strain energy will be released from the region extending 
above and below the crack in which the material is unstressed. 
The region around the crack tip which is strain-free can be 
approximated by a triangular geometry with a height dependent on
a, say 0a, and is represented by the shaded area in figure 5.2.
2The volume of the relaxed region will be 0a B where B is the plate 
thickness, and combining this with the expression for E, the 
energy released U will be
U = -0a2a2B/2E (5.6)
2where 0=jt for plane stress and 0=jr(l-y ) for plane strain where v 
is Poisson's ratio. A thin sheet specimen can be assumed to exist 
in plane stress where all the stress lies only in the plane of the 
specimen as no through-thickness stresses can be supported by the 
sheet. In the cases of a very thick specimen, through-thickness 
strains are prevented by the material outside the crack region 
which experiences smaller stresses, corresponding to the plane 
strain condition. These conditions will be discussed in more
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detail in section 5.6.2.
It is the release of strain energy which is the driving force for 
the growth of the crack. As the crack propagates, energy is 
absorbed by the creation of new surface area and energy is 
released by the newly relaxed region. Fracture will occur when 
the rate (with respect to crack length) at which elastically 
stored energy is released exceeds the rate, R, at which surface 
energy is absorbed in creating new surfaces. The term 6U/B6a is 
known as the strain energy release rate, G, and the energy 
absorbed in crack propagation is the crack resistance R. The 
critical value for crack propagation to occur is denoted Gc , i.e. 
the Griffith criterion for fracture is
- 6U ^ ‘ 6A (5.7)
6a 6a
or G £ R = 2y (5.8)c
where A is the fracture surface area and y the surface free energy 
of the material. The factor two arises because of the two new 
surfaces which are formed. When dealing with agglomerates it is 
important to make the distinction between A, the gross fracture 
surface area, and the true area of fracture which is considerably 
smaller than A because of the interparticle voidage. The solution 
to equation (5.7) depends on establishing an expression for U in 
terms of the applied stress, <r, the Young's modulus of the 
material, E, and the geometry of the system. The calculation of 
Gc from experimental measurements is described in section (5.12).
An alternative approach was developed by Irwin, 1957, who 
considered the elastic stress field ahead of the crack. The 
components of the stress-field a around the crack (see figure 
5.3) can be expressed in polar coordinates r ,6 from the tip as
K f..(6) + non-singular terms (5.9)o. . ~ ----- 1J/ •
/ 2nr
Close to the crack-tip the non-singular terms become negligible. 
Sneddon, 1946, gives the following expressions for f
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f = cos-^0 (1 - sin^0 sin^0 )
X X  2 2 2 (5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
K is known as the stress intensity factor and defines the 
magnitude of the stress field. In Mode I deformation, ie. crack 
opening mode, the stress intensity factor is expressed as K^. All 
the fracture mechanics testing in this work is carried out using 
Mode I deformation and the subscript I will not be needed as there 
is no ambiguity about which failure mode is applicable. In 
practice, the stress intensity factor is given by
K = <y[rriT f(a/W) (5.13)
where o is the applied tensile stress, f(a/W) is a dimensionless 
factor that depends on the geometry of the specimen, a is the 
crack length, and W the specimen thickness.
As the specimen is loaded there is a critical value, Kc , at which 
crack propagation will occur, known as the critical stress 
intensity factor or, sometimes, as the fracture toughness. Kc can 
be used as a strength parameter and written as
Kc = ct£ /^(Tta)’ f(a/W) = af y  a Y (5.14)
where o^  is the
for many different test configurations are available (see Rooke 
and Cartwright,1976). Kc here relates to the gross fracture area, 
while Gc and Kc are equivalent measures of the strength of the 
material, related by the expression:
G = K2/E' (5.15)c c
2where E' is E/(1-p ) for plane strain and E=E’ for plane stress.
Having described the failure criterion for crack propagation (see 
equation 5.7), it is now possible to consider agglomerate failure
fracture stress and Y=/Jt f(a/W). Solutions for Y
f = cos-0 (1 + sin-^0 sin^0 )y y  2 2 2
f = cos-0 sin-0 sin|0x y  2 2 2
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inodes in more detail (see section 5.3). The mode of failure is
not an intrinsic material property, but depends on the size of the
specimen. For example, common salt is usually considered to be a
brittle material but Puttick and Badrick, 1987, found that small
salt cubes of about lOjJm edge length exhibited considerable
ductility during compression. Consider equation 5.7: the stored
elastic strain energy, U, is related to the volume of the body
. 3under consideration and therefore proportional to d , while the
crack resistance, R, is related to the area of the new surfaces,
2which increases with d (where d is a characteristic particle 
diameter) . Thus as d is reduced there will be relatively less 
capacity for stored elastic energy, resulting in stable rather 
than unstable fracture and, as the size is reduced further more 
failure must occur in a ductile mode, even for materials which are 
usually considered brittle.
5.5 Plastic deformation
The elastic analysis of the stress distribution (equation 5.9) 
predicts infinite stresses at the crack tip. In practice, this 
indicates that the yield stress of the material, o^r is exceeded 
and that energy dissipation occurs by plastic deformation in a 
region at the crack tip known as the 'plastic zone1. The size of 
this zone r can be estimated from evaluating a at © = 0 from
p yy
equations (5.9) and (5.11) ie.
where oY is the limiting stress or yield stress which is reached 
when plastic deformation of the material occurs. The limiting 
stress means a reduction in the load-carrying capacity of the 
material which reduces the stress field in the region of the crack 
tip. This is compensated for by shifting the elastic field so 
that the region over which ayy=<7Y ^ecoines as shown in figure 5.4. 
This extends the zone size to give
a (5.16)
so that r
P
(5.17)
r
P
(5.18)
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In his plastic zone model, Irwin, 1958, proposes a notional 
extension of the crack by an amount Aa, equivalent to extending 
the crack length to the centre of the plastic zone. The 
expression for Kc from equation 5.14 then becomes
1
K = Ya_ [tt(a+Aa) ] 2 (5.19)c r
and G = 2y + y (5.20)c P
where y is the energy dissipation in plastic deformation. This 
P
term can be much larger than the surface free energy,y.
2Williams, 1984, lists values of G of the order of kJ/m whereas y 
typically lies around 25-50mJ/m . In most cases the linear 
elastic fracture mechanics expressions should be modified to allow 
for plastic energy dissipation. It should be noted that at high 
humidity many polymeric binders become plasticised by moisture; 
results of fracture tests on agglomerates equilibrated at high 
humidity are given by Adams, 1985, who found a plastic zone size 
of about 900/Jm for sand particles of 180-250/Jm, bound with 1% w/w 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) of molecular weight 44 000.
Kendall et.al., 1986, used an expression similar to equation 5.14, 
again derived from Griffith's work, to determine the energy 
absorbed in fracturing green bodies of the kind used to make 
ceramics. The failure strength, , of the test pieces was 
expressed as
•s 1 / 2
af = ER2r— I (5.21)) rca_
where R is the energy absorbed in propagating the crack by a unit 
area and Y=/7t. An expression was derived for R using the 
summation of the energy of attraction, T, for all the contact 
areas based on an elastic analysis of the attraction between 
spheres (Johnson et.al., 1971) and a semi-empirical relationship
between R and the solid volume fraction, 4>:
R = 564>4 (r5 (l-yz)/E2D2] 1/3 (5.22)
assuming the constituent particles in the green body to be
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spheres. Values for a^  and E for samples of known crack length,
a, were obtained using a three point bend test described in
section 5.9 and shown in figure 5.12. A fit of these experimental
parameters to equation 5.21 was used to evaluate the fracture
energy, R, for titania and alumina compacts. The mean diameter of
the ceramic particles and their packing fraction were then used
with the values of R and E determined from the three point bend
test to estimate T from a fit of the data to equation 5.22. It
was found that the values of T  for the green bodies were almost
2unchanged by firing, the value of T for titiania being 14J/m . 
The experimental method for determination of the fracture 
mechanics parameters also enables an estimate of the "inherent" or 
"natural" flaw size to be obtained (see later). In the case of 
Kendall's experiments this was of the order of 100/Jm, several 
orders of magnitude larger than the size of the constituent 
particles. It is clear therefore that the strength of ceramic 
components is limited by packing irregularities which are gross by 
comparison with the size of the particles. In work by the same 
authors, Alford et.al. , 1986, noted that the flaw sizes in 
ceramics have a large influence on their failure strengths.
Implicit in equation 5.21 and 5.22 are the assumptions that GC=R 
and that plastic .deformation is negligible in the failure of the 
ceramics. Gc ' critical strain energy release rate, may be
greater than R, the energy absorbed during fracture, in which case 
the value of R calculated from equation 5.21 would be too large. 
Also, if other energy dissipation mechanisms occur such as plastic 
deformation, then R will be much greater than for purely elastic 
deformation. In this case, the value of T calculated form 
equation (5.22) will be too large as it is based on an elastic 
analysis. Thus, Kendall's approach may lead to an overestimate of 
T if Gc is greater than R or if the deformation is not purely 
elastic.
Kendall et.al., 1987a, later determined values of T using an
elastic analysis again derived from Johnson et.al., 1971, based on 
the measurement of the elastic modulus without involving a model 
of failure behaviour. The energy of attraction, T, is derived
1 2 6
from interparticle attractions calculated from the Young's modulus
variation with packing. This gave a value of T for titania of 
2
0.6J/m which "was reasonably close to the theoretical estimate of 
0.8J/m^ for the 110 plane of Rutile at 20°C". The lower 
experimental value was attributed to the presence of impurities 
(Kendall et.al., 1987b). Comparing the values of r obtained from 
an elastic modulus analysis with those obtained from fracture (or 
cleavage) measurements Kendall et. al., 1987b, noted that "Cleavage 
energies have substantially exceeded the theoretical estimates of 
solid-surface energies except in special circumstances" and notes 
that in cleavage experiments there may be a large energy 
contribution from plastic deformation of the material.
Other energy dissipation mechanisms which may occur in 
agglomerates leading to an increased value of R, and hence Gc , 
include microcracking ahead of the crack tip. This acts to blunt 
the crack tip and increase the new surface area formed leading to 
an increase in the energy absorbed and a decrease in the stress at 
the crack tip. This mechanism occurs in ceramics and is 
attributed to residual stresses during drying. These stresses may 
also be present to some extent in the agglomerate binder bridges. 
A mechanism used in toughening plastics is cavitation causing 
crack blunting. That is, particles are embedded in a dense 
polymer matrix and when the crack intersects with a particle the 
particle is pulled out leaving a cavity which effectively blunts 
the crack tip. This reduces the stress intensity at the crack tip 
and, as further energy has to be put in to propagate the crack, Gc 
is raised. A similar crack blunting may occur as the binder 
bridges around a particle fail in the agglomerated material.
5.6 Stress States and Failure Modes
The preceding sections have covered failure by crack propagation 
with and without plastic deformation. In order to understand the 
behaviour of an agglomerate under loading, it is also necessary to 
be able to predict its yield behaviour and know how the stress 
will be distributed through the body. There are modes of failure 
other than crack propagation which may apply and these will also 
be considered briefly.
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5.6.1 Yield criteria
When a material is loaded, it may fail by ductile yielding in 
which the material in the failure zone flows until it breaks. 
This type of failure is distinct from fracture which occurs‘ by 
crack propagation. Various yield criteria exist to predict the 
yield stress from the principal stresses a and where
V V a3 p -^ane stress so that <j  ^ is the maximum principal
stress and o is the minimum principal stress. The two most
commonly used yield criteria are due to Tresca and Von Mises. The 
Von Mises criterion predicts that yield will occur when the shear 
strain energy per unit volume reaches a critical value. This can 
be expressed as
(CT1 “ °2 )2 + (a2 ~ a3 )2 + {CJ3 “ °1 )2 = 2aY (5.23)
The Tresca criterion predicts that yield will occur when the
maximum shear stress is equal to a critical constant value, 
and can be written as
- o3 = 2ry = ay (5.24)
The Tresca criterion is frequently easier to use in practice,
although the Von Mises' criterion generally produces better 
agreement with experimental results (Parker, 1981). Prediction of 
the value of the yield stress is discussed in section 5.6.3.
5.6.2 Plane stress and plane strain states
It was noted in section 5.4 that the form of the strain energy and 
the stress distribution in a plate under tension are dependent on 
loading conditions of the specimen, in particular whether it is in 
plane stress or plane strain. When the specimen is a thick plate 
the region of plastic deformation around the crack tip, the
plastic zone, has the shape shown in figure 5.5. As the crack
opens the zone is stretched in the vertical (y) direction and will 
undergo Poisson contraction along the z-axis (the 
through-thickness direction as shown in figure 5.3). Plastic
contraction in the z-direction can take place at the free surfaces 
(eg. point A in figure 5.5). The material around the plastic zone 
can also undergo contraction, but as an elastic deformation which
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is substantially less than the plastic contraction. In the
central region of the crack, point B, the contraction in the
plastic zone is constrained by the contiguous elastic material.
This limits the through-thickness strain and the specimen is
subjected to plane strain (see section 5.4) . In this case the
out-of-plane biaxial stresses a and o (figure 5.3) cannot be ^ xx yy ■
accommodated by Poisson contraction. A through-thickness tensile 
stress is set up, which effectively increases the 'flow' stress in 
the plastic zone by a factor typically taken as /31. This reduces 
the zone size at B to a third of its size at the outer regions 
where plane stress relief is possible. When the specimen is very 
thin there is no tensile stress in the through-thickness direction 
and the the specimen is in the plane stress condition.
When a plane stress state exists, as in a thin sheet, there are no
through-thickness stresses so that a =0. The maximum and minimumzz
principal stresses are o and a respectively.. Yielding occursyy zz
along the planes of maximum shear stress which are set up at 45° 
to the x and z axes. When the specimen is in a plane strain state 
the minimum principal stress becomes o . Rewriting the Tresca
XX
yield criterion equation 5.24 in terms of a for the two stress 
states gives
plane stress o = cr (5.25)
yy Y
plane strain o = a__ + cx (5.26)■ yy Y xx
or ayy/aY (Plane s'train) > a^/aY (plane stress); ie. higher
stresses are required to produce failure in plane strain than in
plane stress. The specimen in plane strain tends to fail by
cleavage before it is loaded to the critical shear stress level
for ductile failure. It was noted in section 5.5 that the energy
dissipated by plastic deformation during fracture is often much
larger than the energy absorbed in creating new crack surface.
For this reason the value of G and thus K in ductile failure isc c
much larger than that for brittle failure. A plot of Gc against 
plate thickness (figure 5.6) shows that a minimum value of G is 
reached in plane strain. The equivalance of Gc and Kc means that
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there is a corresponding minimum value of Kc in plane strain. The
plane strain value of K is taken as the characteristic value ofc
Kc for the material. If the plastic zone is comparable to the 
specimen thickness or the crack length, the through-thickness 
constraints are reduced and plane stress is approached. Guidelines 
exist for the size of specimens needed to ensure plane strain test 
conditions (eg. British Standard No.5447, 1977). A widely applied 
condition to ensure plain strain is
a,B,W/2 > 2.5 (KJ o ) 2 (5.27)c y
where B is the specimen thickness as shown in figure 5.3. 
Comparing this with equation 5.18
a ,B ,W/2 > 2.5 n r  (5.28)
P
This means that the plastic zone size should be much smaller than 
the specimen dimensions.
5.6.3 .Prediction of Yield Stress
Early theories of indentation behaviour were developed by Tabor 
(see for example Tabor, 1948 or Tabor,1951) based on the behaviour 
of metals. Indentation tests are frequently used to assign a 
hardness number to materials. There is a large volume of
literature available on the subject of indentation experiments and 
hardness testing. The discussion here will be restricted to 
indentation using a hard spherical indenter (the configuration for 
Brinell hardness tests) as shown in figure 5.7. When a flat 
surface is indented by a hard sphere the deformation will at first 
be elastic and recoverable. The initial force-deflection
behaviour can be predicted by the Hertz elastic theory. The 
indentation depth, 5, produced by an applied force, F, is given by
3 9
5 = t|- (5.29)
16 E R
where R is the indenter radius and
= u V )  + < i V >  (5-30)
E l 2
with the subscripts 1 and 2 denoting the indenter and agglomerate 
properties respectively. Onset of plastic deformation can be
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predicted using the Tresca criterion that flow will occur when the
maximum shear becomes equal to 0.5aY# Davies, 1949, developed a
model of the shear stress distribution in the material below the
indenter subjected to a mean pressure of p' across the contact
region. The maximum shear stress is predicted to be 0.47Pm , at a
point approximately half the contact radius, 0.5a, below the
surface. Plastic flow will occur when 0.47P =0.5a„, so thatm Y
initiation of plastic flow is expected when
Pm * 1.1 ay (5.31)
The plastic region will grow as the pressure is increased. Full 
plastic flow will occur when the region of plastic deformation has 
spread to include all the material around the indenter. From 
predictions of the stress distribution around the contact (eg. 
Ishlinsky, 1944) the mean contact pressure can be expressed in 
terms of the yield strength as
P. = J-2 = c a * H (5.32)m na Y
where H is the hardness of the material and has the units of 
pressure and c is a constant having a value between 2.6 and 3, 
(the numerical factor increasing slightly with the size of the 
indentation, Tabor, 1948). The above prediction is based on the 
assumptions that the indented material is an ideally plastic solid 
and the indenter is frictionless. Geometrical considerations (see 
figure 5.7 give
a2 = R2 - (R - 82) = 2R<5 - S2 (5.33)
If R is large compared to 8 then equation 5.33 can' be expressed in 
terms of the indentation depth by
F = 2.7 x 2ttR 8 oY (5.34)
While the material shows purely elastic behavour, the force will be
3 / 2proportional to 8 . If results from indentation tests are
plotted in the form of F as a function of 6, then in the region
where F is proportional to 8 the yield strength can be calculated
from the gradient of the plot using equation 5.34. This approach 
is valid for a dense material which behaves as a continuum.
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Gibson and Ashby, 1988, have compared the ratio, c, of H/o^  for 
materials with different Poisson's ratios. Materials such as 
foams can have a very small Poisson's ratio, because the cells of 
the foam collapse under stress with little lateral deformation. 
When a foam is indented the stress is concentrated around the 
indenter . Thus the foam will yield at a lower value of applied 
load than would be the case for a denser material in which stress 
relief is possible by Poisson contraction. For materials of low 
Poisson's ratio the value of c approaches 1. This behaviour is 
predicted for foams with a relative density (1- voidage) less than 
0.3. The behaviour of an agglomerate bar is expected to lie 
somewhere between that of a foam and a dense solid. In this case 
the estimation of o^  calculated using equation 5.34 lies between 
H/2.7 and H.
5.6.4 Plastic zone size
When the yield stress is exceeded, whether the binder bridges fail 
in an adhesive or cohesive way, they will undergo plastic flow 
during the failure process and thus contribute a plastic energy 
dissipation term to . The concept of a plastic zone ahead of 
the crack tip was introduced in section 5.5. In the plastic zone 
the yield strength of the material is exceeded and plastic flow 
occurs. In a homogeneous material such as a block of PTFE the 
plastic zone can be envisaged as a region within the continuum of 
the material. In the agglomerate bars which are a particulate 
composite any plastic deformation will occur within the binder 
bridges which will be far more ductile than the sand particles. 
Any plastic flow must therefore be restricted to discrete regions 
of deformation within the agglomerate. The size of the plastic 
zone can be estimated using equation 5.18 reproduced below
In this work, values of Kc were determined from the three-point 
bend tests. In order to determine o , indentation tests were 
carried out on the broken halves of the agglomerate bars left from
(5.18)
the three-point bend tests. These results are discussed in 
section 5.13.
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5.7 Crack Initiation and Propagation Energies
When failure by crack propagation occurs there is a critical
energy needed to start the crack, and there may also be a further
input of energy required to continue the crack propagation. The 
critical strain energy release rate is an equivalent fracture 
criterion to Kc as described in section 5.4. The meaning of Gc 
depends on the crack propagation mode. The Griffith criterion for 
crack propagation was described in section 5.4, that is crack 
propagation will occur when the strain energy release rate G 
exceeds the crack resistance R. This condition predicts the 
initiation of fracture but not the subsequent crack propagation. 
Crack propagation will start at a critical value of Gc  ^ where the 
subscript i refers to an initiation value. If the crack is stable 
then further energy has to be supplied to continue crack 
propagation and the crack can only advance by continual 
deformation of the specimen. An example of stable propagation is 
the tearing of a piece of paper. When no further external work is 
done the crack stops. This represents a minimum energy condition 
and the force-deflection curve has the form shown in figure 5.8c.
In this case a propagation value for Gc , denoted GCp» can be
determined from the work done on the specimen, U, (the area under 
the force-deflection curve) and the new crack area as
U
(5.35)
Cp B(W-a)
where a is the initial notch or flaw length prior to propagation. 
If the crack is unstable, sufficient strain energy has been stored 
in the specimen to propagate the crack across the specimen w'idth. 
An example of this is the snapping of a piece of chalk where 
failure rapidly follows crack initiation. The condition for crack 
propagation to continue without the addition of external work is
dG v dR (5.36)
da da
If this condition is met the external force or stress exerted on
the specimen will become zero as the specimen fails. This results
in a force deflection curve with the form shown in figure 5.8a.
For unstable fracture G =G . and can be calculated fromc ci
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u
G . = ----- (5.37)
BW4>
where U is now the area under the force deflection curve up to the 
point of failure. is a calibration factor for the change in
compliance, C, of the specimen with notch length and can be 
written as
. * = dC/d(a/W) (5‘38>
Values for for various geometrical configurations of the
specimen dimensions have been tabulated by Plati and 
Williams, 1975. For stable and semi-stable (unstable with crack 
arrest, figure 8b) fracture, it is possible to quote both 
initiation and propagation values for Gc which may not be the 
same. For unstable fracture, only initiation values can be 
obtained.
5.8 Crack Instability Criteria
For a crack to be unstable it should be able to propagate across 
the specimen without the addition of any external work. For 
constant R=GC the instability criterion in equation 5.36 becomes
dG > 0 (5.39)da
1
For the case of linear elastic behaviour, with U = -Fx where F is2
the applied force and x the deflection, and given that F = x/C, 
equation 5.37 can be rearranged (see Williams, 1984) to eliminate 
U to give
2
G = 21
' x r  dC
. C J da
(5.40)
Substituting the expression for G above into the inequality 5.39
<*!£ >2 m 2
c >2 idtj <5 -4i>
This can be rewritten in terms of <J> as
d<^>
d (a/W) > 1 (5.42
For propagation to be completed the stored elastic energy which 
can be used to create new surface area must exceed the energy 
absorbed in propagating the crack across the specimen. U in
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equation 5.37 represents the energy available for crack 
propagation and U in equation 5.35 the energy absorbed by the 
propagating crack. Using the expressions for U in equations 5.35 
and 5.37 and assuming that Gc is constant this propagation 
criterion can be expressed as
- |) (5.43)
°r 0 + | > 1 (5.44)
Equation 5.42 gives a condition for the propagation of a crack 
of a given crack length by an unspecified amount. Equation 5.44 
is more stringent and is a criterion which determines whether the 
crack can propagate across the whole sample leading to gross 
failure of the specimen. These instability criteria will be used 
in section 5.10 to predict the failure mode of agglomerate bars.
In the previous sections the Rumpf model of granule strength and 
the concepts of linear elastic fracture mechanics, crack 
propagation and plastic deformation have been discussed. Thus, in 
order to understand the failure behaviour of a material it is 
important to measure more than just the stress at which it fails 
in a standard test geometry. In the following sections, 
experiments to investigate the failure of agglomerated materials 
will be described. A three point bend test was used to 
investigate the fracture behaviour of agglomerate bars and an 
indentation test to determine the yield stress of the material.
The results were ’used to calculate the fracture mechanics 
parameters, yield stress and plastic zone size of the agglomerates 
tested. The findings are discussed in the following sections and 
in section 5.15.
5.9 Experimental Method
In order to determine the fracture parameters of G and K , it wasc c
necessary to choose a test which was well understood and for which 
the specimens could be prepared easily. The three point bend test 
fulfilled these requirements. The test specimens were
agglomerates formed into bars containing a through-thickness
G BW4> c G BW c
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notch. They were made by wet-mixing a sand and binder solution 
mixture in a planetary mixer (as for the pre-mixing in the granule 
formation). The binder used was PVP of various molecular weights 
in similar concentrations to the PVP binder used in forming the 
granules for the fluidised bed wear experiments described in 
chapter 3.
The mixture was weighed into bar-shaped moulds and compacted using 
a force of 1.5kN when the primary particles were glass ballotini 
and 2.5kN when sand particles were used. The compaction was 
carried out to remove any gross packing irregularities. The glass 
ballotini were compacted by a lower load because the glass became 
chipped and scratched at higher loads. The test pieces were then 
dried in a vacuum oven overnight, and stored in a dessicator with 
silica gel after drying. It was important to prevent moisture 
absorption by the binder, because this causes plasticisation and 
therefore can change the binder properties substantially (see 
Healey et.al, 1974). A complete test requires the manufacture of 
a set of such bars, of which some are unnotched but the majority 
have a sharp notch formed by insertion of a razor blade through 
the base of each mould prior to drying. The first set of tests 
was carried out using an Instron 1341 and later tests were carried 
out using a J-J tensile tester. In both cases the geometry of the 
test was as shown in figure 5.12 and the force-def lection data 
sets were recorded by data logging using a personal computer.
The thickness of the bars, W, and their breadth, B, were measured 
prior to testing. The separation distance of the rollers, L, was 
kept constant at 10cm. After failure, the notched region formed 
by a razor blade in the mould appeared as a smooth area on the bar 
cross section. The initial crack length, a, was measured on the 
failure cross section using a pair of vernier calipers. From the 
force-deflection curve the peak force, or failure load, was 
determined and the failure stress, af, calculated from the peak 
load divided by the area of the unnotched region of the failure 
cross-section.
<L36
5.10 Failure Mode of the Agglomerate Bars
The instability criteria described in section 5.8 can be used to 
predict the failure behaviour of the agglomerate bars given their 
dimensions. To summarise, these criteria are that the crack can 
start to propagate when R=GC , and for elastic behaviour this means 
that the term -d4>/d(a/W) is greater than 1 (equation 5.42). 
Propagation across the whole specimen (unstable fracture) can 
occur when <J>+a/W is greater than 1 (equation 5.44). has been
tabulated (Plati and Williams, 1975) for ratios of L/W of 4, 6, 8, 
10 and 12. Values of the bar thickness, W, lay between about 12mm 
and 20mm in the three point bend tests. Given that the separation 
distance L of the rollers was 10cm the experimental values of L/W 
lay between 5 and 8. Plots of <Ha/W and -d<f>/d(a/W) against a/W 
have been constructed and are shown in figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 
using the tabulated 4> values for L/W ratios of 4, 6, and 8. If a 
line is drawn hofixoatally through the point where <P + a/W = 1 (see 
figure 5.10) any bars with a/W values lying to the left of the 
^ that is where <Ha/W >1, should undergo unstable failure with 
crack propagation across the whole specimen. A similar line can 
be drawn through -d#/d(a/W) = 1 and any points lying to the right 
of the ^ should fail m  stable mode. In the stable mode 
neither instability criterion is fulfilled. The crack will only 
propagate while external work is being done on the specimen, and 
if the driving force is removed the crack will stop. If a bar has 
a value of a/W lying between these lines, the initial failure will 
be unstable, but as the crack grows its propagation will be
Table 5.1 Predicted Failure Modes of Agglomerate Bars
L/W 
4 
6 
8
W
(mm)
25
16.7
12.5
FAILURE MODE 
unstable
a/W<0.08 
a<2.00 
a/W<0.13 
a<2.17 
a/W<0.18 
a<2.25
unstable+crack
arrest
0.08£a/W<0.27 
2.00£ a <6.75 
0.13^a/W<0.36 
2.17£ a <6.00 
0 .18Sa/W<0.45 
2.25s a <5.65
stable
a/W^0.27 
a^6.75 
a/W^0.36 
a£6.00 
a/W^0.45 
a^5.65
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arrested when a/W becomes such that -d<J>/d(a/W) =1. Given further 
external work, the crack will continue to propagate in a stable 
mode.
The conditions for stable failure, unstable failure with crack 
arrest, and unstable failure are shown on the previous page in 
table 5.1 for three representative values of W. The limiting 
values of a/W for the different failure modes have been determined 
for figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
Table 5.2 , below, shows a comparison between these predictions
and the observed behaviour of the fractured bars for one batch of 
sand agglomerate bars (JJ1) interpolating between the data for 
L/W=4 and L/W=6. The type of failure is determined from the shape 
of the force deflection curve as discussed in section 5.7. The 
experimental results show the general trend that bars tend to a 
more stable failure mode with increasing notch length. The value 
of a/W for bar 1.7 gives a predicted failure mode of semistable
Table 5.2 Comparison of Obseved and Predicted Failure Behaviour
FAILURE MODE
Bar N- a (mm) a/W L/W Predicted Observed
1.0 0 . 0 5.0 unstable unstable
1.5 0 0 4.9 unstable unstable
1.3 1.70 0.084 4.9 unstable unstable
1.7 3.00 0.145 4.8 semistable unstable
1.6 3.80 0.184 4.8 semistable semistable
failure whereas, in fact, the bar failed in an unstable mode. The 
apparent discrepancy between the predicted and observed failure 
mode for bar 1.7 is in keeping with the general observation that 
the bars tend to more unstable behaviour than predicted at higher 
binder concentrations. The binder concentration for this set of 
bars was 2%. Similarly, the bars of batch JJ4, which had a binder 
concentration of 3%, all failed in an unstable mode.
Adams et.al., 1989, carried out experiments on sand agglomerates
with a PVP binder. They found that over a range of initial notch
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sizes the shortest notches gave unstable failure, while 
intermediate notch lengths showed semi-stable force deflection 
curves, and the longest notch lengths gave completely stable 
fracture. Their conclusions are therefore in agreement with the 
findings shown in table 5.2.
5.11 Data Analysis to Obtain
For the notched bars, initial estimates of K were obtained by
2 cplotting (cr^ Y) against 1/a where Kc is the jquai*e. ■'feet thm
gradient (equation 5.14). The value of Y for the unnotched bars
in the first iteration was set to /n using the approximation
f(a/W)=l. The initial estimate of K obtained form the notchedc
bars was then used with the failure stress values of the unnotched 
bars to calculate an inherent flaw size, da, using equation 5.1^ .. 
Values for da for all unnotched bars were then averaged to get an 
average flaw size da. This was added to a and (crfY) 2 was then 
plotted against the reciprocal of the modified crack length
(l/(a+da)) for all the data and Kc recalculated from the square 
root of the gradient. This was repeated, incrementing a with the 
recalculated value of da until a "best fit" (as indicated by the 
correlation coefficient defined overleaf) of the data plotted was 
obtained. The resulting values of Kc from this analysis for
batches of bars of different composition have been presented by
Mullier et.al., 1987, and overleaf in table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Values of Calculated using Unnotched Data in Fit
Batch Material Bar
e
PVP MW 
(103)
PVP Cone. 
(%) (104Nm“3/2)
da
(mm)
1 glass 0.53 44 1.0 4.4 ± 0.4 0.97
4 glass 0.55 24 1.5 4.6 ± 0.2 0.28
7 glass 0.51 44 1.5 8.7 ± 0.8 0.74
5 glass 0.51 700 1.5 9.6 ± 0.9 1.30
The unnotched bars have large values of 1/da, especially in the
initial iterations when da is smallest, and their inclusion in the
(afY) 2 against l/ (a+da) analysis biases the fit to give low
values of K .c
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In a subsequent analysis it was decided not to include the
unnotched data in the plot of (a^Y2) against l/(a+da) to obtain
Kc « In the previous method where the increment da was determined
from the unnotched bars the initial increments could be as large
as 0.6mm. In the second method the increment size was set at the
start of the analysis. The flaw sizes of the notched bars were
then recalculated by incrementing the initial flaw size by da and
2a new value of K was determined form the fit of (cx_Y) with - c r
l/(a+da). A first set of calculations was made using the largest 
flaw size increment of 0.1mm to indicate the approximate value of 
da for which the best fit was obtained. Starting from the 
approximate value of da, smaller increments of da were then used 
down to 0.01mm to obtain the best fit of the data to the straight 
line of (tf^ Y2) against i/(a+da) and hence Kc from the square root 
of the gradient of the line. The goodness of fit was determined
using a least squares fit to equation 5.14,. then analysing the 
errors according to Topping, 1979, in the following manner.
2 —
The data were fitted to y=mx+c where y=(afY) and x=l/(a+da). The
2
gradient m is then Kc- If the ith residual, d^, is given by
d. = mx.+c-y. (5.45)l l l
2then the sum of d^ is minimised to give the best fit of the data 
to y=mx+c. The correlation coefficient, r, of the least squares 
fit is given by
r = — (5.46)
Sxsy
where s and s are the sample variances in x and y and are given x y
by 2 v/ — .2 2 v/ — . 2s = E(x-x) . s = E(y-y)x — --- - and y — -— -—n •* n
and the covariance s isxy
s = S(x-x)(y-y) 
n
r lies between 0 and 1 with r=l representing perfect linear
correlation. As a is incremented by da the "best fit" is taken to
be that which gives a value of r closest to 1. The mean square 
2error ,a , of the fit of n points is
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then 0 ^ j2
« = i=! i' (5.47)
(n-2)
The standard error in the gradient a (which is based on the
c l
standard deviation of a normal distribution of the errors) is
given by
where
Simple error analysis predicts that the fractional error in K is
2 c 
given by a /2K ; so that the error in K is a_/2K . The computer
c l  C  C  c l  C
program used to analyse the data is given in Appendix B. An 
example plot is shown in figure 5.13 for batch JJ4 where the notch 
lengths have been incremented by an average flaw size of 2.15mm. 
The failure of the line to go through the origin (as predicted by
equation 5.14) is an indication of the errors in Kc and the
uncertainty in the fit due to the small number of data points.
Ideally, a larger number of points would be preferred but the time 
required to manufacture a greater number of bars and test them for 
the various batch formulations precluded this. It should be noted 
that data obtained from mechanical strength tests often shows a 
large degree of scatter due to the sensitivity of the results to 
slight variations in test conditions.
The results of the K determinations are shown below in table 5.4c
Table 5.4 Kc Calculated from a Fit of the Notched Data
Batch Material Bar
e
PVP MW 
(103)
PVP Cone. 
(%)
K
4 c -
(10 N/m ■3/2}
da
(mm)
100a
2K**c
1 glass 0.53 44 1.0 4.9 ± 0.0 0.55 0.02
4 glass 0.55 24 1.5 4.2 ± 0.4 / 9.6
7 glass 0.51 44 1.5 13.3 ± 0.6 2.10 4.3
5 glass 0.51 700 1.5 18.9 ± 0.6 2.23 2.9
JJ2 sand 0.50 44 1.0 3.0 ± 0.5 0.75 15.6
JJ5 sand 0.45 44 1.5 6.1 ± 0.5 / 8.1
JJ1 sand 0.50 44 2.0 14.0 ± 0.8 / 6.1
JJ4 sand 0.49 44 3.0 31.4 ± 2.2 2.15 6.9
2 2 a = a a _
n A
(5.48)
A = nSx^-(Ex)3 (5.49)
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2with the percentage error m  K ; 100a /2K . Batches 1—7 hadc a c
particles in the range 180—250/Jm, while batches JJ1—JJ5 had a 
primary particle size distribution of 45—180fim.
Some of the data sets did not show an improved fit to equation
5.14 when the initial flaw size was incremented by da and these 
had small values of r indicating a poor fit to the equation and 
scatter in the data. These are indicated by dashes in the column
for da in table 5.4. The results show several interesting
features. Figure 5.14 shows an S.E.M. photomicrograph of the 
surface of one of the fractured glass agglomerate bars. Figure
5.15 shows a similar micrograph of a sand .bar. The particles
appear to have a .loosely packed structure supported by the binder 
bridges. The measured voidages are relatively high when compared 
with those of close packed structures because the binder supports 
particle configurations which would otherwise be unstable. The 
values of the inherent flaw size for the batches which gave a best 
fit when a was incremented by da are shown and were between 0.5 
and 2.3mm. In physical terms these correspond to a few particle 
diameters and could therefore be attributed to small packing 
irregularities.
The results in table 5.4 show that the measured value of Kc
increases with molecular weight and binder concentration ,as would
be expected. Figure 5.16 shows a plot of Kc as a function of the
binder concentration, indicating that Kc is proportional to the
square of the binder concentration. The results for batch 1 can
be compared with the results for JJ2 which has the same binder
molecular weight and concentration as batch 1. The values of da
are similar for the two batches and the values of K are also
c
similar given the error limits shown above. Referring to figure
5.16 it appears that stronger bars are formed when glass particles 
are used rather than sand particles at the same binder 
concentration. This may be due to a difference in the shape and 
size of the binder bridges between the two types of particle. 
Comparing figures 5.14 and 5.15 it appears that larger binder 
bridges can form between glass particles than between sand 
particles. When glass ballotini are used, the binder appears to
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be concentrated into bridges between the particles , whereas in the 
sand bars the binder appears to be more dispersed over the sand 
grains. This means that less binder is present in the bridges 
between sand particles leading to weaker bars than when glass 
ballotini are used.
5.12 Experimental results for Gc
Values of Gc can b e .calculated from the experimental results by
taking U, the work done on the specimen, as the area under the
force-deflection curve described in section 5.8. Most of the bars
were observed to fail ,by unstable crack propagation. In this case
only crack initiation values of G can be calculated. G is then J c c
the gradient of the plot of U (taken as the area under the curve 
up to the peak force) against BW<£. The tabulated values of 4> are 
given for intervals of 0.02 in a/W. It is more accurate to 
calculate <t> from the experimental values of a/W using Plati and 
Williams', 1975, expression
(p = / * x d- + L/!j (5.50)
Y x 18Y x
where x=a/W. The integration is straightforward because Y is a 
polynomial in x and the coefficients of the polynomial are 
tabulated for values of L/W. An example of a plot of U against 
BW<f> is shown in figure 5.17 for the set JJ4. Like the Kc plot 
(figure 5.13) the line does not go through the origin for the 
reasons discussed earlier. The computer program used to calculate 
the value of Gc from the gradient of U plotted against BW# is 
given in Appendix C.
A typical force-deflection curve is shown in figure 5.18 for bar 2 
of batch JJ5 (with a 1.5% binder concentration in sand particles). 
The curve shows that some crack propagation occurred prior to 
gross failure. This is distinct from semi-stable failure where
crack arrest occurs after the peak force is reached which may be 
due to micro-cracking prior to failure. In order to derive the 
expression for the initiation value of Gc in equation 5.37, Plati 
and Williams, 1975, assumed that the area under the 
force-deflection curve is triangular with F=x/C as discussed in 
section 5.8. When crack propagation occurs prior to gross
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failure, as shown by figure 5.18, there is a non-linear 
relationship between the force and deflection. This leads to
errors m  
assumption
the value of if it is predicted using this
In contrast to the measurement of G , the calculated
value of K is not based on an analysis of the force deflection c
curve, but only on the peak value of the force. It is therefore
2not surprising that a better fit is obtained when plotting (a^Y) 
against 1/a to obtain Kc than when determining Gc from a plot of U
The errors in the data for the Gc plot meant that it wasvs BW<p.
not possible to obtain a good fit to the data using an iterative 
approach to a. The more accurate value of da determined from the 
appropriate Kc plot was used as the increment to a.
An estimated value of G (termed G calc.c c
the equivalence with K
can be calculated using 
expressed in equation 5.15. Poisson's
ratio is usually between 0.2 and 0.4 and if it is assumed that the
2
value for agglomerates lies m  this range the term (1-v ) can be 
neglected as it is likely to be in the range 0.84—0.96. This 
approximation modifies the plane strain expression to that for 
plane stress. The Young's Modulus, E, is calculated using simple 
elastic beam theory (see for example Timoshenko and 
Goodier, 1982). The deflection, AW, of the beam is given by
3
(5.51)AW = F L'48 E I
where I is the second moment of the cross-section given by
I = (5.52)12
hence E = F L'4 AW B W' (5.53)
The error in the calculated value of G can be estimated by taking
2 cpartial derivatives of Kc/E. The result is shown in equation 5.54 
where the derivative of x is denoted Sx.
SG = 2 K 6K . !■ + 8E K2c c c E E c
which gives
c- KoG = —c c E
r
2 6E2 E
T
E j
(5.54a
(5.54)
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The values of E and Gc obtained from calculations using equations 
5.53 and 5.15 are shown in table 5.5, along, with values for Kc 
from table 5.4.
Table 5.5 Comparison of the Measured and Predicted Values of G _^
Batch PVP
M.W.
(1000)
cone Kc
(Nm
<104)
- 3 /  2^
E
(MPa)
G calc.
c 2 
(J/m )
G expt.
c 2 
(J/m2)
1 44 1.0 4.9 ± 1.0 247 ± 175 9.7 ± 6.9 13.2 ± 2.5
4 24 1.5 4.2 ± 1.8 247 ± 90 7.1 ± 4.0 3,2 ± 0.9
7 44 1.5 13.3 ± 3.9 249 ± 108 71.5 ±37.2 78.0 ± 7.6
5 700 1.5 18.9 ± 4.6 132 ± 31 270.4 ±78.1 208 ± 31
JJ2 44 1.0 3.0 ± 1.7 71 ± 11 12.6 ± 6.0 9.1 ± 8.1
JJ5 44 1.5 6.1 ± 2.6 223 ± 84 16.8 ± 9.1 34.5 ± 3.0
JJ1 44 2.0 14.0 ± 4.9 308 ± 120 63.7 ±32.5 48.6 ± 9.2
JJ4 44 3.0 31.4 ±11.7 343 ± 63 287.9 ±93.1 229 ± 86
2A plot of the value of Gc calculated from Kc/E against Gc
determined from plots of the experimental data is shown in figure
5.19. Considering the approximations made in calculating Gc, such
as the assumption of plane strain conditions, there is fair
agreement between the predicted and measured values of Gc . The
relationship between Gc and binder concentration in plotted in
figure 5.19. This shows Gc to be proportional to the cube of the
binder concentration. This is not surprising when considered with
2
equation 5.15 which shows G t o  be a function of Kc and E, both of 
which vary with binder concentration as shown in .table 5.5.
5.13 Experimental Measurement of Yield Stress
It was necessary to use an indenter which was much larger than the 
constituent particles of the bars in order to distribute the 
applied load over many particles. An indenter of radius of 3.2mm 
was chosen and the rate of indentation was set to 0.05mm/min. A 
typical force-deflection curve is shown in figure 5.21 with 
initial elastic behaviour for about the first 50/im of indentation 
depth. Several indentation runs were performed on each batch of 
bars. The yield stress is determined from the gradient of the 
plastic region according to equation 5.34. The yield stress of
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each batch was determined from the mean of the values for that
batch and the results are shown in table 5.6. It should be noted
that these values are tentative since, as mentioned earlier, the
interpretation of indentation data for discontinuous materials is
still a controversial area. The yield stress is given for c=2.7
and c=l with c=2.7 as the minimum value. Table 5.6 also shows the
values of r calculated using K .
P c
Table 5.6 Yield Strength and Plastic Zone Size of Agglomerate Bars
Batch binder PVP Kc-3/2 y aY
rp
conc.(%) M.W. (10 Nm' (106N/m“2) (m)
* 1 1.0 44 4.9 ± 0.0 3.4 - .9.2 9 - 66
4 1.5 24 4.2 ± 0.4 4.6 - 12.4 4 - 27
7 1.5 44 13.3 ± 0.6 5.9 - 15.9 22 - 162
5 1.5 700 18.9 ± 0.6 4.2 - 11.3 9 - 644
JJ2 1.0 44 3.0 ± 0.5 3 i 7 - 10.0 3 - 2 1
JJ5 1.5 44 6.1 ± 0.5 4.1 - 11.1 10 —  70
JJ1 2.0 44 14.0 ± 0.8 4.9 - 13.2 36 - 260
JJ4 3.2 44 31.4 ± 2.2 4.9 - 13.2 180 - 1307
The plastic zone size appears to increase with binder
concentration and binder molecular weight. For the batches with 
low binder concentration or low molecular weight, the plastic zone 
size appears to be of the order of the size of the binder bridges. 
For the largest values of binder concentration and molecular 
weight, the plastic zone must extend over several particle 
diameters. This means that the plastic zone is not restricted to 
the micro-scale of a single binder bridge. The flaw sizes derived 
from the Kc analysis were in the range 550—2230jim. Thus the flaw 
size cannot be explained by the plastic zone size alone.
Equation 5.26 stated that for the three-point bend test to be in
plane strain a,B and W/2 should be greater than 7.9rp . B and W
were around 20mm so the plane strain criterion is fulfilled for B
and W. Values of a were in the range 0.8 to 5.1mm. If the value
of r^ takes the highest predicted value then, for batches 5 and
JJ4, it is possible that the specimens are not tested in plane
strain. If this were true the measured value of K would bec
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higher than the plane strain value as described in section 5.6.2. 
This might also explain why the values of Gc are so large for 
batches 5 and JJ4. If the plane strain condition no longer holds,
then the failure will tend to be ductile and there will be more
plastic energy dissipation resulting in a higher value of Gc<
5.14 Conclusions
In this chapter a method of measuring the strength parameters Kc
and Gc of agglomerated materials has been discussed. It has been
shown that there is agreement between values of Gc calculated from
K and E with values of G calculated from the energy absorbed in c c
fracture. The failure mode of the bars (stable, semi-stable or 
unstable) can be predicted from the geometry of the bars and the 
length of the crack. It has been noted in section 5.4 that, as 
specimen size is reduced, the failure becomes increasingly more 
stable until failure occurs by ductile yielding. The observations 
of agglomerate impacts reported in chapter 4 indicate that at low 
impact velocities single particles are removed and at high 
velocities gross fracture occurs. Hence, for the agglomerates 
used in this study, under the conditions observed in the fluidised
bed, gross yielding is not encountered.
The batches of bars characterised using the three point bend test 
were manufactured to have binder contents corresponding to the 
batches of agglomerates used in the fluidised bed breakage 
studies. The voidage of the particulate agglomerates was found to 
be 0.44 which is close to that of the bars which lie in the range
'■I
0.45-0.50 (see table 5.4). The measurement of agglomerate
strength represented by the values of G and K can be assumed toc c
apply to both the agglomerate bars and particles. In chapter 6 
these strength parameters will be linked to the extent of 
agglomerate breakage during abrasive wear.
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Figure 5.1 Agglomerate Failure - Rumpf Model
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Figure 5.14 Scanning Electron Micrograph of Fracture Surface 
of Glass Agglomerate Bar
Figure 5.15 Scanning Electron Micrograph of Fracture Surface 
of Sand Agglomerate Bar
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Figure 5.21 Plot of Force vs Deflection for Batch JJ1, Bar 3
from an Indentation Test
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CHAPTER 6 
ABRASIVE WEAR OF AGGLOMERATES
160
6.1 Introduction
The nature of agglomerate collisions in a fluidised bed is 
described in chapter 4, based on high-speed video recordings of 
particle-particle impacts. Very few head-on or high angle 
collisions were observed; most of the collisions occurred with the 
particles sliding over each other tangentially as shown in figure 
4.21. Size analysis measurements of the debris formed in the 
fluidised bed showed that fines accounted for nearly all the 
breakage product. The collisions in the bed were simulated by 
single agglomerate impacts on a target plate. These impacts were 
recorded by high-speed photography which captured fines formation 
during sliding of the agglomerates over the plate. Some damage 
also occurs from the less common high angle collisions. The 
process of debris formation produced by the sliding of granules on 
a rough surface has been studied further and will be described in 
this chapter. Damage of this kind can be described as wear, which 
is defined by OECD, 1969, as 'the progressive loss of substance 
from the operating surface of a body occurring as a result of 
relative motion at the surface1.. The type of breakage behaviour 
observed here falls into the category of abrasive wear, that is 
'wear by displacement of material caused by hard particles or hard 
protuberances'. The aim of this chapter is to develop an 
understanding of the processes involved in agglomerate wear and 
hence develop a method for predicting their wear behaviour. This 
will be related to observations of abrasion in the fluidised bed 
and to the agglomerate strength measurements described in earlier 
chapters.
Impact damage of materials has been studied in some detail by 
various workers, most commonly using single particle impact tests 
similar to the one described in chapter 4 (eg. Evans and Wilshaw, 
1976; and Ghadiri and Yuregir, 1987). In the single particle 
impact test, damage to the target material and/or projectile is of 
interest. An alternative test to assess the damage susceptibility 
of materials to an impact is the quasi-static indentation test in 
which a hard indenter is pressed into the surface of interest at a 
slow displacement rate (eg. Badrick and Puttick, 1986). This test 
gives greater control over the experimental conditions but is less
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realistic as a simulation than the single particle impact test. 
However, high-speed impact attrition is of secondary interest in 
the present work, as the video observations indicate that most of 
the impacts in the fluidised bed were of the low-speed glancing 
abrasive type.
6.2 Friction
In order to initiate and maintain sliding of one solid body over 
another a resistance to motion must be overcome. This resistance 
is termed friction and arises from interactions between the 
surfaces of the bodies such as adhesion or mechanical interlocking 
of the surfaces. Energy must be supplied to the system to 
overcome the frictional interactions, resulting in the breaking of 
adhesive bonds or the removal of surface material such as 
protuberances. The disruption of the surface interactions results 
in wear of the surfaces as described in the previous section. The 
earliest law of friction (known as Amonton's law) was based on the 
observation that the tangential force of friction, F, is 
proportional to the applied normal load, N, i.e.:
F = /JN (6.1)
where the constant of proportionality, /J, is known as the 
coefficient of friction. The above equation was later modified to 
show the friction as the sum of two contributions:
F = TA + /JN (6.2)
which is known as Coulomb's law. The laws of friction represented 
by equations 6.1 and 6.2 are empirical, but the terms do have some 
physical basis. The term tA represents the force which must be 
exerted to overcome the interfacial adhesion between the surfaces. 
t is the interfacial shear strength and A is the real area of 
contact undergoing adhesion. The second term, /JN, represents a 
resistance to movement arising from interlocking asperities. If 
the asperities can be represented as cones of hard material 
embedded in a second softer material then is related to the 
half-angle (or sharpness) of the cones (Engel, 1976). The damage 
which arises when the frictional resistance is overcome to allow 
sliding is described in the next section.
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6,3 Wear
Although the force required to overcome friction may act to cause 
surface damage resulting in the wear of a material, there is no 
direct correlation between friction and wear. The energy input 
during sliding may be calculated from the friction and distance 
travelled and a proportion of this will be dissipated as wear. It 
should be possible to calculate the energy required to generate 
new surface material and hence the amount of debris which would be 
formed. In practice, this would be a difficult process requiring 
a detailed knowlege of the failure behaviour of the materials 
under the relevant loading conditions. The surface area of the 
debris would also need to be estimated and furthermore terms would 
have to be intrgduced to account for energy dissipation in 
processes other than creating new surface. Due to the complexity 
of this method a more empirical approach is generally adopted in 
the study of wear of materials.
Much of the early study of wear behaviour was carried out on metal 
surfaces which were worn by hard indenting asperities, eg. Burwell 
and Strang, 1952, or Rabinowicz, 1965. A geometrical approach was 
used to estimate the depth an asperity or assembly of asperities 
of spherical or conical shape could penetrate under a given 
applied normal load. The corresponding volume of material which 
an asperity could gouge out on travelling over a given length, L, 
was then calculated, and this was called the total wear volume, V. 
The approach assumed that the material yielded under the normal 
load and that each asperity experienced the same yield stress o . 
The resulting prediction of the wear rate (defined as the worn 
volume per unit sliding distance, ie. V/L) is of a general form 
which has been found to apply to other types of wear including 
abrasion. This general expression for the prediction of the wear 
rate is given by the Archard equation, 1953,
r ks (6-3)
where k is a probability factor, L is the sliding distance, o the 
applied normal stress. H is the hardness of the material (see 
below) and may be expressed as N/A where N and A are as defined 
for equation 6.2. cr is N/A' by definition, where A' is the
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apparent area of contact, so that a/H represents the fraction of 
the surface which is interacting.
The hardness of a substance is an indication of its ability to 
undergo permanent deformation, and under given loading conditions 
is defined as the applied load/permanently deformed area. It is 
measured by pressing an indenter into the material under a known 
maximum load and then measuring the indented area some time after 
the indenter has been removed. The hardness is related to the 
yield strength of the material by c ( s e e  section 5.6.3) where 
the magnitude of the parameter c depends on the loading 
conditions. This is worth noting because both hardness and yield 
strength are used by different workers to predict breakage 
behaviour. The yield strength is a material parameter, but the 
hardness depends on the loading conditions. The hardness and 
yield strength of the agglomerate bars were measured using a 
Brinell hardness indentation test which is described in section 
5.14.
The denominator on the right hand side of equation 6.3 could be 
some material parameter other than H depending on the mechanism of 
wear. Alternatively, the probability factor, k, could be 
expressed in terms of material properties. The appropriate 
strength parameter for predicting the wear behaviour will depend 
on the wear mechanism and the material used. The hardness is 
particularly relevant to wear involving the plastic flow of 
material. Particle removal from the agglomerates considered here 
involves rupturing the adhesive particle-binder bridges. In this 
case the most relevant strength parameter will be one which 
predicts the bond failure. Thus it is important to consider wear 
mechanisms first, in order to determine the appropriate material 
parameters for describing wear behaviour mathematically. This 
approach will be followed in the following section.
6.3.1 Wear Mechanisms
The wear mechanisms which occur during sliding wear will be 
governed by the nature of the sufaces involved and their modes of 
deformation. A summary of wear processes compiled by
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Lancaster, 1987, is reproduced overleaf. For an explanation of 
the terms used to describe the variety of wear processes the 
reader is referred to a tribology text such as Briscoe and Adams, 
1987.
The wear mechanism in table 6.1 closest to that observed for 
agglomerates in the fluidised bed is the cracking or flaking seen 
in ceramics. The other material types listed here are homogeneous 
or have a continuous matrix whereas ceramics, like agglomerates, 
are composed of particles which have discrete bonded regions at 
the particle contacts. It is the fracturing of the interparticle 
bonds which results in the debris formation from crack propagation 
observed for ceramics and agglomerates. This is quite
Table 6.1 Relationship between materials and wear mechanisms
Materials Deformation Mode Wear processes Relevant properties
Rubbers Highly elastic Fatigue
Tearing
Fatigue properties 
Tensile strength 
Elastic modulus
Polymers
Ceramics
Elastic-plastic Plastic grooving
Cutting
Fatigue
Hardness
se*
Fracture properties
Metals Plastic-elastic Plastic grooving 
Prow formation 
Cutting
Hardness
Fracture toughness
Ceramics Brittle fracture Cracking-flaking
*
H/E ratio 
Fracture toughness
*
Where s is the breaking strength of the material, e is the 
elongation to fracture, and E is the Young's modulus.
different from, for example, the deformation of a metal under a 
hard asperity. In the case of indentation of a metal surface, the 
metal will undergo plastic deformation and the relevant property 
will be its hardness which is an indication of its resistance to
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indentation.
Studies of the dependence of the wear rate on material parameters 
by different workers have led to various models of wear behaviour, 
some of which are summarised in table 6.2, below. In table 6.2, R
Table 6.2 Models of Wear Behaviour for Different Types of Material
Material type Wear Model Reference
Metals W oc 1/H Rabinowicz, 1965
Polymers W oc 1/Hse Ratner et.al., 1967
W cc l/KZc Kim et.al., 1978 ,
Omar et.al., 1986
Ceramics W oc i /k 3/4h 1/2c Evans and Wilshaw, 1976
w oc
3 . 9  0 , 4 8 /  1 . 9  
C
Wiederhorn and Hockey, 1983
Composites W oc e /k 2hC Hornbogen, 1986
is the particle or asperity radius, Kc is the critical stress 
intensity factor and W the wear rate as before. From table 6.2 
the relevant properties for agglomerate wear, if based on the
behaviour of ceramics, are the hardness, H (which is related to
2the yield strength), Kc (the fracture toughness, related to Gc) , 
and the particle radius, R.
The more general approach of Atkins and Mai, 1985, which considers
various types of deformational behaviour, leads to similar
conclusions with regards to the properties which determine wear
behaviour. They proposed that the mode of deformation during
sliding wear could be predicted based on a consideration of the
ratio of the induced strain, to the yield strain, e , and the
ratio of the work required to fracture, W^ ., to the available
energy, W . Fracture can occur if W >W and plastic flow can occur a a r
if £a>e . The deformational transitions are shown diagramatically 
in figure 6.1.
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Atkins, 1978, proposed that a dimensionless parameter, A, based on 
these two ratios could be used to predict the mode of wear, where 
A is given by
e W
A = r- ' #  <6 -4>
y a
The parameter A incorporates the ratio of e /e to predict whether
3, I
yield will occur, and the energy ratio W /W to predict whetherr a
fracture will occur. A low value of A would result in abrasion by 
brittle cracking; a large value means simple plastic flow. 
Intermediate values of A correspond to simple elasticity or 
combined fracture and flow. A was expressed in terms of material 
characteristics (Atkins, 1980) as
K £
A = — ---------- (6.5)
a /E  
y
where £ is a geometric term connected with the flow field and h is 
a characteristic length. The exact meanings of £ and h are 
unclear but in the case of crack propagation h can be taken as the 
crack length. Thus a general parameter for predicting the wear 
rate incorporates K , o , a characteristic length and a geometric
c y
term. This is in agreement with the properties predicted to be 
relevant to agglomerate wear based on the observations for 
ceramics.
An interesting corollory to equation 6.4 is given by the damage 
number, D, as defined by Field and Hutchings, 1984, which is used 
to predict the mode of deformation of materials under impact. D 
can be written as
D_ = ^a (6.6)
£ W
y y
where Wy. is the work required to cause yielding. Small values of 
D correspond to elastic behaviour and large values to plastic flow 
and even fluid-like behaviour at the material surface.
2 2 2 2 From equation 6.5 the term A can be expressed as £ K /(ah). Forc y
materials which fail by crack propagation with a process zone
2 2
ahead of the crack tip the physical meaning of the group (^yh) /K
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can be understood by considering the expression for the process
zone size. With reference to equation (5.14) the radius of the
zone of plastic deformation, r , is given by
P
K >2
rP = H < )  ( 6 - 7 )
2Comparing this with the expression for A in equation 6.5 then A
can be written as
. 2 -2 TtrA = £ p (6.8)
This is consistent with the idea of brittle cracking if A is small
(ie. r^ is small or h is large) , and plastic flow if A is large
(r is large or h is small).
P
Atkins, 1972, predicted that the abrasive wear rate of a solid
2 2 2should be proportional to 1/A (ie. to (a h)/K ) or to some
2 Y c
function of 1/A (Atkins, 1980). A dependence of the wear rate on 
2
1/K has been reported by Kim et.al., 1978, and Omar et.al., 1986, 
in agreement with Atkins, 1979. From the above argument the wear 
rate should be proportional to some characteristic length such as 
the particle diameter or the crack, length and inversely 
proportional to the plastic zone size.
The prediction of Atkins and Mai that the wear rate should be
2
related to 1/A can be related to other studies of wear. 
Ouchiyama et.al., 1987, studied the attrition of fired ceramic
extrudates in an annular shear cell. They measured Kc values for 
the extrudates and their tensile strength, at, by a single 
particle crushing test. They found that the cumulative percentage 
of. fragments passing through the coarsest sieve was proportional 
to N'a/at where o is the applied stress and N 1 the number of
revolutions of the shear cell. The authors comment that the
length of a flaw, a, should be included in the correlation as
1 / 2 . a . With reference to Atkins and equation 6.5 the percentage
fragment size data should be expressed as a function of N ’a and
some power of (o^ /h/K^ ) . Unfortunately, values for a were not
given in the paper.
Atkins' approach can be extended from sliding wear to wear caused 
by impact attrition. Wiederhorn and Hockey, 1983, used the
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2 2dimensionless group Kc/RH in their wear rate analysis of impacts
onto ceramic targets, where R is the radius of the impacting
particle. This dimensionless group is equivalent to the square of
Atkins' group A if the characteristic length is the impacting
2particle radius. They comment that (Kc/H) 'is a measure of the
relative resistance of a target to fracture during an impact
2
event: the higher the value of (Kc/H) the more resistant the
target will be to fracture'. The analysis of Wiederhorn and 
Hockey using experimental data from glass and ceramics gave the 
wear rate proportional to H°'48/K*'9.
The other model for wear of ceramics given in table 6.2 is that of 
Evans and Wilshaw, 1976, in which material is removed as a result 
of impacts of hard or incompressible particles on a brittle 
surface. This model was developed for the case of material 
removal by abrasive processes and low velocity particle impacts. 
Wear debris is produced by the intersection of multiple cracks 
caused by the impacts. The target is indented undergoing plastic 
deformation with fracture occurring through the formation of 
radial or lateral sub-surface cracks. These cracks appear similar 
to those produced by quasi-static indentation. Thus quasi-static 
indentation tests were used to model impact damage. From these 
tests they predicted that
775/4 _
A C -where V is an upper limit for the volume of material removed and N
is the average vertical force acting on an indenting particle.
Evans and Wilshaw suggested that lateral fracture from impact
indentations could be an important mode of material removal in
abrasive wear. Like the prediction of wear by Atkins and Mai
based on 1/A the above expression includes K and H (H isc
proportional to a ) , although to different powers from those in 
Atkins and Mai's expression.
Atkins and Mai, 1985, comment that it is difficult to establish
2 2the wear dependency on (a h)/K since a and K are not usuallyy c y c
measured independently in wear studies. However, in the present 
work Kc was measured from the three point bend test of agglomerate
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bars and was measured using indentation tests, although did 
not vary greatly over the range of materials tested. Of the other 
variables which determine the wear rate the applied load, and 
length of travel are relatively easy to define and measure in 
controlled wear tests even if they are hard to define when 
considering collisions of agglomerates in the fluidised bed. 
However, Atkins^ group A has been found to be relevant to both 
sliding wear and wear caused by impacting particles. Therefore, 
if a relationship can be established between the agglomerate wear 
in a well-defined test and the independently-measured mechanical 
properties, this correlation could then be applied to the wear of 
materials in the fluidised bed, assuming that the general nature 
of the approach of Atkins- and Mai is valid. The design and 
operation of such a controlled wear test is described in the 
following section.
6.4 Experimental Wear Test
A sliding wear test was developed in which bars of agglomerated 
material were abraded by a rough surface and the amount of wear 
debris measured. The agglomerated bars used in the test were the 
two halves of the bars originally formed for, and broken in, the 
three point bend test (see section 5.9). The size distribution of 
the sand grains from which the bars were made was in the range 
45-180/im. The equipment used to determine the abrasive wear 
behaviour is shown in figure 6.2. An agglomerate bar was fixed 
below a metal block with double sided adhesive tape so that it 
rested on the lower sliding surface. The metal block was attached 
to a vertical lubricated locating pin which fitted into a 
cylindrical socket in a sliding rod, the upper end of the locating 
pin being screwed to an upper plate as shown in figure 6.2. Asv 
the rod slid backwards and forwards it caused the agglomerate bar 
to slide by means of the locating pin/block assembly. A tray 
containing a strip of abrasive paper was raised into contact with 
the agglomerate bar using a lab-jack. The mass of the bar and 
block assembly was supported by the agglomerate bar and not the 
rod as the assembly was free to move in the vertical direction by 
means of the locating pin passing into the rod. Known masses 
could be attached to the top plate of the assembly and thus the
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applied load on the agglomerate bar was varied. The end of the 
rod was attached via a connecting rod to a drive wheel. As this 
rotated the rod was moved forwards and back in a simple harmonic 
motion. The rotation rate of the drive wheel was variable and 
hence the speed of the motion could be altered.
The length of travel of the rod (and hence the agglomerate bar) 
was measured for one cycle of the drive wheel. The time taken for 
a given number of cycles was also measured at different settings 
of the drive wheel rotation rate. From this information the 
average speed of travel (distance travelled/time taken) was
calculated for the different drive wheel rates. The number of 
oscillations executed by the sliding rod was registered by means 
of an optical sensor mounted at the drive wheel. A beam of light 
in one side of the sensing device was directed horizontally 
towards a detector mounted on the other side of the drive wheel. 
A single hole was drilled in the wheel such that the beam passed 
through the hole to the photodetector once per revolution. The 
resulting voltage pulse emitted by the photodetector was
registered by a simple electronic counter.
As the block moved backwards and forwards over the abrasive paper 
strip it was abraded and the wear debris was collected in the tray 
to be weighed at intervals. In order to keep the normal load on 
the bar constant the locating pin had to be kept free of wear 
debris and well lubricated. Initial tests showed that the 
abrasive paper abraded slowly and became smoothed if used 
repeatedly. Changing the paper for a fresh strip after each run 
removed this problem.
6.5 The Initial Wear Tests
Initial tests were carried out on the wear rig to establish the
dependence of the measured wear rate on the test conditions such
as the velocity of the sliding rod, the normal load applied to the 
agglomerate bar, and the roughness of the abrasive surface 
(determined by the grade of abrasive paper). The velocity, normal 
load and abrasive surface were varied independently. The 
relationship between agglomerate strength and abrasive wear rate
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was investigated using bars of different composition, and the 
effect of material properties on wear behaviour is reported in
section 6.5.
The effect of sliding speed on the wear rate was determined for 
bars of a given composition and under a constant normal load. 
Figure 6.3 shows a plot of the mass of bar eroded against the 
number of displacement cycles for different average bar speeds.
The total distance travelled, L, is proportional to the number of 
cycles. The results show that the wear of the bars is independent 
of the speed of movement and is proportional to the sliding 
distance as predicted by equation 6.3. An average sliding speed 
of 0.2m/s was chosen as the standard for further testing. The
wear behaviour in figure 6.3 shows an initial phase of low wear
rate corresponding to a running-in period of the bars. This is 
caused by the breaking down of the initial smooth lower surface of 
the bar to produce a more friable rough surface. Figure 6.4 shows
a plot of wear rate, W, (defined as the mass eroded per unit
sliding distance, as before) against the applied normal load for a 
sliding speed of 0.2m/s. There is some variation in the 
intercepts of the lines in figure 6.4, but they all pass, close to 
the origin. Measurements would need to be made at low normal
loads (giving low wear rates) to determine whether the lines 
should exactly pass through the origin. It was not possible to
achieve lower loads with the present apparatus as the lowest load
shown represents the load from the bar and mounting block assembly 
with no additional weights. Allowing for the uncertainty of the 
low load behaviour, figure 6.4 shows the wear rate to be 
proportional to the-normal load in agreement with equation 6.3.
In order to determine the effect of the abrasive surface on the 
wear rate, four sand papers were investigated. These were a 
coarse paper graded 3 with a median grain size of 570/im; two
medium grades, M2 and S2, with median grain sizes of 320/mi and 
225/nm respectively; and a fine paper graded F with a median grain 
size of 125/im. The size distribution of the grains on the sand 
paper is set out in BS 871, 1981, and is shown in figure 6.5. The
wear rate per unit normal load, W , is shown as a function of
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median sand-paper particle diameter, d^, in figure 6.6. The 
intercept is non-zero indicating that some abrasion will occur 
even against a smooth surface where <3^ =0 (presumably due to the 
roughness of the agglomerate surface). From figure 6.6 the wear 
rate, - W » is proportional to (d^+d^) where d^ is the x-axis 
intercept of the graph. The reasons for this dependence of wear 
rate on grain size will be discussed in section 6.6. The grain 
size of the fine sand paper was closest to that of the 
agglomerates made with sand particles, but this paper became worn 
very quickly and had to be replaced frequently or used in very 
brief runs. In order to simulate the wear of agglomerate on 
agglomerate, sand-paper grade M2 was used because although coarser 
than the agglomerate grains it gave a constant wear rate after the 
initial running-in.
6.6 Wear and Agglomerate Strength
Having established the conditions of the wear test and the 
dependence of wear rate on the independent variables of the test 
method, it was possible to investigate the relationship between 
agglomerate strength and wear rate. The wear behaviour of 
agglomerated bars of sand with a PVP binder was investigated, with 
the agglomerate strength controlled by the binder concentration in 
the bars. The bars were formulated to have the same compositions 
as the particle agglomerates used in the fluidised bed attrition 
tests. The wear rates of the bars were determined at a constant 
average speed for a set of various normal loads, as is shown in 
figure 6.4, for example. The wear rate per unit normal load (the 
gradient of the lines in figure 6.4), W , and the strength of the 
bars (as determined by o and K measurements, see table 5.6) are
y c
shown overleaf in table 6.3. The initial breakage rate of the 
fluidised bed, R^, using the bed data from table 4.10, is also 
included in table 6.3 for comparison.
The variation of o between the different batches of bars is
y
relatively small, whereas Kc varies by an order of magnitude. It 
is therefore not possible to establish the dependence of wear rate 
on o for these materials.
y
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Table 6.3 Measured Wear Rate and Strength of Agglomerate Bars
Batch 
cone.(%)
binder
M.W.
PVP K
- 3 / 2 .  (10 Nm ) (10
a
6N/m" 2)
W
_ 3 n  
(10 g/m/g)
R0
(g/min)
JJ2 1.0 44 3.0 ±0.5 3.7 - 10.0 3.5 125.4
JJ5 1.5 44 6.1 ±0.5 4.1 - 11.1 1.8 75.9
JJ1 2.0 44 14.0 ±0.8 4.9 - 13.2 1.5 20.8
JJ4 3.2 44 31.4 ± 2.2 4.9 - 13.2 1.0 6.1
In figure 6.7, with so few points, a definitive relationship
between W and K is not possible, but there is reasonable n c
agreement with Wn<x 1/K . Using this result an expression can be 
derived for the volume wear of material, V, in a similar form to 
that in equation 6.3
L N (d +d ) .. - ■V cc v m o (6.10)
Kc
The wear rate per unit normal load and sliding distance, Wn , has
been defined as W =V/(LN) so thatn
(d +dn)
W_ CC — m (6.11)n is.c
The dependence of bar wear on 1/KC is in agreement with the 
relationship between the wear in the fluidised bed and Kc as shown 
in figure 6.8. This suggests that the wear of agglomerates in the 
fluidised bed can be modelled by the sliding wear of agglomerate
bars over a rough surface.
*
6.7 Discussion
The abrasion of agglomerates is unlike that of the materials 
considered in tables 6.1 and 6.2 (with the exception of ceramics) 
in that the agglomerates cannot be considered as homogeneous 
bodies. It is the interactions of the primary particles of the 
agglomerate with the abrasive surface which are all-important. In 
the agglomerate systems used here the sliding motion leads to a 
tractional couple being induced at the particle bonds by 
interlocking primary particles, as in figure 6.9. The removal of 
an agglomerate grain may be considered to be the result of
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leverage on the agglomerate from an abrasive particle such as a 
sand grain. This abrasive particle would be part of a sand-paper 
in the case of the bar wear experiments or an agglomerate particle 
in the case of wear in the fluidised bed. The abrasive grain will 
exert a torque on the agglomerate grain of FL where F is the
frictional force and L the length of the lever. The torque acts 
to lever off the primary particles, resulting in abrasive wear. 
This may represent a uniquely simple case where, bond failure only 
depends upon the tractional couple reaching the critical value.
There will be a distribution of bond strengths throughout the 
agglomerate and the probability of bond failure will increase as 
the bond strength decreases. The length L, and therefore the 
torque, will be proportional to the size of the sand grains'; hence 
the observed dependence of the wear rate on the grain size of the 
sand-paper. If the agglomerate is rubbed against a smooth surface 
the agglomerate grains may still become temporarily locked against 
points on that surface, possibly through indentation of the
surface or some surface adhesion. A torque will still operate on 
the agglomerate grain if it is held by the counter-surface and in 
some cases the agglomerate bond will fail rather than the
grain-surface interaction.
Atkins, 1979, predicted that the abrasive wear rate of a solid
would be determined by a parameter A where A=K £/a /h (see section
2 c y
6.3) and should be proportional to 1/A . The results reported in
the previous section have shown the abrasive wear rate of the
agglomerate bars to be proportional to (d +drt)/K where the lengthm u  c
is the related to the median particle size of the abrasive paper,
d^. The yield strength, a , was not included in the fit as it
showed little variation over the different bar formulations used.
Thus, the importance of the material characteristics used in
Atkins' wear rate prediction has been verified, but not the
specific relationship of wear rate with 1/A2. The wear rate of
both agglomerate bars undergoing sliding wear and particle
agglomerates in a fluidised bed has been shown to be proportional
to 1/K . c
The bulk abrasive wear of agglomerate bars or the wear of an
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assembly of particle agglomerates are both the result of the
fracturing of a multitude of single particle bonds. These
processes have been found to depend on the bulk strength parameter
K . The exact relationship between K and the micromechanical c c
failure of a single particle bond in an agglomerate is unclear. 
This is the type of problem which is suited to computer modelling 
of the response of the assembly of particles which constitutes a bar 
or phrticle agglomerate. Such an approach may in future yield the 
answer to the question of how the bulk strength parameters arise 
from microscopic behaviour.
6.8 Conclusions
The abrasive wear of agglomerate bars supplies a good analogy to 
the wear of agglomerates in a fluidised bed. The technique of bar 
w£ar measurement can be used to simulate the fluidised bed wear 
process. This is a simple quick experiment which could be carried 
out to assess agglomerate resistance to attrition prior to a full 
bed run requiring a large amount of time and materials. In both 
cases, the wear rate is proportional to the reciprocal of Kc 
measured using the bar-agglomerates. The bar wear test induces 
abrasive wear of the agglomerate bars and may not be suitable if a 
different wear mode predominates in the fluidised bed. The 
systems investigated here were relatively brittle and the 
governing materials parameter was found to be Kc; for more ductile 
systems (having larger process zone sizes) variations in the size 
of the process zone will be significant and a dependence on o 
would be expected. Indeed, it would be desirable to carry out 
further experiments on agglomerated materials over a range of o^  
values to determine the relationship between wear rate and a for 
agglomerates.
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Figure 6.1 Deformation transition regimes (taken from Atkins and 
Mai, 1985)
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Figure 6.2 Wear Test Configuration
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In order to study the breakage of agglomerates in a fluidised bed, 
the formation of test agglomerates, their physical and mechanical 
properties and their fluidisation behaviour have been studied. 
The work has used techniques and theories from various scientific 
disciplines, particularly fracture mechanics and tribology. The 
main findings are summarised in this chapter with suggestions and 
comments for future work.
7.1 Behaviour of Agglomerates in the Fluidised Bed
Agglomerates of sand with a polymeric binder were made using a pan 
granulator and then observed in a fluidised bed. Their breakage 
product was observed to be predominantly composed of the 
constituent particles of the granules in the form of fines. The 
agglomerates retained their spherical shape during size reduction. 
Studies of the effect of bed height on the breakage rate showed 
that most of the breakage occured in the jet region with much 
lower levels of breakage in the bubbling bed region. In both a 
bubbling bed with a porous plate distributor and a bed with a 
drilled plate distributor and gas jets the breakage rate was found 
to be proportional to the excess gas velocity  ^• The
breakage rate was found to be very sensitive to changes in granule 
composition, which varied the granule strength. The variation of 
the breakage rate with the granule binder concentration was 
monitored and was found to show an inverse square dependence on 
binder content.
Individual particle interactions and collisions in the bed were 
observed using high speed video recordings. Collisions between 
granules in the bed serve to redistribute kinetic energy between 
particles. This leads to a narrowing of the agglomerate velocity 
distribution with few particles travelling very much faster or 
slower than the average. The distribution of kinetic energy by 
collisions also means that there is little dependence of the 
velocity distribution of the agglomerates on observation height 
above the distributor. ' The video observations showed that impacts 
between agglomerates near a distributor orifice occur when
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fast-moving particles entrained in the jet collide with slower 
particles entering the jet. These impacts occur at near-normal 
angles with little relative tangential motion. At the top of the 
jet the particles have similar relative velocities and few 
particles are entrained. Most of the collisions occuring in this 
region are low angle impacts in which the particles slide over 
each other in a tangential motion. Both the high-angle and 
tangential collision types were simulated by single particle 
impacts outside the bed and these were recorded using high-speed 
photography. The mode of breakage in the normal impacts was 
attributed to the compression wave which passes through the 
particles during impact. In the glancing impacts damage occurred 
by surface abrasion. It was noted that in nearly all collisions 
the impacting granules will have some tangential component of 
relative motion which can lead to surface abrasion, even in 
high-angle collisions. The mechanism of breakage by abrasive wear 
was later simulated using a sliding wear test.
7.2 Agglomerate Strength
It was noted that varying the strength of the agglomerates through 
their binder concentration had a marked effect on the breakage 
rate in the fluidised bed. A study was carried out to quantify 
the strength of the agglomerates so that it could be directly 
related to their breakage rate in the bed. Early work by Rumpf, 
1962, assumed- a uniform stress state in a sample under load 
leading to simultaneous failure of bonds across a failure plane.
The present work (following that of Adams et.al., 1989, and
*
Kendall et.al., 1986) adopts the theories of fracture mechanics in 
which failure occurs by crack propagation. The crack will start 
at a region of high stress concentrated around a flaw in the
material being tested. The agglomerate strength is then described 
in terms of a flaw size and an intrinsic fracture mechanics 
parameter such as the critical stress intensity factor, Kc , or the
critical strain energy release rate, Gc * The factors Kc and Gc
can be obtained from agglomerates bars in a test configuration 
such as the three point bend test. The breakage rates in the
fluidised bed for agglomerates with a given binder content were 
related to the Kc values measured for.agglomerate bars of the same
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composition. The breakage rate in the bed was found to depend on 
the reciprocal of the critical stress intensity factor.
In the tests, agglomerate bars with different initial notch 
lengths were used. The intrinsic flaw size was determined by 
incrementing the initial notch lengths with a flaw size until a 
best fit of the data to a theoretical expression was obtained (as 
described in chapter 5). The intrinsic flaw sizes determined in 
this way were of the order of a millimeter which corresponds to 
several primary particle diameters. The intrinsic flaw size was 
therefore thought to be largely due to small packing 
irregularities in the agglomerate bars. In addition to any 
packing defects there may also be a contribution to the flaw size 
from a "process zone" which may be thought of as a region ahead of 
the crack tip in which failure processes occur. The nature of 
this zone may vary, see Adams et. al. (1989) , depending on the
nature of the material being tested. In plastics it is a region 
of plastic deformation and flow, in which the yield strength of 
the material has been exceeded. In ceramics it can be a region of 
microcracking ahead of the crack tip. The nature of such a zone 
in agglomerate materials is not clear and several energy 
dissipating mechanisms may occur ahead of the crack tip. An 
indication of the size of any zone of plastic deformation (known 
as the plastic zone size) was obtained from calculations using 
measurements of the yield stress of the agglomerate bars 
determined from indentation tests. The yield stress values were 
of the order of lOMPa giving an estimation of the radius of the 
plastic zone of the order of 100/im. The inherent flaw size (which 
includes any contribution from a process zone) was of the order of 
a millimeter so the radius of the plastic zone is a relatively 
small part of the overall intrinsic flaw size.
Having measured fracture mechanics strength parameters for 
agglomerate bars of various compositions, the results were then 
related to the breakage rates of agglomerates of the same 
compositions in the fluidised bed and in an abrasive wear test.
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7.3 Abrasive Wear Behaviour of the Agglomerates
The tangential component of the relative movement of one 
agglomerate over another during collisions in the fluidised bed 
gives rise to damage by the mechanism of abrasive wear. This 
damage mechanism was simulated in a wear test using agglomerate 
bars -sliding over a rough surface under an applied normal load. 
The rate of debris formation measured in this test was found to 
vary as the reciprocal of Kc in agreement with the findings from 
the fluidised bed breakage rate measurements. Thus, the 
abrasive wear rates of materials could be tested in a quick and 
straightforward wear test to assess their potential resistance to 
abrasion in a fluidised bed.
7.4 Future Work
The breakage of the agglomerates in the fluidised bed occurs by
single particle removal after a localised region of binder bridges 
at the surface of the granule have been broken. Similarly, fines 
are produced by abrasive wear of agglomerate bars by the rupturing 
of surface bonds. The relationship between single bond failure on 
the microscopic scale and the critical stress intensity factor of 
the bulk material is unclear and requires further study.
Thornton's group in the Department of Civil Engineering at the
University of Aston is using computer simulations in order to
predict the bulk behaviour of an agglomerate based on the 
mechanical response of its constituent particles (see for example 
Thornton and Yin, 1991) . Photographs of the high speed impact 
behaviour of agglomerates in the present work (figures 4.27-4.34) 
will be supplied to the above group so that their computer 
simulations of particle collisions can be compared with 
experimental observations.
On the macroscopic scale, the observations of fluidised bed 
behaviour and particularly of particle motion in the bed indicate 
the regions of the bed where breakage is likely to occur. Further 
work is planned to modify the distributor design, particularly 
the orifice geometry, as a means of minimising breakage in the 
bed.
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In addition to gas f luidisation, the work on the strength of 
agglomerate materials and their mode of breakage is relevant to 
other processes in which agglomerated materials are handled. 
Atkins et.al. (1980) has proposed that abrasive wear should depend
on a combination of the yield and fracture behaviour. The 
materials tested showed a small degree of ductile response as 
indicated by the small plastic zone size estimate. It would be 
useful to test more ductile materials to extend the scope of the 
present theory and to investigate the effect of the yield strength 
on the breakage rate. Tests on agglomerates with a liquid binder 
are being carried out by the Particle Technology Group at the 
University of Surrey and these should provide information on the 
ductile response of agglomerates. Other work on filtration cakes 
is also being carried out by this group and a modified three-point 
bend test has been developed to test weak cohesive materials (see 
Abdel-Ghani et.al., 1991) . Other work (Ennis et. al. , to be
published) carried out in collaboration with Bryan Ennis, formerly 
of the City College, New York, using granules with three different 
solid binders confirmed the relationship between breakage rate of 
agglomerates and the reciprocal of K^ . The binders used were a 
high molecular weight PVP, hydroxyethyl cellulose and sodium 
carboxymethyl cellulose. This indicates that the approach is not 
restricted to the materials and fluidisation equipment of this 
work.
The usefulness of a fracture mechanics approach to agglomerate 
strength and breakage in process equipment has been confirmed 
using a fluidised bed. The fracture mechanics test to measure 
agglomerate strength may be of use in a variety of applications 
and has been taken up by Unilever and du Pont. It is hoped that 
the relationship between breakage behaviour and material strength 
parameters can be extended to other types of material such as 
those which show ductile response. It is also hoped that a better 
understanding of the relationship between microscopic deformations 
and bulk behaviour can be obtained from the computer simulations 
based on the response of the components of a multi-particle 
agglomerate.
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Appendix A
Cambridge Instruments QUANTIMET 920 QUIPS/MX : V04.01 USER :
ROUTINE : PELLET DATE : 29-JAN-88 RUN : 1 SPECIMEN : B9T8i
Enter specimen identity
Scanner ( No. 2 Newvicon AUTO-SENSITIVITY LV= 4.82)
CALL STANDARD
Load Shading Corrector ( pattern - PELLET)
Calibrate Non-Microscope (Calibration Value = 156.3 microns per pixel)
( PAUSE )
Detect 2D ( Darker than 38 PAUSE )
Amend (ERODE by 0 PAUSE)
Edit (pause)
Measure feature AREA PERIMETER ROUNDNESS
into array FEATURE ( of 500 features and 6 parameters)
FEATURE CALC.A := 100. / ROUNDNESS
FEATURE CALC : = 2. * ( AREA / PI ) A 0.50000
FEATURE CALC.B := CALC A 3
EQRCUB : = Field sum of FEATURE CALC.B
Print "SUM OF EQ CIRC RAD CUBED = EQRCUB / 10. A 9. ., " mmA3"n
Distribution of COUNT v CALC (Units MICRONS ) 
from FEATURE in HISTOl from 0. to 4000. 
in 16 bins (LIN)
Display Histogram HISTOl (LIN) differential 
Distribution of COUNT v CALC.A
from FEATURE in HIST02 from 60.00 to 100.0 
in 16 bins (LIN)
Display Histogram HIST02 (LIN) differential
Print Distribution ( HISTOl, differential, bar chart, scale <= 0.00) 
Print Distribution ( HIST02, differential, bar chart, scale = 0.00) 
End of Program
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PROGRAM PLOT SQQY vs RECIPA INCR DA; „
“ “ ~ ~ APPENDIX B
($1 TYPEDEF.SYS I 
{$1 GRAPHIX.NEW I 
{$1 KERNEL.SYS!
CONST
L=0.1; [ DISTANCE BETWEEN ROLLERS = 10cm I
PI=3.141593;
VAR
InFile:TEXT;
OutFile:TEXT;
FNAME:STRING[12] ;
OUTNAME:STRING[12] ;
SPEC:STRING[12];
DATA:ARRAY[1..10,1..5] OF REAL;
SIGMA:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
Y:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
NEWA:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
XPLOT:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
YPLOT:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
XGRAPH:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
YGRAPH:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
YFIT:ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
D A :ARRAY[1..10] OF REAL;
COEFFY:ARRAY[ 1. . 2 , 0 ..4] OF REAL;
R ,ERKC,ERG,M I N ,E R ,NEWDA,INCR,ITER,INCDA,KCOLD,S ,AVDA,XMAG,YMAG,K C ,G ,C 
NUMA0,IMAX:INTEGER;
PROCEDURE Initialize;
BEGIN
WRITELN(1 Type in input filename');
READLN(FNAME);
ASSIGN(InFile,FNAME);
RESET(InFile);
WRITELN('Type in output filename');
READLN(OUTNAME);
AS,SIGN (OutFile , OUTNAME) ;
REWRITE(OutFile);
COEFFY[1,0]:=1.96; '
COEFFY[1,1]:=-2.75;
COEFFY[l,2] :=13.66;
COEFFY[l,3]:=-23.98;
COEFFY[1,4]:=25.22;
COEFFY[2,0]:=1.93;
COEFFY[2,1]:=-3.07;
COEFFY[2,2]:=14.53;
COEFFY[2,3]:=-25.11;
COEFFY[2,4]:=25.80;
END;
PROCEDURE READ_DATA;
VAR
I :INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITELN('WHAT IS THE BATCH TITLE (12 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM)?');
READLN(SPEC);
READLN(InFile,NUMA0);
WRITELN(OutFile,'BATCH IS ’,SPEC);
WRITELN(OutFile,’ A(m) F(N) B(m) W(m) B AR');
I:=l;
WHILE NOT EOF(InFile) DO 
BEGIN
READLN(InFile,DATA[1,1] ,DATA[I,2] ,DATA[I,3] ,DATA[I,4] ,DATA[I,5] ) ; 
WRITELN(OutFile,DATA[1,1] :8, ' ' ,DATA[1,2] :6:2, ' ' ,D ATA[1 ,3] :8 ,
:REAL;
',DATA
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j ; o , , u n .  : <ii ±  ) ;
NEWA[I]:=DATA[I,1];
I :=1+1; { A  F B W
END;
IMAX:=1 - 1;
END;
PROCEDURE CALC_SIGMA;
VAR
I :INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I ;=1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
SIGMA[I]:=1.5*L*DATA[1,2]/(DATA[I,3]*SQR(DATA[1,4]) 
END; {END DO LOOP]
END; I END PROCEDURE)
PROCEDURE CALC_NEWA;
VAR
J:INTEGER;
BEGIN
NEWDA:=MIN+(ITER-2)*INCR;
FOR J :=1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
N EW A [J 3 :=DATA[ J , 1 ]+NEWDA;
END;
WRITELN('NEW da = ',NEWDA:8);
END;
PROCEDURE CALC_Y;
VAR
B,I,J:INTEGER;
XPOWER:ARRAY[0..4] OF REAL;
V ,X :REAL;
BEGIN
FOR I :=1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
X :=NEWA[I]/DATA[I ,4];
IF X<IE-5 THEN 
BEGIN
Y[I] :=1.12*SQRT(PI ) ;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
V ;=L/DATA[1,4];
IF V< 6 .0 THEN B:=2 ELSE B:=l;
XPOWER[0]:=1;
Y[I]:=COEFFY[B,0];
FOR J;=l TO 4 DO 
BEGIN
XPOWER[J]:=X*XPOWER[J-l];
Y [I] :=Y[I]+COEFFY[B,J] *XPOWER[J] ;
END; ■ {J LOOP]
END; [ELSE]
END; [END I LOOP]
END; [END PROCEDURE]
PROCEDURE CALC_x_AND_y;
VAR
I :INTEGER;
BEGIN
CALC_Y;
XMAG:=0;
YMAG:=0;
FOR I :=1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
L A B E L (X .Y ) ]
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XPLOT[I]:=1/NEWA[I];
YGRAPH[I]:=YPLOT[I]/1E+10;
XGRAPH[I]:=XPLOT[I]/100;
IF I>NUMAO THEN . •
BEGIN
IF YGRAPH[I]>YMAG THEN YMAG:=YGRAPH[I];
IF XGRAPH[I]>XMAG THEN XMAG:=XGRAPH[I];
END; [END IF I>NUMA0|- 
WRITELN('NEW A = ',NEWA[I]:8,' Y = ',Y[I]:4:2,' QYQY = ',YPLOT[I]:8);
END; [END DO LOOP}
END; [END PROCEDURE}
PROCEDURE LSF;
VAR
P , I ,SAMPLE:INTEGER;
D D ,ERROR,D E L ,V A R Y ,T ,H ,U ,V , Y ,D,E:REAL;
BEGIN 
T : = 0 ;
H : = 0 ;
U : = 0 ;
V : = 0 ;
Y : = 0 ;
SAMPLE:=IMAX-NUMAO;
FOR I :=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
T :=T+XPLOT[I]*YPLOT[I] ;
H:=H+XPLOT[I];
U :=U+YPLOT[I];
V:=V+SQR{XPLOT[I]);
Y:=Y+SQR{YPLOT[I]);
END;
D :=T-H*U/SAMPLE;
E:=V-H*H/SAMPLE;
G :=D/E;
C :=U/SAMPLE-G*H/SAMPLE;
S : =0;
VARY:=0;
FOR P :=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
E R :=(XPLOT[P]*G)+C-YPLOT[P];
S;=S+SQR(ER);
YFIT[P]:=(C+(G*XPLOT[P]))/1E+10; [CHECK LINE OF LSF FOR GRAPH PLOT}
VARY:=VARY+SQR(YPLOT[P]-U/SAMPLE);
IF YFIT[P]>YMAG THEN YMAG:=YFIT[P];
END;
S :=100*SQRT(S/VARY);
KC:=SQRT{G);
DD: = (G*G*V)+'(2*G*C*H) - (2*G*T) - (2*C*U)+Y+(SAMPLE*C*C) ; ’
ERROR:=DD/(SAMPLE-2);
DEL:=SAMPLE*V-H*H;
ERG:=SQRT(SAMPLE*ERROR/DEL);
ERKC:=SQRT(ERG);
R :=100 *ERKC/KC;
END;
PROCEDURE Plot_Graph;
VAR
XSCALE,YSCALE,XTEST,YTEST,TXINC,TYINC,D X 2 ,D Y 2 ,X I ,X 2 ,GRAD,FRAC;REAL; 
I rJ,K,L;M,N,XTENS,YTENS,XINCR,YINCR,XMAX f YMAX,D X ,D Y ,XTEXT,YTEXT,11,12,Z ,MARGIN 
NTEGER;
BEGIN
InitGraphic;
ClearScreen;
XTENS:=1;
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A\L\fc.5X: = A M A < J  ;
WHILE XTEST>12 DO 
BEGIN
XTEST:=XTEST/10;
XTENS:=XTENS*10;
END;
XINCR:=TRUNC(XTEST)+1;
XMAX:=XINCR*XTENS;
YTENS:=1;
YTEST:=YMAG;
WHILE YTEST>12 DO 
BEGIN
YTEST:=YTEST/10;
YTENS:=YTENS*10;
END;
YINCR:=TRUNC(YTEST)+1;
YMAX:=YINCR*YTENS;
DefineWindow(l,10,20,70,280);
DefineWorld(1,0,0,XMAX,YMAX);
SelectWorld(1);
SelectWindow(1);
ClearScreen;
GOTOXY(27,1);
WRITELN('PLOT OF QYQY VS 1/a FOR TEST ON '/SPEC);
GOTOXY(30,22);
WRITELN( '1/100*1/a 1/m');
GOTOXY(2,1);
WRITE ( ' QYQY 1E10 S'Q.Pa');
XSCALE:=XMAX/120;
YSCALE:=YMAX/50;
IF XINCR<=4 THEN 
BEGIN
IF XINCR<-2 THEN 
BEGIN 
M : = 3 ;
FRAC:=0.25;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
M:=l;
FRAC:=0.5;
END; {ELSE 1 •
END; (XINCR< =4 I
FOR J :=1 TO XINCR DO {LABEL X-AXIS I
BEGIN
D X :=J*XTENS;
DRAWLINE(D X ,0,D X ,YSCALE);'
TXINC:=480*J/(XINCR*9)+80/9; {WINDOW WIDTH/TEXT WIDTH}
XTEXT:=ROUND(TXINC);
GOTOXY(XTEXT,21);
WRITE(DX);
IF XINCR<=4 THEN 
BEGIN
FOR L :=1 TO M DO 
BEGIN
TXINC:=480*(J-L*FRAC)/ (XINCR*9)+80/9;
XTEXT:=ROUND(TXINC);
DX2:=(J-FRAC*L)*XTENS;
DrawLine(DX2,0,DX2,YSCALE);
GOTOXY(XTEXT,21);
WRITE(DX2:3:2);
END; {L LOOP}
END; {IF XINCR< =4}
END; {J LOOP}
DrawLine(0,0,XMAX,0); {DRAWS XAXIS LINE!
IF YINCR<=4 THEN
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BEGIN
IF YINCR<=2 
BEGIN 
M : = 3 ;
FRAC:=0 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
M : = 1;
FRAC:=0 
END;
END;
THEN
25;
.5;
{ELSEi 
{YINCR < = 4}
LABEL Y-AXISj
WINDOW HEIGHT/TEXT HEIGHT
FOR K :=1 TO.YINCR DO 
BEGIN
DY:=K*YTENS;
DRAWLINE(0,D Y ,XSCALE,D Y );
TYINC: = {330-{260 *K/YINCR))/14;
YTEXT:=ROUND(TYINC)-3;
MARGIN:=5; '
IF DY <10 THEN MARGIN:=6;
GOTOXY(MARGIN,YTEXT);
WRITE(DY,’.O’);
IF YINCR<=4 THEN 
BEGIN
FOR L :=1 TO M DO 
BEGIN .
TYINC: = {330-(260*(K-FRAC* L )/YINCR) ) /14 ;
YTEXT:=ROUND(TYINC)-3; 
t . D Y 2 :=(K-FRAC*L)*YTENS;
DrawLine(0,DY2,XSCALE,DY2);
GOTOXY(5,YTEXT);
WRITE(DY2:4:1);
END; (L LOOP!
END; {IF YINCR< = 4 I
END; [K LOOP!
DrawLine(0,0,0,YMAX); {DRAWS YAXIS LINE!
YSCALE:=YMAX/100;
FOR I :=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
DrawLine(XGRAPH[I]-XSCALE,YGRAPH[I],XGRAPH[I]+XSCALE,YGRAPH[I]); 
DrawLine(XGRAPH[I],YGRAPH[I]-YSCALE,XGRAPH[I],YGRAPH[I]+YSCALE); 
END; { I LOOP}
FOR N:=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX-1 DO 
BEGIN {DRAWS THEORETICAL LINE}
DrawLine(XGRAPH[N],YFIT[N],XGRAPH[N+l],YFIT[N+l]);
END;
GOTOXY(5,24);
WRITE(’ KC = ’,K C :8,1 OLD KC = ',KCOLD:8,' C = ',C:9,', ERROR IN 
,"'%•);
SaveScreen('C:TEST.PIC');
REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;
LeaveGraphic;
END; {PROCEDURE!
DRAWS
CROSS
Y =
PROCEDURE MakeCopy(Inverse:Boolean;Mode:Byte);{ EPSON ! 
CONST
XMax=89;
XScreenMax=719;
YMax=349;
PBMax=2159;
GrafBase:Integer=$B000 ;
{ Number of bytes -1 in one screen line 
{ Number of pixels -1 in one screen line 
f Number of lines -1 on the screen 
{ Number bytes in storage array 1 
{ Location of the hardware screen !
VAR
I,Y:Integer;
NGBytes:Integer;
Pbytes:array[0..PBMax] of integer;
{No of graphics bytes for model 
{Store for line before printing!
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PP:integer; {Pointer into array Pbytes }
Whiteln:boolean; {Flag line with no dots for printing
PROCEDURE DoLine(Top:Integer);
VAR
Baseadd,Pbyte,X ,L :Integer;
Ebytel,Ebyte2,Ebyte3:Integer;
K :Byte;
BEGIN { DoLine !
P P :=0;whiteln:=true;
FOR X:=0 TO XScreenMax DO {Each col across screen!
BEGIN
Pbyte:=0;
FOR K :=0 TO Top DO BEGIN {Each line in group (8) }
L:=Y+K;
Baseadd: = (L AND 3) SHL 13+90*(L SHR 2);
IF (Mem[GrafBase:Baseadd+(X SHR 3)]
AND ($80 SHR(X AND 7))<>0) THEN{Bit is set on!
Pbyte:=Pbyte OR ($80 SHR K ) ;
END; {end each line 1:=Y+K!
IF Inverse THEN 
Pbyte:=NOT Pbyte;
IF Mode<30 THEN BEGIN
Pbytes[pp]:=Pbyte; {single graphics byte!
p p :=succ(pp);
IF P b y t e O O  THEN Whiteln:=false; {have to print it!
END
ELSE BEGIN {Construct 3 bytes for 24pin model
Ebytel:=0;Ebyte2:=0;Ebyte3:=0;
IF P B y t e O O  THEN BEGIN {Some to convert & print !
Whiteln:=false;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 8 0 ) 0 0  THEN Ebytel: =Ebytel OR $E0;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 4 0 ) 0 0  THEN Ebytel: =Eby tel OR $1C;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 2 0 ) 0 0  THEN BEGIN
Ebytel:=Ebytel OR $03;Ebyte2:=Ebyte2 OR $80;
END;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 1 0 ) 0 0  THEN Eby te2: =Eby te2 OR $70;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 8 ) 0 0  THEN Ebyte2 : =Ebyte2 OR $0E;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 4 ) 0 0  THEN BEGIN
Ebyte2:=Ebyte2 OR $01;Ebyte3:=Ebyte3 OR $C0;
END;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 2 ) 0 0  THEN Ebyte3: =Eby te3 OR $38;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 1 ) 0 0  THEN Eby te3: =Eby te3 OR $07;
END;
Pbytes[pp]:=Ebytel; p p :=succ(pp);
Pbytes[pp];=Ebyte2; p p :=succ(pp);
Pbytes[pp]:=Ebyte3; p p :=succ(pp);
END; {end 24 pin model
END; {end each col XI
IF Whiteln THEN WriteLn(Lst) {just CR/LF 1
ELSE BEGIN
Write(Lst, # 2 7 Chr(Mode)); {Graphics header NEC P7I
(* Write(Lst,#27'L 1); {Graphics header NEC P3} *)
Write(Lst,Chr(Lo(XScreenMax+1) ) , Chr (Hi.(XScreenMax+l) ) ) ;
FOR pp:=0 to NGBytes-1 DO
write(Lst,char(PBytes[pp]));
END;
IF Mode 0  4 THEN
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W r i t e L n ( L s t )
END ; {end DoLine I
BEGIN {
Write(Lst,#27'3'#24); {
NGBytes := XScreenMax+1;
IF mode> 30 THEN NGBytes NGBytes*3; {
FOR I:=0 TO ((YMax+I) SHR 3)-i DO BEGIN
Y:=I SHL 3;
DoLine(7);
END;
IF (YIiax+1) AND 7<>0 THEN BEGIN 
I :=((YMax+1) SHR 3);
Y :=I SHL 3;
DoLine((YMax+1) AND 7);
END;
WriteLn(Ls t ,#27'0');
END;
PROCEDURE dummy;
BEGIN 
E ND;
PROCEDURE Printout;
VAR
C H :CHAR;
BEGIN
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT?'); 
READLN(CH);
IF (C H = 'Y ') OR (C H = 'y ') THEN 
BEGIN
InltGraphic;
LoadScreen('C ;Test.PIC');
MakeCopy(FALSE,38);
ClearScreen;
LeaveGraphic;
END;
END;
PROCEDURE WRITEFILE;
VAR
I :INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITELN(OutFile,' ');
WRITELN(OutFile,'a v . incr. to a = ' 
= ' , S : 5 : 2) ;
WRITELN(OutFile,'BAR Y
WRITELN(OutFile 
FOR I:=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN(OutFile,DATA[I,5]:3:1, '
END;
END;
PROCEDURE INIT_ITER;
VAR
INITANS,PLOTANS,DISPANS:CHAR;
N ,P ,I ,SAMPLE:INTEGER;
AVDAMM,VARY,H ,U ,E R :REAL;
BEGIN 
CALC_Y;
XMAG:=0;
HardCopy I
Vert line spaceing I 
24pin mode I
Do in groups of 8 lines!
Do remainder few lines!
{ 8 lpi 1
{end HardCopy }
,NEWDA:8 , ’ KC = ’,K C :8,' ERROR IN QYQ
(QYQY) ITERATION = ',ITER:3:0);
SQPa');
,Y[I]:8:3,' ',YPLOT[I]:8);
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YMAG:=0;
ITER:=1;
AVDA:=0;
NEWDA:=0;
H : =0;
U : =0;
WRITELN(’DO YOU WANT AN INITIAL PRINTOUT?');
READLN(INITANS);
IF (INITANS='Y ') OR (INITANS=' y ') THEN WRITELN{L S T ,’ FIRST ITERATION BATCH IS 
,SPEC);
FOR I :=1 TO IMAX DO .
BEGIN
YPLOT(I]:=SQ R {SIGMA[I]*Y [I]);
IF I>NUMA0 THEN 
BEGIN
XPLOT[I]:=1/NEWA[I];
YGRAPH[I]:=YPLOT[I]/1E+10;
XGRAPH[I]:=XPLOT[I]/100;
IF YGRAPH[I]>YMAG THEN YMAG:=YGRAPH[I ];
IF XGRAPH[I]>XMAG THEN XMAG:=XGRAPH[I];
H :=H+XPLOT[I];
U :=U+YPLOT[I];
END; {END IF I>NUMA0|
IF (INITANS='Y ') OR (INITANS='y ') THEN 
BEGIN
WRITELN(LST,' A = ’,NEWA[I]:8,' Y = ',Y[I]:4:2,' Q - ',SIGMA[I]:8,’ QYQY = 
YPLOT[I]:8);
END; {END IF I 
END; {END DO LOOP)
G: = (YPLOT [IMAX-1]-YPLOT [IMAX] )/'(XPLOT [IMAX-1]-XPLOT [IMAX] ) ;
SAMPLE:=IMAX-NUMA0;
C :=U/SAMPLE-G*H/SAMPLE;
S : =0 ;
VARY:=0;
FOR P:=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
ER:=(XPLOT[P]*G)+C-YPLOT[P];
E R :=SQR(E R);
S:=S+ER;
YFIT[P] : = (C+(G*XPLOT[P] ) )/lE.+10; {CHECK LINE OF LSF FOR GRAPH PLOT I
VARY:=VARY+SQR(YPLOT[P]-U/SAMPLE);
IF YFIT[P]>YMAG THEN YMAG:=YFIT[P];
END;
S :=100*SQRT(S/VARY);
K C :=SQRT(G);
KCOLD:=0;
WRITELN(LST,ITER:2:0,' DA = 0.0 KC = ',K C :8,' C = ',C:9,' ERKC = NO'
CALC. R = NOT CALC.');
WRITEFILE;
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE GRAPH?');
READLN(DISPANS);
IF (DISPANS ='Y ')'OR (DISPANS='y ') THEN 
BEGIN
Plot_Graph;
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT A GRAPH PRINTOUT?');
READLN(PLOTANS);
IF (PLOTANS='Y ') OR (PLOTANS='y ') THEN Printout;
END;
FOR N :=1 TO NUMA0 DO 
BEGIN
DA[N]:=G/YPLOT[N];'
AVDA:=AVDA+DA[N]/NUMA0;
END;
AVDA:=AVDA;
AVDAMM:=AVDA*1000;
WRITELN(' CALCULATED DA = ',AVDAMM:6:4,’ WHAT IS THE INCREMENT TO AVDA (INn
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) ? ' ) ; '
READLN(INCR);
INCR:=INCR/1000 ;
WRITELN(' WHAT IS THE STARTING INCREMENT- TO A (IN mm)?');
READLN(MIN);
M I N :=MIN/1000;
END; .
PROCEDURE ITERATE;
VAR
DISPANS,PLOTANS,ANS,ANSDATA:CHAR;
BEGIN 
A N S :='Y ';
WHILE (A N S = 'Y ') OR (ANS='y') DO
BEGIN
KCOLD:= K C ;
ITER:=ITER+1;
CALC_NEWA;
CALC_x_AND_y;
LSF;
WRITELN(LST,ITER:2:0, ' DA = NEWDA:8 , ’ KC = ' , KC : 8 , ’ C = ',C:9,' ERKC = ' , ER 
KC:8,' R = ' , R : 6 : 2 , ' % ’);
WRITELN('ITER = ',ITER:2:0);
WRITELN(' DA = '/NEWDA:8,' KC' = ’,K C :8,' OLDKC = ',KCOLD:8,' C = ',0:9,' ERR 
IN Y = ' , S : 5 : 2 , ' % ' ) ;
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE GRAPH?');
READLN(DISPANS);
IF (DISPANS = ' Y ' ) OR (DISPANS='y ') THEN 
BEGIN
Plot_Graph;
WRITELN(’DO YOU WANT A GRAPH PRINTOUT?');
READLN(PLOTANS);
IF (PLOTANS='Y ') OR (PLOTANS='y ') THEN Printout;
END;
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT DATA WRITTEN TO FILE?');
READLN(ANSDATA);
IF (ANSDATA=1Y ') OR (ANSDATA='y ') THEN WRITEFILE;
WRITELN('DO YOU WANT ANOTHER ITERATION?’);
READ(ANS);
END;
END;
{MAIN PROGRAM}
BEGIN
Initialize;
READ_DATA; .
Close(InFile);
CALC_SIGMA;
INIT_ITER;
ITERATE;
Close(OutFile); ?
END.
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P R O G R A M P LOT _U __v s _G C P HI ; APPENDIX C
1 T 1 T Y P E D B F  . SYS I:
! 1 I G R A P H  IX. MEW!
[ T I K E R N E L  .'SYS '<
CONST
L = Q, 1 : !. D I S T A N C E  B E T WEEN R O L L E R S  - lOciii}
P 1 =“3. i 41 S? 3*>
VAR
InF Lie. T E X T :
Out F i A e . T EX T 
FNAME : ST R I N G  1'. 1.2] :
SPEC F3 T K T No I o j
DAI A : ARR A Y  [ “I . . 1U , i . . 5 j UL RE AL 
SIGMA: ARRAYlM . .'lO) OF REAL..
N EWA : ARR A Y  i_ T , . 1U J OF REAL. :
X P L O T :A R R A Y [I . . 1 0 J OR REAL;
Y P L O T :A R R A Y C 1 --10] OF REAL:
X G R A P H  : ARRA Y [ <1 '. .10] OF REAL:
Y G R A P H ;A R R A Y L 1. .I 0] OF R E A L :
YFIT : ARRAY [ 1 . . 10 J OF' REAL;
DA : -ARRAY 1.1. . . 10 j OF- REAL ;
PHI : A R R A Y [ 1 . . IO J OF REAL;
AW; ARRAY 1.1.. . 10] OF REAL ;
V : A R R A Y [ 1 . . 1 0 j OF R E A L :
Y ;A R R A Y [1..101 OF REAL;
B : A R R A Y [ 1 . . 1 0 j OF INTEGER;
COE F F Y ;A R R A Y [1 . . 3 3 Q - . 4 J OF KLAL ;
R. AVDA.. INI"! A. I NCR A. ITER. GCOL.O, S., XMAG , YMAG, GC . G (.. ; REAL ; 
NUMAO, IMAX ;INTEGER •>
PRO C E D U R E  I ni t ial ir<; ;
BEGIN
W R I T E L N  I *.Type in input f 1 i ename ’ );
R E A D L N !F N A M E J ;
A S S I G N ! I n F i l e , F N A M E ) ;
RESET fInF lie]:
A S S I G N f O u t F  i I e . T E S T .D A T ' ) :
REWRITE ( Oui-R 1 le j ;
C O E F F Y [ 1,0] : - I ,96;
C O E F F Y [1,1]:"-2.75;
C O E F F Y [1.2]:=13.66:
C O E F F Y [1,3]:=-23.98:
C O E F F Y [1,4):=25.22;
C O E F F Y [ 2,0] :.= 1.945;
C O E F F Y [2, 1 J ; =-2.9 1 ;
CO E F F Y  [ 2 , 2 ) : = 1 4 . 09 5 ;
COEFF Y[-2, 3 ] : =-24 . 545;
C O E F F Y [2,4]:=25.51;
C O E F F Y [3,0]:=1.93;
C O E F F Y [3,1]:=-3.07;
C 0 E F F Y [ 3 , 2]:=11.53;
C 0 E F F Y [ 3 , 3]:=-25.11;
C O E F F Y  [-3,4] : =25 . SO ;
END:
P R O C E D U R E  READ_DATA;
VAR
I:INTEGER;
BEGIN
W R I T E L N ! ’WHAT IS THE BATCH TITLE (3 C H A R A C T E R S  M A X I M U M ) ? ’ ): 
R E A D L N [S P E C );
W R I T E L N ! ’WHAT IS THE INITIAL INC R E M E N T  TO A IN mm?');
R E A D L N f I N I T A ) ;
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WR I T E L N  f ’ UJHAT IS THE INCREMENT TO A IN mm?');
RE A D L N  (. I NCR A i :
E N I T A := I N I T A / I O O O ;
I N C R A :=I N C R A / 1000;
W R I T E L N (OutF ile « ’B A TCH IS ' ,SPEC) ; '
W RIT E L N ( O u IF lie, .IK..;!) a (r» ) B f rr.) w£ml BAR'):
I : = 1 ;
N U M A Q ;-0 ;
W HILE NOT EOFiInFile) DO 
BEGIN
R E A D L N  C EnFi 1 e , DA TA[ I , 1 ] , DAT A [•! „ 2 ) , DATA], I . 3 j ,DATA( I , 4.) , DA i' A [ I , S ] ) ;
W R I T E L N  f Outr i It , DATAL I , 1 ]: g, ' , DA T A [1,2:] : S-. ' . C ’ AT A [ X , & ] : S } ' ’ ..DATAtl,^
’ ’ > DATAL I - 5] : 4; 1 i ;
NEWA C l ] : “D A T A [ I ,2 j ;
IF OATAL I , 2.] < I E -05 THEN N U M A O  ; - NUMAO t- i. ;
1 : I i 1 ; £  A F B W LABEL CX.YD}
END ; ,
I M A X :=1 - 3 ; •
END;
P R O C E D U R E  CALC..NEWA;
VAR
J :I N T E G E R ; '
Bi. I N
AVDA ; “ IN J TA+ f- I T E R - 1 ) * INCRA : ; ' . . , -■■-
FOR J : — NUnAD-i 1 TO IMAX DO 
. BEGIN
NEWA I. 0 J ; "-ijA i A I...I « O ] + AVDA ;
■* END ;
END ;
PROC EDI JRE CALC _Y ;
V A R
K ,I .J :I N T E G E R ;
Xf'OWER . ARRAY [ 0 . . <) 3 OF REAL;
V INTER: ARRAY [ L. . 1.0] .OF REAL;
BEGIN
.FOR I ; — 1 TO. IMAX 00 _
BEGIN
AW [ I ] : =NEWA[ I .]/DATA[ I , 4 ] ;
IF A W [I ] < 1E-S T H E N .
BEGIN
Y [ I ] :=1. 12" S O R T (P I ) ;
END 
ELSE ’
BEGIN
V [I ] := L /DA T A [ I ,4] ;
IF V (. I ] < :■. 0 THEN B[I ] :=3
ELSE
BEGIN
IF V [ I ] > 7 . O THEN B [ I ]•: =1 . ELSE BCl]:=2;
END ;
X P O W E R C O ] :=1;
Y [ I ];= C O E F F Y [ B [ I ] ,0];
FOR J :=1 TO 4 DO ‘
BEGIN
XPOWER [J.] : = A W [ l ] * X P G W E R [ J - l ] ;
Y [ I ] : =Y [ I ] +COE F F Y  [ B [ I ] , J ] >: XPOWER [ -I 3 ;
END; fj LOOP)
END; {E L S E ]
END; {END I LOOP}
END; (END PROCEDURE)
P R O C E D U R E  CALC _P H I ;
VAR
I N T ;A R R A Y [1 . .91 OF REAL ;
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X, I N T E G R , F A C T O R : R E A L ;
I,J:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=NUIiAO+l TO IMAX DO
BEG I N
I N T E G R ;=0;
CALC _ Y :
X := A W [ I ];
FACT OR : -Y [ I 1 * V [. T ] X ;
I N T C 1] : = C O E F F Y [ B [ I ],0 ] * C 0 E F F Y [ B [ I ],0]/2;
INT [ 2 ] : = CO E F F Y  [ B [ I ] , 0 J COEFF Y [ B [ I 3 . 1 3 * X * 2 /3 ;
IN T [ 3 ] : = ( 2*C0EFFY[ B[ I ] , 0 ] * COEFF Y [ B [ I ] , 2 ] + COEF.FY [ B [ I ] , 1 ] * COE F F Y  [ 8 [ I ] , 1 ] ) *X*X/A ; 
I NT [ A J : = ( COE F F Y  [ B [ l] , 0 J COE F F Y  [ B [ I ] , 3 ] +COEFF-Y [ B [ I 1 , 1 ] * C OEFFY [ B [ 1 j . L 3 ) " X*X>:X*Z/. 
I N T [5] :-(2* C O E F F Y [B [ I ],0]* C O E F F Y [B [ I ],A ] + 2 *COEFF Y [B [ I ] , 1 JxC0EFF Y [B [ I ] ,3]+COEFF 
03 [ T ] > 2 J COEFF Y [ B [ I ] , 2 ] ) * X X * X * X ./ 6 ;
INT [ 6] : = (COEFFY [ B [ I ] , 1 ] * C O E F F Y  [ B [ I ] , 4 ] + C O E F F Y  [ B [ I ] , 2 ] * COEFFY [ B [I ] , 3] J ‘ X;1 X *X* X* 
X 7^  2/7;
INT [7 ] ; = ( 2 * CO E F F Y  [ B [ I ] ,2]*C O E F F Y [B [ I], A ] +COEFF Y [ B [ I ]., 3 ] * CO E F F Y  t 8 f. I 3 * 3 ] ) * X * X * X * 
X ^ X ^ X / S ;
INT [ 8 ] ; =COEFF Y [ B [ I ] , 3 ] * CO E F F Y  [ B [ I 3,4] -MtX* X*X * X * X X *2 /9 ;
INT [ 9 ] ; = C O E F F Y [ B [ I ] , A ] ' COEFF Y [ B [ 1 ] , 4 ] * X *X * X * X >: X *X * X * X ./ 1 0 ;
FOR J :=1 TO 9 DO 
BEGIN
I N T E G R : - I N T E G R + I N T [J j ;
END ;
I N T E G R :=I N T E G R * X * X ;
PHI [ I 3 : •-I N T E G R / F A C T O R  + VC. I ] / ( 1 8 "‘•F ACT O R  ) ;
END; {END I LOOP}
. END :
P R O C E D U R E  CALC_x_AND_y;
VAR
I:INTEGER;
BEGIN .
CALC _P HI ;
X M A G :=0;
Y M A G :=0;
FOR I:=NUMA0+1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
Y P L O T [I ]:= D A T A [ I ,13;
X P L O T [ I j ; =DAT A [ 1 , 3 ] *DAT A [ I , 4 ] 5,1 PH I [ I 3 :
Y G R A P H [ I 3 := Y P L O T [I ] * 1000; .
X G R A P H [ 1 3 : =XPLOT[I 3*1000:
IF Y G R A P H [I ]>YMAG THEN Y M A G := Y G R A P H [I ];
IF X G R A P H [I 3>XMAG THEN X M A G := X G R A P H [I 3 ;
W R I T E L N ("NEW A = ’ , NEWA [ I 3 : 8 , ’ PHI = ’ , PHI [ I ].: A : 2 , ’ U(JJ = ' ’ . YPLOT [ I ].: 8 ) ; 
END; (END DO LOOP}
END; {END PROCEDURE}
PRO C E D U R E  LSF;
VAR
P , I , S A M P L E :I N T E G E R ;
E R G ,D D ,D E L ,E R R O R ,V A R Y , T , H , U , V , Y , D , E , E R :R E A L ;
BEG I N  
T : =0;
H : =0 :
U : =0 ;
V : =0 ;
Y : =0 ;
S A M P L E := I M A X - N U M A O ;
FOR I :- N U M A O + 1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
T : = T + X P L O T [ I ] * Y P L O T [ I ] ;
H : = H+ XPLOT [ I ] ;
U : = u + y p l o t [ i 3; .
V :=V + S Q R (X P L O T [I 3) ;
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Y : -Y + S O R (Y P L O T [ I ] ) ;
END;
D : = T - H * U / S A M P L E ;
E := V - H * H / S A M P L E ;
G := D / E ;
C : --U/SAMPLE-G*H/SAMPLE ;
V A R Y : = 0 ;
, FOR. p :=NUMAO+l TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
E R :=(X P L O T [P ]*G )+ C~ Y P L O T [ P ];
E R := 3 Q R ( E R ); .
S : --S + ER ;
Y P I T [P ] : ~ (C + (G * X P L O T [P ]) )* 1O D D ; (CHECK LINE OP LSF FOR GRAPH PLOT!
VARY := VARY + SQR.( YPLOT[P] - U / S A M P L E  ) ;
IF YFITCF']>YMAG THEN Y M AG : = Y F IT C P ] ;
END;
' S : = 100 * S O R T (S /V A R Y ) ;
GC:=G;
DD : = ( G * G * V ) + ( 2 *G *C * H ) - ( 2 *G * T ) - (. 2 *C LJ) + Y + ( S A MPLE * C * C ) ;
E R R O R := D D / (S A M P L E - 2): •
D E L := S A M P L E * V - H * H :
E R G :- S O R T (S A M P L E *E R R O R / D E L ):
P.: --100*ERG/GC ;
E N D ; ■
PR O C E D U R E  P l o t _Sraph;
VAR
X S C A L E , Y S C A L E , X T E S T , Y T E S T , T X I N C ,  T Y I N C , D X 2 »D Y 2 ,X I , X L .G R A D , F R A C :R E A L ;
N , K ,J ,L , M , X T E N S , Y T E N S , X I N C R , Y I N C R , X M A X ,Y M A X , D X ,D Y . X T E X 1 .Y T E X 1 , 1 1 , 1 2 . 2 , 1 . M ARGIN 
J N T E G E R ;
BEGIN
I n i t G r a p h i c ;
ClearScreen;
XTENS:=1;
X T E S T := X M A G ;
WHILE X T E S T >12 DO 
BEGIN .
X T E S T : = X T E S T / 10; '
XTENS: = X T E N S * 1 0 ;
END;
X I N C R : = T R U N C ( X T E S T ) +1; .
X M A X := X I N C R * X T E N S ;
Y T E N S :=1;
Y T E S T := Y M A G ;
WHI L E  Y T E S T ) 12 DO 
BEGIN
Y T E S T :- Y T E S T / 10;
Y T E N S : = Y T E N S * 10;
END; .
Y I N C R : = T R U N C ( Y T E S T )+1;
Y M A X := Y I N C R * Y T E N S ;
D e f i n e W i n d o w ( 1 , 1 0 , 2 0 , 7 0 , 2 S 0 ) ;
D e f i n e W o r l d C 1 , 0 , 0 . X M A X , Y M A X ) ;
S e l e c t W o r I d (1);
S e l e c t W i n d o w (1 ) ;
ClearScreen;
G O T O X Y ( 2 7 , 1 j ;
WR I TELN (’PLOT OF U VS BWPHI FOR TEST ON \ S P E C ) ;
G O T O X Y (30.22);
WRITELNC.’ BWPHI (O. 001*sq. m) ’ ) ;
GOT O X Y (2,1);
W R I T E (’U ( m J )’ ) ;
XSCALE : = X M A X ./ 120;
Y S C A L E :=YMAX/50;
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IF XIN C R  < =4. T HEN 
BEG I N
IF X I N C R < = 2  THEN 
BEGIN 
M : =3;
F R A C : =0.25;
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
M : = 1 ;
F R A C : =0.5;
E N D ; {ELSE}
END; { X I N C R (=4}
FOR J:=l TO XINCR. DO {LABEL. X-AXIS}
BEGIN
DX : =J"'XTENS ;
D R A W L I N E ( D X , 0 , D X , Y S C A L E ) ;
T X I N C := 4 8 0 * J / (X I N C R ^ O ) +80/9; {WINDOW W I D T H / T E X T  WIDTH}
X T E X T : = R O U N D ( T X I N C ) ;
G O T O X Y ( X T E X T , 21);
W R I T E ( D X ) ;
IF XINCR < =4 THEN 
B E G I N
FOR L :=1 TO M DO 
BEG I N
TXINC : =4-80* ( J - L * F R A C  ) /’ (X I N C R * 9 ) + 80/9 ;
X T E X T := R O U N D (T X I N C );
D X 2 :=(J - F R A C * L )*X T E N S ;
D r a w L i n e ( D X 2 ) 0 , D X 2 , Y S C A L E ) ;
G O T O X Y C X T E X T , 21 ) ;
W R I T E ( D X 2 :3:2);
END; {L LOOP} -
E N D ; {IF XINCR < = 4 }
END; ' {J LOOP}
D r a w L i n e ( O , 0 , X M A X ,O ) ; {DRAWS XAXIS LINE)
IF YIN C R  < =4 THEN 
B EG I N  '
IF Y I N C R  < =2 THEN 
BEGIN 
M : =3 ;
F R A C :=0.25;
END
ELSE
B E G I N  -
M : = 1 : .
F R A C :=0.5;
END; {ELSE}
END; {Y I N C R <=4}
FOR K :=1 TO Y I N C R  DO {LABEL Y-AXIS)
BEG I N
D Y := K * Y T E N S ;
D R A W L I N E ( O , D Y , X S C A L E , D Y ) ;
T Y I N C : = ( 3 3 0 - ( 2 6 0 * K / Y I N C R ))/ 1 4 ; {WINDOW H E I G H T / T E X T  HEIGHT}
Y T E X T := R O U N D ( T Y I N C ) -3;
M A R G I N :=5;
IF DY <10 T HEN M A R G I N :=6;
G O T O X Y ( M A R G I N , Y T E X T ) ;
W R I T E ( D Y , ’ .O ’ );
IF YIN C R  < =4 THEN 
B E GIN
FOR L:=l TO M DO 
B E G I N
T Y I N C : = ( 3 3 0 - ( 2 6 0 * ( K - F R A C * L )/ Y I N C R ))/ 1 4 ; "
Y T E X T := R O U N D ( T Y I N C ) -3;
D Y 2 : = ( K - F R A C * L ) *Y T E N S ;
D r a w L i n e (0,D Y 2 , X S C A L E , D Y 2 ) ;
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G O T O X Y (5,Y T E X T ) ;
W R I T E ( D Y 2 : 4 : 1) ;
END; (L LOOP}
END; {IF YINCR < = 4} ,t
END; {K LOOP}
D r a w L i n e ( O , 0 , 0 , Y M A X ) ; {DRAWS YAXIS LINE}
Y S C A L E := Y M A X /100; . '
FOR I := N U M A O + 1 TO IMAX DO 
BEGIN
D r a w L i n e ( X G R A P H [ l ] - X S C A L E , Y G R A P H [ l ] , X G R A P H  [ I ] + X SCAL.E . YG R A P H  [ I ]) ; {DRAWS} 
D r a w L i n e  (XGRAPH [ I ] , Y GRAPH [ I ] -YSCALE , XGR A P H  [ I ] , YG R A P H  [I. )+YSCALE ) ; {CROSS} 
E N D ; { I LOOP} .
FOR N : = N U M A 0 + 1  TO IMAX-1 DO
BEGIN { DRAWS T H E O R E T I C A L  LINE}
Dr a w L i n e  (XGRAPHCN], YF.IT[N], XGRAPHCN+l], YFIT[ N+l ]) ;
E N D ;
GOT O X Y (5,24) ;
W R I T E C ’ GC = ’ ,G C :8,’ OLD GC = ,G C O L D : 8 , ’ C = ’ , C : 9 , ’ , E R R O R  IN GC = . ’ , R
3, ’%’ ) ;
S a v e S c r e e n (”C :T E S T .P I C ’ );
RE P E A T  U N T I L  KeyPressed;
Lea v e G r a p h i c ;
END; {PROCEDURE} ‘
P R O C E D U R E  M a k e C o p y (I n v e r s e :B o o l e a n ;M o d e :B y t e );{ EPS O N  }
CONST
XMax=89; { N u m b e r  of byt e s  -1 in one screen line
X S c r e e n M a x = 7 1 9 ; { Num b e r  of p i x e l s  -1 in one scr e e n  line
YMax=349; { N u m b e r  of lines -1 on the screen
PBMax=2159; { N u m b e r  bytes in s t o r a g e  array }
G r a f B a s e : I n t e g e r = $ B O O O ;  { L o c a t i o n  of the h a r d w a r e  s creen }
VAR
I ,Y :I n t e g e r ;
N G B y t e s :I n t e g e r ;
P b y t e s :a r r a y [ 0..P B M a x ] of integer; 
P P :i n t e g e r ;
W h i t e l n :b o o l e a n ;
{No of g r a p h i c s  byt e s  for m o d e }
{Store for line before printing} 
{Pointer into array P b y t e s  }
{Flag line w ith no dots for p r i n t i n g  }
P R O C E D U R E  D o L i n e (T o p :I n t e g e r j ; 
VAR
B a s e a d d , P b y t e , X , L : I n t e g e r ;  
Ebytel, Eby t.e2,Ebyte3: Integer; 
K :B y t e ;
BEGIN
P P :=0;w h i t e I n := t r u e ;
FOR X:=0 TO XS c r e e n M a x  DO 
B E G I N  ?
{ Do L i n e  }
(Each col ac r o s s  screen]
P b y t e :=0;
FOR K :=0 TO Top DO BEGIN 
L := Y + K ;
B a s e a d d : = (L AND 3) SHL 1 3 +90*(L SHR 2);
{Each line in gro u p  (8) }
IF (M e m [G r a f B a s e :B a s e a d d + ( X SHR 3)]
AND ($80 SHR(X AND 7))<>0) THE N { B i t  is set on}
P b y t e :=Pbyte OR ($80 SHR K);
END; {end e ach line 1:=Y+K}
IF Inverse THEN 
P b y t e :=N0T Pbyte;
IF Mode < 30 THEN BEGIN 
P b y t e s [ p p ] : = P b y t e ;  
p p := s u c c (p p );
{single g r a p h i c s  byte}
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IF P b y t e O O  THEN W h i t e l n :-f a l s e ; {have to print it}
END
E LSE BEG I N  {Construct 3 bytes for 24pin mode}
E b y t e 1 : = 0 ; E b y t e 2 :=0;E b y t e 3 :=0;
IF P B y t e O O  THEN B E GIN {Some to convert & print }
W h i t e l n := f a l s e ;
IF. (Pbyte AND $ 8 0 ) 0 0  THEN E b y t e l :=Ebytel OR $E0;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 4 0 ) 0 0  THEN Ebytel : =Ebytel OR $1C;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 2 0 ) 0 0  THEN BEGIN
E b y t e l : = E b y t e l  -OR $ 0 3 ; E b y t e 2 :=E b y t e 2  OR $80;
END ;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 1 0 ) 0 0  THEN E b y t e 2 : = E b yte2 OR $70;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 8 ) 0 0  THEN Eby t e2 : =Eby t e2 OR $0E ;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 4 ) 0 0  T H E N  B E GIN
E b y t e 2  : =Ebyt'e-2 OR $01 ; E b y t e 3  : = E b v t e 3  OR $C0;
END ;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 2 ) 0 0  THEN Eby t e 3 : = E b yte3 OR $38 ;
IF (Pbyte AND $ 0 1 ) 0 0  THEN E b y t e 3 : =Eby t e3 OR $07;
END ;
Pby tes [ pp ]:=Ebyte.l; p p  : =succ ( pp )
P b y t e s [p p ):= E b y t e 2 ; p p :=succ(pp) 
P b y t e s [ p p ] := E b y t e 3 ; pp:= s u c c ( p p )  
END;
END:
end 24 pin mode j 
end each col X}
IF W h i t e l n  THEN WriteLn(Lst) {just CR/LF !
ELSE BEGIN
W r i t e ( L s t , # 2 7 ’ * ? ,C h r (M o d e )) ; { G r a phics header NEC P7}
(* W r i t e ( L s t ,« 2 7 ’L ’ ); { G r a phics h eader NEC P3} *)
W r i t e (Lst s C h r (L o (XScre e n M a x  + 1 )),C h r (H i (X S creenMax +1))) ;
FOR pp: = 0  to NGBytes-1 DO
w r i t e ( L s t ,c h a r ( P B y t e s [ p p ] ));
END ;
IF Mode < > 4 THEN 
W r i t e L n ( L s t );
END; {end DoL i n e  }
BEG I N  { H a r d C o p y  }
W r i t e (L s t , # 2 7 ’3 ’#24); • { Vert line spaceing
N G B y t e s  := X S c r e e n M a x + 1 ;
IF mode > 30 THEN NG B y t e s  := NGBytes*3; { 2 4 pin mode }
FOR I:=0 TO ((YMax+1) SHR 3)-l DO BEG I N
Y :=I SHL 3; 
DoL i n e (7) ; 
END;
{Do In g roups of 8 lines}
IF (YMax + 1) AND 7 0 0  THEN BEGIN 
I:=((YMax+1) SHR 3);
Y:=I SHL 3;
D o L i n e ( ( Y M a x + 1 ) AND 7);
E N D ;
{Do r e m a i n d e r  few lines}
W r i t e L n ( L s t , # 2 7 ’O ’ ); 
END;
{ S lpi }
{end H a r d C o p y  }
P R O C E D U R E  dummy;
BEGIN
END:
P R O C E D U R E  Printout; 
VAR
C H :C H A R ;
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BEGIN
W R I T E L N ( ’DO YOU W ANT A P R I N T O U T ? ’ );
R E A D L N (C H );
IF ( C H = ’Y ’ ) OR f C H - ’y ’ ) THEN 
BEG I N
InitGraphic;
L o a d S c r e e n  ( ’ C : T e s t . P I C ’ .) ;
M a k e C o p y (F A L S E ,38);
C 1e a r S c r e e n ;
L e a v e G r a p h i c ;
END;
END:
P R O C E D U R E  W R I T E F I L E ;
VAR
I:INTEGER;
BEGIN
W R I T E L N ( O u t F i l e , ’ );
W R I T E L N ( O u t F i l e , ’a v . incr. to a 
, R : 5 : 2 ) ;
W R I T E L N ( O u t F i l e , ’BAR A/W
T E R :3:Q ) ;
W R I T E L N ( O u t F i l e , ’
FOR I:=NUMAO+l TO IMAX DO 
B EG I N
W R I T E L N ( O u t F i l e , D A T A ( I , 5 ] :3;1 ,’
3 , ’ YPLOT [ I ] : S) ;
END;
..END ;
P R O C E D U R E  ITERATE;
VAR
D I S P A N S , P L O T A N S , A N S :C H A R ;
BEGIN
A N S : = ’Y ’ ; '
I T E R :=0; 
u C :=0;
A V D A :=0;
W HI L E  ANS= ’Y ’ DO 
B E G I N  ■
G C O L D := G C ;
IF ITER >0.01 THEN C A L C _ N E W A ;
I T E R :- I T E R + 1 ;
C A L C _ x _ A N D _ y  ;
LSF;
W R I T E L N (’ITER = ’ ,ITER:2:0);
W R I T E L N  ( ’ DA = ’ , AVDA: 8 , ’ GC = ’ ,GC:8, ’ OL.DGC - ’ , GCOLD : 8, -C 
N Gc ~ 5 , R : 5 : 2 , ’ % ’ ) ;
W R I T E L N ( ’DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE G R A P H ? ’ );
R E A D L N ( D I S P A N S ) ;
IF D I S P A N S  = ’Y ’ THEN 
BEGIN
Plot_Graph;
W R I T E L N ( ’DO YOU WANT A GRA P H  P R I N T O U T ? ’ );
R E A D L N (P L O T A N S );
IF P L O T A N S = ’Y ’ THEN Printout;
END;
WRITEFILE;
W R I T E L N (’DO YOU WANT A N O T H E R  I T E R A T I O N ? ’ );
R E A D (A N S );
END;
END;
(MAIN PROGRAM}
B E G I N
Initialize;
= ’ ,A V D A :8, GC = ' , 6 C : 3 , ’
PHI BWPHI U
(J ) ’ ) ;
AW [I.] :6:4," ’ , PHI [1 3 :3
E R R O R  IN Gc = 
I T E R A T I O N  = \
: 3 , ’ ’ ,X P L OT[I
= ',C : 9 , ’ ERF
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READ_DATA; 
C l o s e (I n F i l e ) ; 
ITERATE;
C l o s e (OutF ile) 
END.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
